




TOOLEX@ALPHA 

CD manufacturing systems 
.. Complete turn-key installation 
.. Single Track or Double Track systems 

for all formats 
.. Small size/large capacity 
.. Low investment/high return 
.. Easy operation/minimum service 

The Double Track system has a production capacity of up to 1000 discs per hour. 
Compact design and high output make it the ideal manufacturing unit for plants 
Where space is at a premium. 
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Electroforming systems from 
Too/ex Alpha guarantee high-quality 
stampers time after time. 

For further information, contact: 
TOOLEX ALPHA AB 
Box 1176, 172 24 Sundbyberg, Sweden. 
Telephone: +46 8 28 90 30 
Telex: 13378 ALPHAS 
Telefax: +46 8 28 95 32 



ADTEC's industry-approved Splicing-Tapes 
for Audio and Video Cassettes are developed 
and produced by experts with decades of 
experience and practice in the Audio resp. 
Video Industry.The wide-range-programm of 
products offers a selection for virtually every 
imaginable types of equipment.and a maxi
mum of efficiency with rolls of up to 100 m 
( 330 ft) length. 

r::?\l ADTEC Audio Video 
~ Produkte GmbH. 

The unique siliconized Audio Splicing Tape 
type ·s· offers an unsurpassed smooth and 
even unrolling, and reduces missplices to a 
minimum.This type is now available also in the 
extended length of 75 m ( 200 ft). 

For quality and efficiency control.both Audio 
and Video Splicing Tapes are being offered 
in number-printed version. 

Papenstrasse 41 
2000 Hamburg 76 
Gennany 

Tel.040/2 50 10 55 
Fax 040/25 65 31 
Tix 2163 490 ekg d 



Research, Technology, Automation 
is the philosophy of ATB's production. 

in audiocassette components, 
the strict application of 
this Standard, has allowed ATB 
to obtain qualified products 
ideally suited to fulfill: 
- Automatic Assembling Technology 
- Manual Assembling Process 
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BENELUX 

BENELUX RECOGNIZED AS 
ONE OF THE LEADING CASSEITE COMPONENTS MANUFACTURERS IN ASIA. 

We provide the highest quality in terms of precise specifications, service, commibnent and price that no other vendor 
can match and compete with. We ensure you c.an enjoy a profitable deal since our QC monitors each step ofthe 

production process to guarantee the most consistent quality available. Don't waste your valuable sourcing time! 

CONT ACT US TODAY AND LET US PROVE IT. 
Audio C-0 & Video V-0 are also available. 

BENELUX MANUFACTURING LIMITED 
12/F. Benelux Center. 29 Cheung Lee Street. Chai Wan. Hong Kong. Tel: 558 0258. 897 1008 Telex: 60493 INFAB HX Fax: (852) 897 <XXIJ 
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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 

India cannot do it. 
The greatest country in theworld,so many district people, as much, irno1 

more, evolved than those or Europe. The Bengalis like the French, the 
Punjabi's like the Germans, the Gujaratis like the Spanish, the Rajasthanis 
like Swiss, the Tamils like the Greeks, the Maharastr-ians like the Italians, 
and as is evident, India has more. More in intellectuality, in language, in. 
style. Yet our greatness is, we are one. Such humility, such togetherness, 
no other country has it. Therefore I say The Greatest Country in the world, 
cannot do it. 

India cannot, as yet, produce products like Dolby, Bose, Brue I & Kjaer, 
Trident, Sony, Yamaha, Studer, or the other hundreds of internationally 
reprinted manufacturers, who produce audio video replication and studio 
equipment. India cannot do it. We have to import. 

However, the availability, or all these products is poor, as yet. Th,, 
demand is fabulous. What I have seen is that all these companies need is 
knowledgeable agents, distributors, or representatives. 

All qualiried electronic engineers, and also others in this line have~ 
excellent opportunity to enter into a lucrative activity. There are h undredg 
of internationally reprinted brands, but only a few, are represented. 

Playback readers may write in for addresses of manufacturers, they wisl 
to represent. We are glad to help. It is our aim to see the Indian market, 
fully opens up and the options available to the equipment buyer, is similar 
to those in lJSA or Europe. With this process knowledge will greatl 
improve. 

In Broadcasting, where the field is still closed, in the near future, whe 
this avenue too opens up fully, the demand for all audio, video an 
broadcasting equipment will boom. The future is great. 

In the future issues readers will get more information and editorial on pn 
audio and video. More information on products and where to get them. 
also plan more usefull articles on sound quality and studio design an4 
accoustics. 

Compact Discs 
Definitely in 193 CD plants will begin to operate in India. Hence Playbacf 

will begin to give a lot more information in this subject. On replicatio1 
technologies, on COi, on minidisc, etc. 

DCC, I predict is doomed to failure. Read about it in Intl. News - DCC~ 
Mini Disc, Battle Royal. J 

Daman sood, who the readers are aware is celebrating the 25th year 
Western Outdoors. A useful article on the studio set-up. It shall ma 
others emulate this ideal. 

Head relapping is now acceptable to both the in cassette duplicators 
well as loop-bin operators. So an article on this subject shall help ma int 
nance engineers. It has been lifted from Mix magazine. 

Otherwise, as usual, a very informative issue. Again much awaited. Pia 
back now has its own DTP at the Juhu office. So in future we will be wi 
you faster and surer. 

AnilChop 

Writing for Playback 
We invite readers and members or lhc induslry lo conlributc their views and though' 

If you would like to write for PLAYBACK please contact the Editorto discuss your id4 
You may also send in your article in typed manuscripts for acceptance. 

Subscriptions 
India, Pakistan, Aangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Burma Rs 200 (or equiv al~ 

.. for12iuucs.Foreignsubscri_ben,worldwide USS55. 
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MUSIC OF A LIFETIME FEROZ KHAN'S 
MUSIC AWAITED WITH BATED BREATH 

IS NOW OUT ON~ CASSE'ITES. 

CASSETTES, CDs. & RECORDS ON CASSETTES, CDs. & RECORDS ON 

~ e~ 
MUSIC LIKE NEVER BEFORE EXQUISITE MUSIC 



Khel, Aaj Ka Goonda Raaj break through 

Subhash Ghai with Tips 

'ALLAH BADHA TU HAI' L to R ·Mr.Sayed Ali (music Director), Ramesh Taurani 
of Tips, Payam Saeedi (Lyricist), Mohd. Aziz (Singer) Alka Yagnik (Singer) & 
Kamal Menghani ofTips. 

With the signing of Subhash Ghai's Raakcsh Roshan now for the fourth movie 
'Khalnayak' by Tips, the music business for the last couple of years. 
has completely entered into a new cycle. 'Aaj Ka Goondaraj' is a top seller at the 
All links with the past arc now broken. beginning of August. Anand Milind have a 
Undoubti.!dly, it is an achievement for. break through after a long time. It is a 
Tips. One major wholesaler in Bombay •challenge sung by Amect and 'Tota Mera 
remarked 'it cannot only bemon,;y. Subhash Tota' have become hits. 
Ghai must havve seen for himself the highly Releases 
aggressive marketing for 'Khuda Gaw ah' 'Ek Ladka Ek Ladki', Apraadhi', 'Geel', 
and the money spent on publicity. I am sure Dev Anand's' Pyaar Ka Taraana', · Deedaar', 
SubhashGhaihasacknowledgedTipsasa 'Qaid Mein Hain Bulbul', 'Saatwan 
justified successor. HMV cannot claim any Aasman'. 'Heer RanJha' have all been re
moral rights on any ground any- leased. 
more.' lnfact, the long shadow HMV Basic 
stretched over these past few years on moral Shrce Rajeev Gandhi is a Marathi pow ad a 
grounds and other pleadings, of its album by Rashtriya shayar R abasahcb 
claim, to the topnotch film producers' Deshmukh. 
soundtracks on account of history and Moods ofBhagwanti Navani is a Sindhi 
emotion and morality, has finally disap- bhajan album. 
peared with the chandelier lights coming A Bhojpuri Popot and Shaadiki Galiyan 
on of the new carpetbeggars. It is sung by Ramlautan and composed by 
rumoured in the market that 'Khalnayak' Vishwakarma. 
went for Rs.7.5 million advance royalty Milan Singh the female in male voice 
with a commitment of Rs.2.5 million for offers Phankar Ek Awaaz Anek in volume 
publicity. 8. 
Raakesh Roshan Allah Bada Tu Hai by Mohd. Aziz and 

After the music success of 'Khudgarz', Alka Yagnik with Syed Ali's music is a 
'Kishan Kanaiya' and 'Khoon Bhari Maang' mus] im devotional number. 
all Raakesh Roshanmovies now, his 'Khel' Shree Hanuman Chalisa with music by 
has once again caught the imagination of Dilip Dutta and sung by Mukesh Prabhakar 
the market. Tips has continued with and Devki Pandit. 

Public image boost 
'Allari Mogudu' isa Telugu film, which has a story linere

volving aroundamusicrompany- Surya The sua:css of this 
libn has given Surya, !he best public image and popularity. 

SubhashGhai,alsoboosled HMV in Karz,ona song 
dance sequenreon a giant remrd. Gulshan Kumar and Su
per Cassettes too gotasimilarboostfromDanceDanre. 

P.V.RAO 
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Loopbins in India 
A.P.Sales 

Bath la 
C.B.S. 
Coney 

Deccan Records 
Echo 

Electro band 
Gathani 

H.M.V. - 2 
H.M.L. 

Hariram Govindram 
Jet speed 

Janak Patel -Anand, Gujarat. 
Kapco 

Oriental-2 
Rajes 

Rama Audio Vision 
Sagarika 

Sound Print 
Sangeeta 

Super Recording 
T series - 4 

Tips 
Universal -2 

Vijayata 
Venus-3 

Weston-2 

Forthcoming are 
Aka sh 
Empire 
Kapco 
Lahiri 
Surya 

Sterling 
Vishwa 

Plus., an estimated 20moreloopbinsare 
under various stages of project develop
ment which surely will be imported 3J1d 
commissioned in a year's time. 

Soundtrack Hits 
Aaj Ka Goonda Raj : Tips 

Beta :T series 
Deewana :Venus 

Jaan Tere Naam: Weston 
Khuda Gawah: Tips 

Khiladi: Venus 
Platform: Venus 
Saajan: Venus 

Shola aur Shabnam : Venus 
Sapne Saajan Ke: Lara 

as on 5th August '92 
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A.I.A. orders multitrack 
The Delhi and Bombay studios of A.LR. arc so 

on LO be equipped with cithcrStudcrorSatum 
I 6channcl multitrack laperecordcrs. Mcltronand 
Pro Sound have both bid for Studer and Saturn 
rcspcctivcly,thcirloweslqUOlatimsforlhissupply. 

In the near future Delhi and Calculla too will 
be equipped with such multi track tapcrecordcr.;. 

KIRAN VIDEO'S 
''PUSHPANJAU" 

Mr. Akula NlranJan Rao chief of Klran 
ElectronlcsfellcltatlngOr.OasariNaryana 
Rao at the "PUSHPANJALI" video 
cassette release function. 

Farbaek in Telugu film industrymostoflhc 
films made by veteran Producers were based 
entirely on story value and melodious music 
which was the bed rock of success. But as de
cades rolled by such legendary music has gone 
into oblivion eclipsed by the run of the mill 
music. The present generation are denied the 
mclliOuous music of yesteryears which is al
ways fresh in the memory of the older genera
tion. UndersuchcrucialcircumstancesMessrs. 
Kiran Electronics, Vijayawadahave introduced 
a sensational event of collecting a series of 
good devotional songs from various Telugu 
films compiled as a musical chain and incor
porated in their latest Video casslle titled 
"PUSHPANJALI". So Kiran Electroniccs got 
out a most colourful ceremony with an august 
assembly of elite from different walks on Feb
ruary 16th at Open House Conference Hall, 
Vijayawada. The noted journalist Mr. Turlapaty 
Kutumba Rao chaired the function, graced by 
lhc famous writer.director Dr. Dasari Narayana 
Rao as chief guest and Mr. AkulaNarasimha 
Rao, PartnerofKiran Electronics was also 
present on the dais. The function commenced 
traditionally with the prayer song rendered by 
Dr. Ashok Konada. 

Speaking on the occasioon Dr. Dasari said 
that he is fortunate to have the privilege of 
Participating in this function conducted by 
Krran Electronics which goes a long way in this 
Video business. He also commended the laud
able efforts made by Kiran Electronics in bring
ing our a Video casselle exclusively based on 
devotional songs. The first Video cassette was 
formally released by Dr. Dasari N arayana Rao 
and the very first Cassette was sold to Mr. 
Santhana Krishnan of Shri Balaji Classics, 
Madras. Mr. Akula Niranjana Rao the chief of 
Kiran Electronics proposed a vote of thanks. 

P.V.RAO 

1\E\.\'S - ----------------------
• Webel mixers a success 

Webel Mediatronics Limited, a leading 
manufacturer for Studio & Broadcasting 
Equipment since 1981, has recently devel
oped an ALL MASTER FADER CONSOLE 
with its own in-house technology. This 
Concole is used after the Audio - Video 
Routing Switcher in the MSR Room of a 
TV Broadcast Studio in order to control the 
audio level of the TV programme coming 
from various sources, viz. different Stu
dios, Satellite etc. 

In November 1991, the first unit was 
delivered lo Doordarshan Kendra, Bombay. 
Satisfied with it performance, DD has 
placed a further order for 10 more units for 

HugeAIR orderforDigital Rev~ 
PlaybackhasleanuAIRisproc.essingitsn.xiuire

mentfor I 03numbers for high quality digital re· 
verbsProSoundisofferingBSS.HyTechCorpo
ra1ion, Delhi is offering Kl ark T eknik. 

AIR is in the process of ordering big quantities 
of microphones, headphones, mixers and tape -
n:corde~. 

major Studios in the Country. 
Among the new products of the Company 

special n:,ontion may be made of a 3/4 
Channel light Portable Audio Mixing Con
sole - available at a competitive price - is 
becoming popular for spot news, confer
ence, commentator boxes, musical 
programmes, auditoria as well as many 
outdoor activities. 

The Company has no so far supplied more 
than 130unitsof8/12/16Channel Audio Mix
ing Consoles in different Studios of 
Doodarshan throughout the country. 

Mr. Goswami is the Managing Directorof 
thePSU 

ijajes Art 
Loop-bin 

Printers 
Set-up 

R.jeev Aggarwal is managingthenewduplicat· 
ingfacilityset-upinBcmbay.ALyrecloopbinand 
twotwinslaves3fldoneTachosC-Oloaderhave 
been i.r.talled. The unit is catering to Magna Sound 
andotherwmpanic.a. 

Surya Recording Company 2nd anniversary celebration 
A grand fete of colourful function was cele

brated on April 9th at the prestigious Sri 
Thummalapalli Kalakshetram Auditorium, 
Vijayawada to mark tht· occasion of second 
anniversary of Surya Recording company which 
is a symbol of excellence in the audio field. 
This historic event has presented a glillering 
show of film luminaries, music Jot-ers and the 
eliteof lhecity. 

This function was chaired by the noted jour
nalist Sri. Turlapaty Kutumba Rao, while Sri. 
M.M. Keeravani the music composer was the 
chief guest along with artistes Suresh, Kumari. 
Sivaranjani, directors K. V .V. Satyanarayana, 
Gunasekhar, C. V. Jain (Jain Agencies, 
Hyderabad) Jct Speed chief Heman th Shat 
(Bombay), wriller BhuwanaChandra who lent 
charm with their gracious presence on th.: 
dais. 

Speaking on this occasion the music director 

PLAYIIACK & FASTFORWARD 
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Sri. Keeravani said that the famed producer Sri. 
Ramoji Rao's Usha Kiran Movies stands as a 
symbol of strict discipline in the field of film 
making. Likewise he said that in the field oof 
audio casselle industry, the noted Surya Re
cording company is solely com milled to mar
ket qua! itative standard audio cassettes without 
compromising on their quality. He also said 
that on one hand composing a melodious tune 
and recording the same on sophisticated equip
ment is one aspect and on the other hand pro
ducing a standard quality cassetle and releas
ing in the market by Surya Recording Com
pany is another aspect. Thus Surya Recording 
company's mono is to cater quality casseues. 

On this happy occasion colourful cultural 
activities like music concert, dance 
programmes etc., were conducted to entertain 
the distinguished audience. 

P.V.Rao 
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Rs.20 million to exploit the S'tracks 

Too many players? 
When Vishva Sound & Light advertised 

nearly IO pages or so in Screen even the 
cynical were slightly jolted. What is the 
music business really about? It is under
stood thal sound tracks is the name of the 
game. Taking off from the classic concept 
of a free person' have ticket - will ride,' 
those who want to make it in the music 
business offer their concept' have money -
will buy,' soundtracks. Needless to say, the 
cost of the classiest soundtrack is rumoured 
to be now close to Rs.7 .5 million plus many 
more guarantees for publicity, promotion, 
sales etc. etc., making it impossible to prop
erly exploit top-of-the-line soundtrack for 
nothing less than Rs.20 million. 

Featuring a list of those bidding for 
soundtrack rights (in alphabetical order). 

TapeCoatingPlants 
Audio Fine· Madras. 
Bath la Cassette Industries· New Delhi 
Vishva • Rajendra Penta· A urangabad 
Garware • Aurangabad. 
Murugappa • Mysore. 
Indu • Hyderabad. 
H.M.L.· Hyderabad. 
Sakamichi • Umbergaon. 
J.K.Magnetics- U.P. 
T. Series- 2 plants· Noida. 
Jai-Nasik. 
I.M.L.-Simla. 

GSerles 
H.M.V. 

Lara 
Music Bank 

Master Sound 
SSeries 
Sterling 

Time 
Tips 

Tseries 
Venus 
Vishva 
Weston 

Tips Audio rights acquisition 
The s'tracks bazaar is witnessing new 

raiders. Each acquisition tantamounts to an 
accomplishment today. The A&R team is to 
necessarily have ancaglceye and good PR and 
good money backing and quick decisions to 
sign ups 'tracks audio rights agreement. 

Tips who are regarded with awe in the 
music business today for theirdctermination to 
pick up the good soundtracks have acqquired 
the following. 

(I) Roopvati Productions 'Saajan Ka Ghar' 
with music by N adeem Shravan and lyrics by 
Samecr. 

(2)Glamour Films still untitled venture star
ring AmitabhBachchan and produced by Manoj 
Desai and Nazir Aluned. Other cast and credi Ls 
arc ~till being finalized. 

(3) Anas Films 'Rang' with music by N adeem 
Shravan and directed by Talat Jani for pro
ducer Mansorr and Siddiqui. 

Supreme Audio Cassettes 
launched in Hyderabad 

A new audio recording concern, Supreme 
Enterprises at Hyderabad got out a most ex
quisite and lavish function at KrishnaOberoi 
Hotel,Hyderabadon 15thMarchontheocca
sion of the release of their first three audio 
cassettes, PELLAMCHEBITHY VIN AA LI, 
MEERA andSARASAALA SOGGAADU. 

Mr. T.S. Rao, DG of Police was aware of 
piracy and naturally his presence spoke in 
favour of legit business. 

R. V.R. Chowdhary, thepartnerofSupreme 
Enterprises said that hitherto many audio re
cording companies have adopted to Joopbin 
recording of their audio cassettes only forcer
tain films. So.now ,he stressed the need to adopt 
recording on Joopbin systems for all pictures 
without showing any distinction between big or 
small films. 

Supreme has acquired 12 Telugu 
soundtracks. Also, basic repertoire sung by 
popular playback singers of the South are be
ing recorded. 

P.V.RAO 

Tips marketing 

Heer Ranjha consumer contest 
Tips is running a consumer contest throuih 

Star & Style, Eve's Weekly and Debonair, 
namely, Tips-StarandStylc'HEERRANJHA' 
Costume Dress Contest.' On purchase of a cas
sette an entry form is enclosed in the casseue 
which informs you to go to the nearest P,hoto 
studio and get yourself clicked in size5 'X 7" 
dressed up as Heer or Ranjha (as the gender 
permits) and send it to Tips Cassettes. Ten best 
photos(S Heer+S Ranjha) will be selected and 
called to Bombay for the 'HEER RANJHA' 
function. A panel of judges will then select the 
heer and Ranjha fmm among the JO. The couple 
will then be given a break/role in Harmesh 
Malhotra's next film. Other przes include I 
year free subscription Lo' Star and Style' for all 
the IO contestants, Tips specially designed 
quartz clock, Star& Style special trophies and 
200 consolation prizes of tips audio cassettes. 

Music Systems· New Delhi. 
Melody Magnetics· New Delhi. 
Weston -New Delhi. 
Jammu- Playback strengthens South reporting 
Baroda-
Rajasthan • M. L.Jain. 
Letape • New Delhi. 

Scramble for S'tracks in 

Andhra 
Of late, some more new recording compa

nies, have sci up audio business in Andhra 
Pradesh, and arc offering huge amounts to 
filmmakers, without any ceiling it seems. As 
such, there is keen competition among them
selves. 

The filmmakers naturally arc delighted,, 
gelling paid much more than what the 
soundtracks deserve. 

P.V.RAO. 

In this issue already one will notice 
that the news on south companies is 
more than complete. 

P.V. Rao has committed all his ener
gies to Playback, these past few months. 
He now functions as both Asstt. Editor 
and Business Manager. Naturally, his 
responsibilities extend to advertising 
and marketing the magazine. The music 
business in the four South languages is 
amazingly strong and self-relliant, if 
one compares to other language mar
kets like Marathi or Bengali or Gujarati 
where the regional market is more or 
less drowned in the Hindi rilm music 
blitz. The companies in the South like 
Echo, A VM, Sangeeta, Leo, Lahiri, 
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Surya, Tarangini, Empire and now Akash 
and Supreme are all big names and 
recognised by the music buffs. 

Playback hopes that all these music 
companies will soon strengthen the 
media byextendingadvertisingsupport. 

All recording studios, du plication units 
and music companies,smallorbig,may 
please contact P. V. Rao to give their 
news and views at the following ad· 
dress .. 

P. Venkateswar Rao, 
Kadambari Apartments, 
1st Floor No.2, Tikkile Road, 
Vijayawada 520010, Andhra Pradesh 
Tel No.0866-477500. 



CRESCENDO 
SAYS 

11THANKS 11 

TO THOSE WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO ITS SUCCESS 

Rakesh Puri Clement D'Cunha 

CBS Records 

Merlyn D'Souza Jet-Speed Audio 

Louis Banks Silver Beats Music 

Charles Vaz Suntronics Bashir Sheikh 

Hazzard Aditya Enterprises 

Kim Cardoz Estrada Marketing Rhythm House 

V. P. Sinari United Music 

Alurkar Music Helix Music 

CRESCENDO MUSIC & MARKETING 
MELODY SALON, AMA HOUSE 

COLABA BOMBAY - 400 005 
TEL: 231821 



NEWS 

Anop Jalota's Double M 
Double Mis the musicc label for Melody 

Music (I) Pvt. Ltd. Promoted by Anup 
Jalota, Anil Jalota, presumably Anup's 
brother is the chief of the company. Anil 
has 'vast experience in business manage
ment and marketing, is an asset to face the 
challenges for the new venture.' Shashi 
Bhomavat is the other director, 'he has 
experience in the field of publicity and 
promotion. It has become very easy for the 
company to tackle production of intern a-

tional standard cassettes and designing 
and printing of inlays, posters, press ads 
etc. His creativity and experience will help 
to communicate the difference in our al
bums.' 

Double M proposes to get up its own 
recording studio with state-of-the-art 
equipment. Compact discs and long play
ing records arc also on the anvil. The com
pany ftcls the demand for classics and In
dian music is at the peak. 

Catrack into video: 
The Chaandigarh based company is 

earning a name for itself in Punjabi music. 
The artistes Varinder Bachchan and 

Surinder Bachchan and Sarvajcct and 

Sukhivinder Panchi arc releasing one hit 
after the other. 

'Lalkara Jatida' has been released on 
video, as also a video magazine has been 
launched. 

Crescendo is Mil:. Promote Indian band 
Hot! Hot! Hot! Halley's Disciples 

~2t 
PARTY ALBUM 

Merlyn D'souza and Kim Cardoz are hot 
property with the success of their album with 
Crescendo. Surcsh Thomas informed Playback 
"For l womonths this aibum is the best-seller in 
Bombay. A virgin album with top dancing hits 
marketed at Rs. 35/-.Soldnearly 18,000pieccs. 
The album wasrecordedatClementD'Cunha's 
D.E.A.R.Studio. Hot Hot Holli iisonitsway. 
"Some more instrumental albums are coming 
up. Commercial masala stuff'. A solo album of 
Kim Cardoz is also on track. Hazard, the glam
our rock group or punk group, if you please, 
has also been signed on. The album is under 
production at Napoleon Studio. N akul Kamte 
is the sound engineer. Crescendo is paying for 
the studio time. 

Louis Banks has a full instrumental jazz 
album recorded. Pan Crain with vocals is 
teamed up with Louis Banks for another jazzz 
item. 

Silver Beats is offering Hari Om Sharan, 
Mehndi Hasan, Shobha Gurtur, Vilayat Khan 
and Hari Prasad Chaurasia forrelease in the 
nextoneortwomonlhs. 

Music School 
ManjulaGururaj,aplaybacksinger,isrun

ning a music school forprofcssional sing=. 
SadhanaMusicSchooll, 
114,HeryavadanaRaoRoad, 
GovipuramExm, 
Near RamakrishnaAshram, 
Bangalore-560019. 

Halleys Disciples EMA 

Khaled sings in Arabic. Star TV has aired the 
artiste 35 times a week, and MIL has pll~hed the 
album slmngly with success. 

Its avalanche of international releases contin
ues. Salt & Pepper, Elton John, Lionel Richie, 
Chris DeBurgh,RichieSambora,JohnMellen 
Campandgospcl,classical,country,jazz,instru
mental ct al. 

Double - M distribution 

A third national rock band has made its 
'debut' headed by the vocalist Shagith Mathew. 
The album is titled 'EMA' i.e. extra marital 
aliairs. 

Cadizaza, a Portuguese and English album by 
Felix Flor has been promoted. 

Penaz Masani is back with another album 
'Mohabbat KeSagar.' 

Unitedl\fusictodistributeCBSinlVladras 
United Music, who started operations as dis

tributors for independent labels Super Music 
Company and Crescendo Music and Market
ing, have recently concluded an exclusivedis
tribution deal with International label CBS -
Sony and Ghazal/Rhajan singer AnupJalota's 
independent label, Doublc-M. 

Nikhil Raghavan and Shashi Menon, pro
moters of United Music are excited about this 
developmcn t and arc confident that their new 
tic-ups "will give our dealers the best of music 
from a widde repertoire range." Better dealer 
servicing will no doubt improve the music 
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business in general. 
GO-Getters is their sister-concern, which is 

into organising entertainment shows. Their 
activities are not lagging behind either, with• 
few very successful shows under their belt, 
backed by multi-national companies and cor· 
porate giants. 

Starting July ,Go-Gett= will be staging vari: 
ous kinds of entertainment shows. Shasht 
Menon feels "We have a very strong name in 
Co-Getters and we are trying Lo live upto it." 

OURFAXN0:91 (22)4930154 _ 



Orange Pale, Madras represent 
Electro Sound and Gauss 

To take advantage of the increasingly 
important and rapidly expanding cas
sctlc market in India, Electro Sound 
and Gauss have appointed Orange Pale 
Profcssionaal Audio in Madras. In ad
dition, Orange Pale Professional Au
dio has been established as a scrvicc
parts-installation center to strengthen 
marketing effectiveness. 

"Because of its size and complexity, the 
vast market potential in India makes it 
immpcrative to have full representation, 
including a local company that is fully 
equipped as a service, installation and parts 
facility," Jim Williams, president of Electro 
Sound and Gauss, said. 

The full-line Electro Sound duplicating 
systems include Models 4800, 9000 and 
5000, as well as test cuipmcnt (Scrics4300) 
and cassellc loader (Model 1850). The 
Gauss product line includes a high-speed 
duplicating system (Model 2400), and qual
ity test equipment (Series 1100). 

"We arc placing greater emphasis on the 
markcll in India because we feel there is an 
excel lent opportunity for Electro Sound 
and Gauss to expand their presence in this 

important and expanding cassclle market" 
Williams said. "This organizational struc
ture strengthens our service to existing 
customers and bolsters our opportunities 
in reaching new customers." 

Orangc Palc Profcssional Audio is di
rected by David Sant wan, managing di
rector. Santwan, involved in professional 
sound and clcctronics since 1978, estab
lished Orange Pale professional Audio in 
1987 as a full technical support company, 
ranging from equipment design and en
gineering to electronics, service and main
tenance. 

Orange Pale Professional Audio includes 
four electronic engineers and eight service 
technicians on its staff, including special
ists with experience in professional audio. 
Beside its expertise in audio cassette du
plicating, the company designs recording 
studios and builds customized professional 
sound cuipmcnt, test systems and electron-
. . 
1cs acccssoncs. 

Orange Pale will work in co-ordination 
with dBm Ltd, London for Gauss and 
Audiomatic corporation, New York for 
Electro Sound. 

Film musicfreefor 
C,ablelV 

Multi Media Communications has re
cently released a cassette for film music 
promotion and publicity. The casselle is to 
be distributed for to all cable operators all 
over India, says a press release from 
Multi Media Communications. The press 
release also claimed that the first volume 
titlcdd 'Sangcct Prachar' contains songs 
from films like 'Sapnc Saajan Ke', 
Tahalka', 'Sason Ki Sargam,' 'Paayal' and 
'Khiladi.' The casscllc is also supposed to 
carry trailers of'Tahalka' and 'Khiladi.' 
Multi Media plans to make these casselle a 
fortnightly feature. 

Seengals Music 
Award1992 

Compact Disc India Ltd have announced 
'Sccngals Music Awards' for the most popular 
music director, playback singers and lyricist. 
The prizes, which will be awarded in the fonn 
of a trophy ,mdcash awards will be presented to 
the winncrs in Bombay in November 1992. A 
public opinion poll will be the basis for select
ing the winners of the award. 

Swarshree active again 
The pioneer of Hindustani classical music 

in India, Swarshrce released three new albums. 
Prakash Sangcct, Dinkar Kaikini and Jyotsna 
Ganpule arc the artistes. 

Leo acquires recording 
rights of Hindi Soundtrack 

Way back in 1980, Achut Ganpule of 
Parshuram Pouerics started Sw arshrce, a record 
label exclusively for Hindustani classical mu
sic. Today, the catalogue is more than 50 titles 
Featuring all the top names in Hindustani clas
sical. Since, the last couple of years, Swarshree 
was tied up with CBS for the new releases and 
marketing. Swarshree has decided now tode
link from CBS and furtherreleases will carry 
only the Swarshree label. Also, Mr. Gan pule 
has decided to once again record new classical 
talent as well as accpmplished macstroes and 
put together catalogue of not less than I 00 
classical Hindustani numbers. 

Sri. Akula Niranjana Rao, 
Kiran Electronics Dead 

Sri. Akula N iranjana Rao, the architect of 
Kiran Electronics and Kiran Videos, 
Vijayawada was cut short by his premature 
death in a road accident on 8th March, 1992. 

By his tragic death there is a void in the field 
0£Videowhich is an irreparable loss. He has to 
his credit the success of marketing more than 
20oTelugu videocassettes Wlder Kiran Videos 
trade mark, which became very popular in 
AndhraPradeshandMadras. P.V. RAO 

Suveen Disco Lighting 
This company offers ropelight25' 4 line 240 

watts. Automoving 8 flat beams. High power 
smoke machine. Solid state flasher. Strobe 
lights mirror balls, pinspot light, with motorised 
colour wheel. 
Fame-0-Shahpuri 
8, Ratan House 
12, Tribhuvan Road 
Bombay-400004. 
Tel: 3868311/38855 l l. 
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It is sensational news to the Telugu music 
lovers that Leo Audio Vidco(P) Ltd.,has intro
duced another innovation one after the other in 
the field of audio. 

The latest method they have introduced by 
acquiring the copy right of only music tracks of 
recent best Hindi musical hits KhudaGawah, 
Aaj ka Goodaraj from Tips Recording Co., 
Bombay and mixing these music tracks with the 
Telugu lyrics sung by South India's popular 
playback singers. Thus the Hindi music track 
is mixed with Telugu lyrics track and marketed 
on LEO label in order to cater a section of 
Telugu music lovers. This marvellous experi
ment by Leo has achieved stupendous success 
in the largest sale of above two films audio 
casscllcs in Telugu version. 

Synclavier Post Pro at 
Prasad Studios, Madras 

Prasad Studios are already operating the 
Synclavier Post Pro digital work station in
stalled sometime back. Joe Gonsalves of Pace, 
Bombay informed Playback that an Adam Smith 
indented by Pace for Prasad Studios is being 
used for locking the Soundcraft TS 24 console 
to the Saturn 464 2" 24 track tape recorder and 
a Studer l /4" I /2 track tape recorder and also 
a perfect tone 35mm tape recorder. 
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Leo's 'Novel Music 
Catalogue' 

Leo Audio-Video Pvt. Ltd., Vijayawada, the 
leading audio recording company in Andhra 
Pradesh has introduced a novel pictorial cata
logueauractively printed in off-set multi colour 
on glazed paper. A catalogue comprising of 
complete nurnmbers of Leo audio casselles as 
a ready reckoner. This kind of illustrated cata
logue is the first of its kind. The colourful 
pictorial catalogue portrays the entire volumes 
of LEO audio casseues inlay cards. 

Nevertheless the amount invested will defi
nitely yield good business returns to its com
pany. 

P.V.RAO 

Gharaana Mogudu 

Unprecedented 
Sale-Su a 

A. Sekhar chief of Surya Recording Co. 
On the very first day of marketing Gharaana 

Mogudu itself, about 1,08,000cassellcs were 
sold like hotcakes which is phenomenal, out of 
which 25,000weresold in Vijayawada alone. 
In Kamataka Rang a lore also thousands of cas
scllcs of this film were sold. On this happy 
occasion A. Sekhar, the chief of Surya an
nounced that they will present a "Gold Cas
scllc" to Mega starChiranjccvi. 

Surya, of Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh, got 
out a colourful function at Rama Naidu Stu
dios, at Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad on March 6th 
on the occasion of felicitation to the unit of 
. SOORlGAADU'thc forthcoming Telugu lilm 
produced by D. Rama Naidu, directed by Dr. 
Dasari Narayan a Rao. 

NEWS 

Surya's Rs.56 million loopbin unit 
, . .. ' y ''f t' 1' _.,.__.. ' w J ,.. ....... /. :;.-
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Board of Director's of Surya Recording Company Ltd from left to right Mr. Noor 
Mohammed, Mr. M. Sitharamaiah Mr. Mohan M. Guttikonda, Mr. M.L. Attal (chairman), 
Mr. Sekhar Anne(Managing Director), Mr. P. Vasudera Rao & Mr. J. Koundinya 

Messrs Surya Rccon.ling Company Lim
ited (formerly Surya Recording Company) 
has laid the foundation stone by the 
Company's Chairman Sri. A thal for cstab
I is h m c n t of colossal project al 
Pedaavulapalli a suburbofVipyawada 30 
k.m. away on 2nd June for installalion of 
· Loop bin' duplicalion uni! ofullra mod
ern sophislicalcd sys1cm. 

This new project is a great boon to the 
recording companies in Andhra Pradesh 
as they can avoid the troubles and expendi
ture going to R,,mbay and Madras at present. 

On this occasion the Managing Director 
of this company Mr. A. Sckhar held a press 
meet in which he briefed news scribes some 

salient fca1urcs of this project is cstimalcu 
Rs. 5 crorc 65 lakhs.Out of !his Rs.2 crorc 
76 lakhs will be realised through public 
shares. Rs. I crorc 84 lakhs will he col
lected through Promoters. Rs. 90 lakhs lo 
he collected through loans from financial 
institulions and Rs. 15 lakhs will be pro
cured through subsidy by the government. 

This project is expected to be ready by 
January 1993 with full production. 

ROARD OF DIRECTORS : Shri. 
Vishwas A. Shindc (Technical Director) 
Mohaan M. Guuikonda (Executive Direr·! 
tor). Sitaramaiah Madincni, Noori 
Mohammed, Chandra Prakash Jain, P. 
Vasudcva Rao & J. Koundinya. 

P. V. RAOI 

Lahifi, Leo conduct anti-piracy raids 
The police force have seized nearly 

25,000 duplicate CXs and recording 
equipment from nearly 13 audio 
shops in ViJayawada. Police Commis
sioner of Vijayawada - Urban was 
approached by M/s. Lahiri and Leo. The 
anti-goonda squad was put into action and 

Govcrnorpcl, Gandhinagar, Krishnalank• 
areas were raided relentlessly, lo climl 
minatc piracy! 

In Andhra Pradesh, piracy has shifted 
from Hyderabad to Warangal, Khammam, 
Vijayawada, Rajahmundry, Visakha·, 
patnarn. 

The matinee idol Krishna and his heroine 
directorcss wife Mrs. Vijaya Nirmala were 
present as distinguished guests, while the min
ister for Information and Public relations Sri. 
Pcmi Krishna Murthy graced the occasion as 
chicf _g_uest. The flTst audio cassellc of 
· SOORIGAADU' was released by the Hon'ble 
Minister Sri. Pcmi Krishna Murthy and bought 
by famed artiste Mohan Babu. s f I b • 

Suryahasacqlliredt.heaudiorightsofpic- urge o O Op In S 
turcs of leading Telugu film heroes in a short South • In 
period. Besides,manypi:ospcctiveandleading V cry soon the installed capacity for Soon, to set up arc:-
producers are coming forward to offer their 

I 
films. Rights acq1,1ired include Devi Film loopbin duplication in the South could be (l)Surya 
Production's - "GHARAANA MOGUDU", met by local Jobbers. (2)Akash - Madhu Rangarappa 
Yuvaratna arts· Nippu Ravga', Verma Cre- Loophin uni ts arc as under. (3)Lahiri 
ations ·Anthem', S.S. Crea lions Production Plus, there arc reports that Super Audi~ 
No.6,Sri Lakshmi Prasanna Picturcs'Rrahma'. ( 1) Sangccta 
Usha Kiran Movies 'Tcja' etc., to name a few. (2) Super Audio run by Navin Daswani will aslo be enhanc· 

Thecreditofcapturing thcmusicalhitscom- (3) Echo ing capacity with the Gauss loopbin. 
poscdbythcmacstrosAnandMilind,R.D. All this makes good sense as a good 
Burman, Rappi Lahiri etc., is also unique to (4)Concy Tami I or Telugu title has an initial run ol 
Surya. (5)HML 50000CXs. 
~-'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(~6~)"R_a_m--.A_u_l~h-o~Y-,-1s_1_o_n~~~~~~~~~-=-"""-"""-~""""'--~~~~~~~~~~--r. 
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Universal Cassettes 
offers 

The Best Duplication 
'IN 

Pioneers in serv
ing the audio indus
try in their growth. 
Since nearly a de
cade, we have 
gained experience 
in duplication ser
vices. This experi
ence makes us the 
most reliable com
pany to handle your 
repertoire. 

Dependability. 
Our clients can rely 
on us for faithful ser
vices. lnfact, have 
relied on us this 
p.1st decade, to sup
ply their timely 
needs. 

Quality_ With 
Studer mastering 
equipment we keep 
quality in mind right 
from the first stage. 
Using Electrosound 
equipment for du
plication, we have 
the best mc1chines 
on offer to do your 
duplic;:1tion the IJest. 

Capacity. We have 
sufficient capacity 
to satisfy the de
mand for a hit al
bum. It would be 
proper to state that 
we are the largest 
duplication outfit 
operating profes
sionally in India. 

TOWN 1 

Infra structure. 
That is what we pro
vide to the music 
industry. The best 
laid out duplication 
plant, absolutely 
clean in a dust-free 
airconditioned envi
ronment. Centrally 
located in the heart 
of Bombay. Full fa
cilities for system
atic operation. 

Come to the pioneers and hear what you've been missing. 

Universal Cassettes 
l:ifi .t [);1d;1jn· Ro;1J Tardro l30111hay - ..J()() 003-l 
l'ho11r: -l'J-l(J35(,'-l'i-13-l(l2 Trlr.,: 11-73'!72 UCT IN 



NEWS 

Jagjit Singh on Venus 

Cassett9 release function of Jagjlt Singh "lnsearch" UR : Mr. Umed Jain of (Venus) 
Mr. Rattan Soni (F & B Manager), Jagjlt Singh, Mr. Vlvek Nalr(M.D. of Leela) Mrs. 

Kapco to double 
capacity 

Kapco is based in H imachal Pradesh. In a 
year's timcSunil Kapoor and Anil Kapoor.the 
brothers have delivered quality and service to 
ensure hundred per cent capacity utilisation, 
upto 15000 1020000 casseucs a day. They have 
been duplicating for Tips, Venus, Georgie 
Music, Echo, Catrack and any other 
commpanies based in Punjab and Delhi . 

They now plan to double the capacity to 
30000 casscucs a day. They shall be recording 
S<Km al I 00: I speed. 

CBS, New Delhi 
distributes Crescendo 

A nil Dingra, thc branch manager of CBS, 
New Delhi has taken up distribution of Cre
scendo and its allicdcatalogucs for the states or 
U.P .. Haryana, Punjabi, Rajasthan, Himachal 
Pradesh and J & K, as well as, into parts or 
Madhya Pradesh . This entire territory is ex
ploited from New Delhi. ThcCBSofficehasa 
good sales staff and a very gooddcalernetwork. 
Crescendo is mainly into international music. 
Therefore, the arrangement makes sense for 
Crescendo as well as CBS who will cover their 

Shobha J., Capt. C. V. Nair (Chairman of Leela), Mr. Jeetendra (Chief Guest), Mr. over head costs. 
Ramesh Jain & Mr. ChampakJain of Venus. --------------

In AprilG_hulai:n Ali's gha~al albwn was also c·over vers•1on under two year ban 
rcleasedentuled Mehtaab. 

Insearch, a ghazal albwnm by Jagjit Singh 
was launched with a live programme at Lecia 
Kepinski. Venus has been extremely active in 
basic repertoire. In Marathi, two films ' Jceva 
Lag a' and' Apradhi' and five marathi rc11gious 
albwns. 

Surcsh Wadkar, Kavita Krishnamurthy, 
Anupama Deshpande, Pradeep Bhide, Ajit 
Kadkade, Sharad Jambekar, Asha Bhonsle, 
Uttara Kelkar, Ashok Khande, Jyotsna 
Hardikar, Srikant Kulkarni, Shivanand Patil, 
San,jay Sawanl, Sadhana Sargam and 
ChandrashekharGaddgil have all sung on the 
Marathi albums. Musiec directors utilised are 
Prabhakar Pandit, Sh ankh Neel,. A nil Mohilc 
and Rishiraj . The repertoire includes Vedics 
stotras, evening prayers, morning songs, 
bhaktigcetetc. 
Punjabi 

Hakim Tarachandand Aa Pyar KariyeOye 
Bale Bale. In this album, San jay Sa want and 
Anupama Deshpande have sung to Pradeep 
Laad and Ramesh lyer's music. In Hakim 
Tara .............. Shyamsunder Premi is the main 
artiste. 
Konkani 

Lawrence Saldanha and Bab Baltazar did 
two albums in April for the easter market. 
Hindi Basic 

RajuShrivastava's mirnicrycasscllc' Haason 
Aur Hansaao,'' Dayake Masi ah Sai,' 'Om Jai 
Jagdish Hare' and' Sai Naam Smaran' featur
ing Sapna Mukherjee have been marketed. 

The notorious cover version clause 52 IJ 
which allowed T-scries to duplicate the entire 
HV catalogue and made Vandana Vajpayce, a 
household n,unc is no longcqxissible to utilise. 
Unddoubtcdly, it was a very useful clause and 
T-scrics did the right thing by providing music 
lo millions at a cheap price. Now ofcoursc, thc 
Lime is past forthcsc things, and to slop this 
practice makes sense. We must understand that 
it was because of this clause that India was able 
to experience the casscllc boom . We cannot 
overlook the benefit of the thousands of jobs it 
has provided, the huge economy in casscucs i I 
has created and the strength il has provided Lo 
new music companies . IL is only because of 
these reasons that the Indian music industry has 
matured and we can now call it an industry. 

The copyright (2nd Amendment bill 1992),. 
introduced in Lok Sahba on July 16, 1992 
seeks lo ban cover versions for two years after 
the first recording of a musical work . The fact 
that cover versions arc still al lowed after two 
years is agcxxl thing. It will rcmovcuunhealthy 
competition in the initial stages and give hope 
and business in the later stages . 

SEND~EWS 
BYFAX 
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Indian composers artistes protected: 
Indian composers may now need not have 

their musical work in notation to protect their 
work against copyright theft. Performers and 
artistes arc also protected and now permission 
will be required to make an audio and video 
!ape. 
Authors: 

Authors contracting their works will earn 
their rights again if the same is not exploited 
within one year. 

The hill seeks to promote collective admin· 
istration rights to copyright societies like the 
Performing Right Society. 
Copyright cess: 

Like in Europe and America, it is soughllO 
charge a cess from manufacturers of 
tape recorders and video casseue recorders IS 

these will be recording copyrighted work. So. 
all major manufacturers oftaperecorders like 
Philips, Videocon, Nelcowill have to pay roy· 
ally to the Performing Right Society to pay to 
the lyricists and composers whose creative 
works will be recorded on these machines ul· 
tirnatcly. 

•TopS tar, casscues manufacturing coin· 
pany. a new label, released Welcome ·92) 
Nadccm Shravan' non-stop. The album was 
produced at Sunny Supcrsound. 
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Let the music 
industry flourish 

Strengthen IMCA 
Contribute to the 
anti-piracy fund. 
Collaborate to check 
the pirate. 
Do not stock and sell 
pirated goods. 

/MCA leads the anti-piracy drive. 
IMCA has in the recent past successfully checked pirates. Siezed 15 cassettes duplicator and over 5 lakhs 
cassettes. Two printing machines worth over Rs. 20 million and 15 thousand inlay card. It will continue its 
drive in the future. 
Growth must be legitimate. Only .strong and wealthy music companies can compensate the artistes. 
Invest in better and more creative repertoire. The Pirates cannot and will never sustain the artistes or 
good quality production capacity. Both of which are imperative to a healthy music industry. Join the 
mainstream. 

List of members are Bremen, HMV, Lara, MIL, Music Bank, Mastersound, Royal, 
Sterling, Tips, Time, Venus, Vishwa, Weston. 

Remember, Piracy is a non-bailable offence. Also recording 
equipment and pirate cassettes seized belong to IMCA members. 

Indian Music Company's Association Vijay Deep, Junction of 9th & 12th Road, Khar (W) Bombay-52 

Tel: 6461609/6461591/6462899 Fax: 6462208. 
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Vishwa Picks up 
Rajendra Penta for 
Rs.20.2 M 

Rajendra Penta the coating plant at Ahmeda
bad was milked systemmatically by Rajcndra 
Garg, the promoter. Finally, the plant was 
locked out and sealed by Sicom. Later it was 
auctioned in which HMV also bid amongst 
many other bidders. Vishwa Light and Sound 
clinched the purchase at Rs.2.2 M. 

Earlier Vishwa had already earned a 
repuation by picking up numerous s'tracks 
and launching into the market with an adver
tisement, Blitz and Screen. 

Jadu and Meera Ka Girdar two films have 
been launched by Yishwa featuring Nikhil/ 
Vinaymusic. 

Bhagyawan/ Anand Mil ind and Kaise Kaisc 
Rishte/ Nadecmm Shrav an arc already re
leased. 

In classical Romu Mazumdar on flute, 
Tarun Bhattacharya on santoor and Yishwa 
Mohan Bhatt on hawaiin guitar has been re
corded. A double album of santoor and 
hawaiin guitar is already out. 

Pace Represents 
Drawmer 

Joe Consalves informed Playback the 
appointment of his company as exclusive 
agents for Drawmer. 

The company has recently launched the 
DL25 l spectral compressor which is fea
tured in the equipment pages of this of 
Playback. 

Another Tac hos for Raj es 
Art Printers 

Rajesh An Printers have already installed 
anotherT Achos seasonal loader from Lyrcc. 
Earlier, the loopbin unit had only one loader 
which wu inNfficient for the two Lyree twin 
slaves operating at 80: I speed. 

Dinesh Patel's Divya Shakti 

NEWS 

licencee in Magnasound's 
Canada for World market 

;,...,n: Jack Coughlin: President of Brampton Board of Trade, Bhaskaran Menon: 
President of OMI, Hon. Minister of State(Finance and Privitisatlon),John McDermid: 
Govt. of Canada, Albert Ganesh: Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce. 

Magnasound, the cxcl usivc Licensee in 
India for Warner Music International has 
become a trend setter for the music indus
try in the forty months since it began opera
tions. Innovative packaging, simultaneous 
releases, international quality sound, mega 
stars, the best local talent and Lons of mar
ket savvy have seen Magnasound capture 
market share in a manner never witnessed 
previously. Apart from being a trailblazer 
in the field of international music market
ing, Magna sound also set the Indian Clas
sical scene alight by recording 40 al bums 
in the space of one month. The spectacular 
success of Ustad Allarakha and Zakir 
Hussain's "'Together"" saw Magnasound 
ingratiate itself with classical music 
afficiandos. 

With its recent tic up for international 

marketing rights with the Madras based 
Master Recording Company, Magnasound 
plans Lo create another music marketing 
saga. 

The Master Recording Company, betterr 
known as Sangcctha has doyens like Dr. S. 
Ramanathan, Dr. N .. Ramani, M.S. 
Gopalkrishna, U .K. Sivaraman, Dr. Emani 
Shaukara Shastri, Dr. M. Balamurlikrishna, 
the late Maharajapuram Santhanam, U. 
Srinivas, K.J. Y csudas, S. Janaki and oth
ers on its roster. 

Magnasound has appointed OMI, a 
Canada based Company as its Licensee for 
manufacturing and marketing of CDs of 
these artistes in the Western markets. Be
sides the Sangectha repertoire, OMI has 
also been granted rights to market prod
ucts under the Magnasound llabel which 

continued on page No. 

Sudhakar Bokadewith Sterling 
Concorde CD rights 
with MIL 

Sudhakar Bokade has emerged as the great
est, most sought after film producer for his 
musical worth. Sambandh,hisnext film was 
conlracted by Sterling amidst keen competi
tion in the Bombay market. It is rumoured that 
this film has been contracted for a whopping 
Rs. 7.5 million. This soundtrack is going to 
catapult Sterling into the limelight. 

After' Phool Aur Kante', a mrnusical block
buster, Dinesh Patel's next' Divya Shakti' with 
Nadeem-Shravan'smusic has been released by 

Sterling in a big way. 
'Phoolwati' by Ram-Laxman and' Dilwalc 

Kabhi Na Kchna' by Nadeem-Shravan have 
been released. Also,, Amitabh Bachchan non
stop sung by Sudesh Bhonslc and Sujata 
Goswami is another release. 

Basic 
A Hindi pop album' Pyara Pyara Bombay 

Town' by Usha Uthup with Tabun"s music and 
a Punjabi a !bum by Sukhvindcr is also out. 

PL,\\'BACK & FASTFORWARD 
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YiJay Lazarus informed Playback MIL 
would release 5 CDs in August from Con
corde catalogue. It holds the CD rights 
world wide for 30 Concorde titles. It plans 
to release 5 CDs every month. 

MIL is also distributing Sagarika, the 
record label owned by Mr. Das of Sagarika 
Acoustronics which is primarily into the 
loopbin duplication business. 
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oeewana, Shola Aur Shabnam, Platform are hits 

S'tracks success for Venus 
US AND HARRY BAWEJA 

WELCOME YOU TO THE MUSIC RELEASE Of. 

At Centaur, caaaett• releaH function of muslcassette of filmm TIL,, LI 
A: Vlrender Bawe a (Producer), Ganesh C. Jain (Venus) Sa na M er'I 
(Singer), Harrf ~aweJl!J Shilpa Shlrodkar (Heroine)\ Sidfarth tt roL 
Champak Jain Venus), ;:,hobhanna Chauhan (Producer,, SammeerYL rlcs 
writer), Ratan aln (Venus) Mlllnd (Music Director) 

There have been many big sellers this 
year. but nothing comparable to' Saajan', 
'Maine Pyaar Kiya' or' Aashiui.' Venus 
however, right through 1992 starting from 
· Shola Aur Shabnamm' 'Deew ana' and now 
· Platform' have been consistently having 
a hit. 

'Yugandhar', a Laxmi-Puare film could 
probably hit the bull's eye. 

This company has been very very selec
tive about its audio rights choosing with 
great care. They have even soundtrack re
leases, but more often than not on the basis 
ofeither the strength of the film or musical 
ua.!llity good sales are achieved. 

'Zid' however, with O.P. Nayyar's music 
did not take off at all.' Mashoo' by Anand 
Lax man, 'Nargis' by Basu Chakravarty and 
'Bal wan' by Mahesh Kishore were other 
releases this year. 38 non-stop Amitabh 
Dhamaka vol.2 is also released. 

Venus signs on 10 Soundtracks 
· Ka ala Pani' · Nadeem Shravan, · Dul Hain 

Retaab' · Lax mi/Py are, 'Chhaliya' -Surendr.1// 
Shy am,· Yugandhar'-Laxmi/Pyare, · Aa5 Aur 
Tcxifan,·Jatin Lil it,· Pehchaan'/ Anand-Mil ind, 
'Lashkara'/Nadeem-Shravan and Production 
No.2-Shy,u11 Surcndra. 

'Dil Hain Retaab' is a K.C. Rokadia film, 
'Kaai a Pani' is Mahesh Rhatt's rilm, · Chhaliya' 
is by Abbas Mustan who did· Khiladi' for Ve
nus,· Yugandhar' is by N .Chandra,· Aag Aur 
Too fan' is by Raj Sippy. 

Khiladl Premiere 
The Jain brothers performed pooja for the 

success or· Khiladi . .' On May 6, the entircJain 
family went to Shirdi Sai Raba Mandir. Arter 
the star-studded premiere there were fireworks 
outside the theatre followed by cocktai Is and 
dinner at the Juhu Centaur hotel. 

To promote the rilm,, a' Khiladi' singer con
test was schemed. 

CASSET I t~MtUW··:.a 

AUDIO CASSElTEOf 

:unction org•nl•ed le Introduce Mu•lc Director Ch•r•nJlt AhuJ•'• new film· KOHRA' U 
Vlnod Kumar Aror• (Mualc B•nk) S.B. Choudhary, Parthho Ghoosh (Director) Anil 

~ar Aror• (Music B•nk Char•nllt Ahula (Music Director) 
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S Series backs 
Anu Malik 

PromoterofS Series, Hashmi is more confi
dent arter the release or Jigar. "I launched the 
album with4 lakh and there is a repeat demand 
for another 2.5 lakh." 

To achicvve this result, a radical approach 
succeeded. Stars of the movie, like Jackie Shroff 
and Karishma of Police Officer were filmed 
speaking to the audience to buy original S 
Series cassettes. This promotion was carriedd 
out on video cassettes all over India. 

Hashmi is backing Anu Malik in Phool Aur 
Angar and Aaa Gale Lag JJa two new 
soundtracks, soon to be released. "Phool Aur 
Angaar will create havoc. It will herald the 
come-back of Anu Malik." 

Hashmi feels strongly aboutthepresentsys
tem. "There is no guarantee that a big name 
111 usic director, whose Strack requires a mini· 
mum investment or IO lakh, willncccssarilybe 
a hit. Rckhudi is a disaster. Also, I believe only 
lhosecompanies whose albums an: cest-effc:c
tive can survive in this business. 

The third soundtrack forthcoming from$ 
Series is Ashiquc. 

MasterSoundlose 
approx. 30 Million 

Prem Ramchandan i, chier of Master Sound 
since its inception wa.~ sometime back asked to 
go on leave. It is remourcd he has single
handedly cost thecommpany Rs.30M. due to 
bad management and wrong decisions. The 
launch or the company was heralded by mas
sive hoardings all over the country. An un~
ductive expense costing the company nearly 
five to six million. Lavish parties and badly
l i med re leases rcsu lted in further losses. 

Navnit Pa tell the NRI promoterofthe com
pany, has now taken rull charge of the opera
tions. His first move was to cut clown expenses 
on all the wastdul advertising including all 
hoardings. Proper understanding of the market 
demand and conversative production was the 
next step. This has resu!Lted in depletion of 
piled-up stocks and belt er cash now. 

Master Sound is launching Mohabbbat Ka 
Sagar and committed to the music industry in 
the r Uture. 

Payalstrengthens 
IVk.lsic Bank 

Music Rank run by Anil Arora and Vinod 
Arora of Delhi, got into the soundtrack market 
signing up, among their forthcoming, Mehul 
Kumar's Taranga/L.P., Ravindra Soni's 
Shudra/Rappi, Ratan Kumar's Madari/K.A., 
Hardecp Chatarth's Danveer/L.P., Mukesh 
Kumar's Tandav/A.M. 

Released recently, in a big function, was 
Vinod Chaudhary's Anaam. The company is 
banking on the soundtrack and N adeem Shrava 
and, the film being a4 track stereo soundtrack. 

Paya I has been the biggest success uptodate 
and has sold considerably well to keep the 
record label going strong. Charanjit Ahuja has 
been promoted with his forthcoming 
soundtrack, Kohra. 
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It's a question of 
Time 

Dhirubhai Shah, undoubtedly, the pioneer 
of Video finally decided to pick up the 
soundtrack copyrights as well as enter the mu
sic business in totality. TuneAudio, lhisGanpati 
season launched' Bappa Mory a' with40,000 
cassettes and a huge hoarding outside the 
Siddhivinayak temple at Prabhadevi, the fore
most Ganesh shrine all'IC)JlgstGanapati devo
tees. Pravinbhai, inehargeof A & Rat Time 
Audio informed Playback the company had 
already acquired 20sound1racks. Krishna Ava
tar, Tandav and Shriman Ashiq were amongst 
them. 

"We are producing 5000 Video cassettes ev
eryday and each cassette carries a trailer plug
ging our audio copyrights and video copy
rights. This kind of publicity is incomparable 
by any standards," says Pravinbhai. 

The scenario for the future could be thus: 
Time will buy the soundtracks and video copy
rights of all those films, of which it would be, 
earlier on, buying only the video rights. In a 
position Lo copyright both, audio and video, 
Time will get a better price vis-a-vis other 
music companies in the market foronly audio 
rights. This in itself being the greatest benefit 
already, Time with a very strong video distribu
tion, can establish excellent distribution for its 
audiocasscllcs. h will be in a position to better 
the publicity because both the video publicity 
budget and audio publicity budget will 
commbine. While the competition will have to 

pay for publicity in the videocassette, for Time 
it is in-house free publicity,similarto what we 
have already witnessed in the caseofT-Series. 
T-Scrics had backed out from picking up the 
audio and video rights after entering into the 
video industry, hot on its success ion in the 
music business. Time which has held its ground 
in the video business has in fact taken up the 
challenge of audio business only after it has 
proved to be a money earner and audio rights 
have climbed to the level of75 Iakh fora single 
soundtrack. 

Looking at all the above factors, there is no 
option but to ponder-it's a question of time. 

Naushad S'track on 

Weston 
Wcstonisactivcinlhesoundtracksmarkct. 

'TeriPayal MereGcet'wilhNaushad'smusic 
and' BewafaSe Wafa',anolherSawan Kumar 
film wilh great expectations and' Bot Radha 
Bot' with Anand Milind'smusicandclirectc.d by 
David Dhawan whoscearlicr film' Shala Aur 
Shabnam'wa'isucccssf ul musically on Lhc Ve
nus label. 

Executive Talent 

K.B. Tukaram D. Subrahmanyam 
Cauvery Recording Leo Audio-Video 
K. 8. Tukaram 
Cauvery Recording 

The36ycarold Mr. K.B. Tukaram is a man 
of strong conviction who bclicvvcs that slow 
and steady wins the race in the longer run. 
Th us, he started his careers Lead i ly, and never 
haphazardly jumped into any business assign
ment until he fathomed the depth of his venture. 

Afterobtaining diploma in LT.I (Electron
ics), he started his career in 1975 in servicing 
and selling electronic goods. In -1986, he es
tablished his own label 'Cauvcry' under the 
narncCauvcry Recording company which pros
pered by acquiring nearly 200 titles as oftodate, 
both private as well as film music tracks.' State 
Rowdy' is the highest seller from film cata
logue, and' Sri Devi Pc Iii' (Mimicry) and 
· Ayyappa Amruthadaara' (devotional) arefrom 
basic side. 

He also has an ancillary unit of manufactur
ing audiocassi:llecomponcnts like shells.plas
tic containers etc. He is very co-operative with 
his customers and has established himself as a 
self-made man. 

31, A .M .C. Complex, Govcmorpct, 
Vijayawada 520 002 (Andhra Pradesh) 
Telephone: 74399/67895 

P. Ramakrishna 
Leo Audio-Video 

Potluri Rammakrishna (29 years) a modest 
and amiable young man is the Architect of Leo 
Audio- Video Pvt. Ltd., Vijayawadawhich was 
established in 1986 under his able guidance. 
This company made fast strides and reached 
the apex of business in the field of Audio 
(Telugu). 

P. Ramakrishhna started his career as a tcch
nici an in servicing of TVs and Radios in 
Vijayawada and gradually rose to the position 
of being Managing Dircctorofthis company 
by sheer virtue of vigorous efforts made m his 
career so far. 

Today .. Leo has toitscreditabout400 films 
audio and I 00 basic_programrnmes. Out of this 
lot, Telugu film 'Chanti' and all Mega Star 
Chiranjecvi starrer films are the largest sellers 
of Leo trade mark. In basic repertoire.Chris
tian hymns arc the highlights of this catalogue. 

Mr. Ramakrishna is ably supported by two 
lieutenants in hiscfforts,oncisMr. Anand who 
looks after the picture confirmations in Ma
dras and the other is Mr. D. Subrahmanyam 
who is inchargc of sales and marketing side in 
Vijayawada. 

Prakasam Road, 
Vijayawada 520002, (A.P.) 
Tel: 67665n4968 
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P. Ramakrishna P.V. Chalama Ra 
Leo Audio-Video Geetmala Entp. 
D. Subrahmanyam 
Leo Audio -Video 

The many splcndoured personality Mr. D. 
Subrahmanyam (39 years) popularly called 
"DS' has undergone many vicissitudes in his 
brilliant career starting with a humble begin
ning and scaling to the highest peak of fame 
and fortune. 

He started his career as an ordinary clerk in 
the noted Gramophone Company in Madras in 
1973. After serving for 12 years in various 
capacities, he left this company in the year 
1986. He thcnjoincdd anothcrrcputed record
ing company M/s.C.B.S. in Hyderabad as its 
Branch Manager in the sales and marketing 
division. After serving for2 1h years in CBS,, 
Hyderabad, he joined another reputed con
cern namely M/s. Leo Audio Video Pvt. Ltd., 
Vijayawada as its General Manager in 1989. 

In his vastcxpcricncc, he is well versed in all 
aspects of the latest audio recording field. He 
can also bcclassilicd as an indispensable asset 
to the marketing sideofLco Audio Video Pvt. 
Ltd., Vijayawada. 

Prakasam Road, 
Vijayawada520002(A.P.) 
Tel: 67665n4968 

P. V. Chalama Rao 
Geetmala Enterprises 

Mr. P.V. Chalama Rao (33 years) has 
adopted a unique policy of sclf-ccmtentrnent · 
his audio business. He is highly prudent an 
therefore, does not precipi tale head long in.th 
compctitivcraccofinvcsting fantastic sums in 
the speculative business of audio cassettes to 
acquire rights offilm music tracks, but instead 
hecntirclyconcentratesonprivateprograrnmes 
only which fetch him betterdividends. 

Mr. Chalama Rao after completion o 
I.C.W.A.1 course,obtaineddiplomain Radio 
& Electronics, and later in the year 1985 
plunged into the audio field and started his o 
venture 'Gcetrnala.'This label enjoys thecrcdi 
of producing nearly! 30private programmes. 
Prakasam Road, 

29-14-24, Govcmorpet, 
Vijayawada-520 002 (Andhra Pradesh). 
Tel: 65481n2209 
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SIXGATE. Six full function noise gates in a one rack unit pack
age. Each gate has controls for Release, Depth and Threshold, 
Open/Closed LEDs, Key Inputs/Side.chain Inserts, plus Balanced Inputs 
and Outputs. Ultra low noise opto isolated circuitry malces the Sixgate a 
truly useful audio tool for all applications. 

G.UACCOMP. Four compressor/limiters in a one rack unit 
package. Each has controls for Threshold, Ratio and Output gain, 10 
LED gain reduction display, Side.chain Inserts, plus Balanced Inputs and 
Outputs. Class A VCAs and true RMS converters ensure the Quadcomp 
delivers low distortion and accurate dynamics control. 

MUL Tl Ci. Six Channel Parametric EQ. Each channel covers the 
complete audio spectrum and can be linked to each other for multi band 
equaliz.ation. There are Frequency select, Cut/ Boost and Bandwidth con
trols, and balanced Inputs and Outputs. Ultra low noise circuitry makes 
the Multi Q a unique creative audio tool. 

AFTERBURNER. Single/Dual channel enhanced compres
sor limiter. Its unique design lets it be set up as a Dual channel or Single 
channel, Dual Band compressor. Plus, its Enhance function restores lost 
Low and High frequencies from compressed material. ASK FOR 
THE APPLICATION NOTES! 

EG. SO. Dual Channel 30 band Constant Q graphic equalizer in a 
compact 3 rack unit package. Designed to give flawless professional per
formance, the EQ 60 has innovative ultra low noise Constant Q circuitry, 
individually trimmed filters for total accuracy, and Balanced inputs and 
outputs on XLR and TRS connectors. Its compact High Density design 
and precision electronics make the EQ 60 the ideal solution for all EQ 
needs, including the exacting requirements of Digital Audio. 

Cl-Sa. The ultimate audio problem solver. 6 active balanced Direct 
Injection units, a 6 into I line mixer, a I to 6 splitter, plus a headphone 
amp, all in the one compact package! Ultra low noise, AC mains 
powered, and individual audio Earth/Ground lifts on each channel. 
ASK FOR THE APPLICATION NOTES! 

Systems 
5 Koek Road #03-16, Cuppage Plaza, Singapore 0922. Tel: 65 7333465 Fax: 65 7342116 
33 Advantage Road, Highett, Vic 3190, Australia. Tel: 61 3 555 7859 Fax: 61 3 5556747 
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Crescendo-Si Iver 
Beats Agreement 

From left: Guest Sadhana Batra, Mrs Joshi, Bhisen Joshi, Shrinivas Kha le, 
Hariprasad Choursia, Narain Agrawal, (chief of Crescendo) and Raveendra 
Jain on the cassette realease function of· Krishna Kahiye, Ram Japiye'. 

In what could be termed as a' Uniuc' tic-up, 
Silver Beats has joined hands with Crescendo, 
a music company recently launched by Suresh 
Thomas, to market and promote 
its producl5. This trend-setting arrangccnt per
mits ocme Company Silver 
Beats to concentrate only on repertoire 
development w hilc the other Crescendo under
takes the task of manufacturing and marketing. 
The profits of the sales of thhese albumms 
arc to be shared in mutually agreeable 
proportions as both Companies, specialists in 
their own ficld,jointly strengthen their mar
keting base. 

'Krishna Kahiye, Ram Japiye" is the first of 
a series of products to be released. The al bu 
features four Bhajans by the modem day 
'Tansecn', Pt. BhimsenJoshi and includes the 
all time great· JoBhaje Hari Ko Sada' that used 
to be sung by his Guru,SawaiGandharv. The 
lyrics of the three oother bhajans have been 
written by Narain Agarwal and the music com
posed by Srinivas Khalc. 

Silver Reals, headed by poetess, Sadhna 
Batra, is 10 focus its attention primarily on 
rccoording Indian Classical artistes and will 
allow new and upcoming artistes who arc 
struffling to gel a break. Mrs.Batra, who has 
produced serials for struggling to get a break. 
Mrs. Batra, who has produced serials for 
Doordarshan earlier, says that she has been 
inspired to start a music company ofhisnaturc 
by His holiness Gum Samartha Dada Maharaj, 
who was a great lover of music. It was his 
blessings (prior to his demise) that have moti
v atcd c to venture out on this mission", says 
Mrs. Batra. 

Silver Beats is further supported by Mr. 
Narain Agarwal's involvement in the Company 
as a director. Mr. Agarwal is one oflndia's 
leading Bhajan writer and has organised sev
eral social and cultural programmes in the 
past. Agarwal has cxcellentraapport with lead
ing musicians and singers in the industry and is 
in the process of recording major artistes for 
Silver BeaL5. 

continued from page No. 

Magnasound's licencee in 
Canada ........ . 
include maestros like Ustad Allarakha 
Ustad Zakir Hussain, Pt. Shiv Kuma; 
Sharma, Begum Parvecn Sultana, Us tad 
Di I shad Khan, Shobha Guriu and others in 
the Hindustani Classical category, re
nowned ghazal singer,, hariharan and 
India's first Hindi rap acl - Baba Sehgal. 

OM! is headed by an Indian based in 
Canada, Mr. Bhaskaran Menon. Mr 
Menon has had lremmmendous experienc~ 
in markeling of inter-nalional brands and 
was !he Group Markeling Manager of a 
repu!cd chain of depanmenl slores 
in !he Gulf. 

Magnasound will work closely wi1h OM] 
on every aspccl of sales and marketing. Mr. 
Shashi Gopal, Managing Director, of 
Magnasound is sure that what Magnasound 
did for international music in India, OM! 
will be able to achieve for Indian music in 
!he international market and here's why: 

For !he first lime, a group of profession
als experienced in music marketing and 
retailing have go11ogether lo promote 
Indian music globally. 

Access to slate-of-the -art manufacturing 
facilities means that for the first time In
dian re-pcrtoirc will be available on high 
quality compact discs. 

For !he first time, an allcmpt has been 
made to present albums of Indian maestros 
outside the ambience of sarce and mas ala 
stores. The re-pcrtoirc will be sold through 
majoor record shops and retail chains 
like other prem icr music products. 

For the first time, Indian repertoire will 
be packaged and marketed to International 
slandards - simultaneous world-wide re
leases, air-play on ethnic radio stations, 
in-store p .. o.p, live concerts, press cam
paigns and other promotional avenues 
arc being explored. 

For the first time, the interests of Indian 
artistes will be protected against pirates as 
OMI will seek to register tthe copy and 
publishing rights in all countries where 
release is planned. 

There arc numerous instances of inter· 
national labels being brought into the coun· 
try. This almost always entails outflow of 
foreign exchange in terms of royalties. 
Probably for the first time the reverse is 
taking place. 

OMI will release about 18-20 new titles 
every month. The first set of compact discs 
were released on 21st April,, by Hoon. 
Minister of State (Finance & Privatisation) 
Mr. John McDcrmid, Govern-ment of 
Canada, at a release function held at 
Brampton. 

Playback 
the pro 

and audio 
industry 

media 
Tel: 6464560 

Orange Pale develops speed converter 
David Sant wan informed Playback about 

the success of his design efforts to increase the 
duplication speed ofOtari DP 80 loop hin 
system from 64: I to 80: I. An attachment to 
be connected 10 !he machine wil I enhance !he 
running speed of !he master and slaves. 

PLA YIIACK ,'\: FASTFORWARD 
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Even in-cassette dduplieators I ikc Sony 
CCP and Otari 4050can be connected with 
the speed convenor. The speed convenor in· 
creases the speed by 20 per cent. So the 8 
limes fasler duplica!Or will opera le al ten 
times fas1cr. 
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The Ultimate Choice 
Tape Duplicating Systems 
For The 1990's ... 

Easy To Use I Simple To Maintain 

Highest Standards Of Performance 

American Quality I Proven Reliability 

Complete Turnkey Installations 

~~youca,.enough 
to sound the very best. 

504-0 Vandell Way, Campbell, CA 95008 
(408) 379-0900 FAX: (408) 379-0902 TLX: 28-8826 



Broadcast India '92 Twice as Big 
The response from the internationally 

reputed broadcast euipment manufactur
ers for Broadcast India '92 is encouraging 
enough. It is heartening to note most of last 
year's exhibitors will once again be present. 
The Indian market yet, is not as big as the 
European and American market. However, 
undoubtedly it is the next market in the 
world. the exhibitor's list amply proves the 
expectations of broadcast equipment as well 
as pro audio euipment. 

Ramesh Meer, the chief of Saicom Trade 
Fairs & Exhibitions Pvt. Ltd., the 
organisers, declares, "This year the show 
is twice the size as of Broadcast India '91. 
Eighty per cent of the stands are full. Bal
ance 20% will be booked by mid-Septem
ber." Broadcast India '93 is on schedule at 
the World Trade Centre, Bombay on 29-
31 Oct. 

Thereafter, Ramesh Meer is consider
ing holding the exhibition every two years. 

Exhibitors include: 
• Sony Corporation, Japan 
• HTS-Broadcast Television Systems 
GmbH 
• Quantel, UK 
• Tektronix USA 
• Cel Broadcast, UK 
• Leader Corporation of Japan 
• Getris Images, France 
• Pinnacle Systems Inc, USA 
• Management Graphics USA 
• Magnefax USA 
• RCS-Radio Computing Services 
Inc, USA 
• RTI Research Technolgy, UK 
• Ulimatte Corporation, USA 
• Videssence Inc, USA 
• Audio Precision, USA 
• Comercial Data Services, USA 
• Orte! Corporation, USA 
e Vidicomp, USA 
• Da-Lite Screen Company Inc., USA 
• Electro Sound, USA 
• Gauss, USA 
• Otari Singapore PTE Ltd 
• Leitch Europe Limited, Canada 
• Matrox, Canada 
• Strand Lighting, UK 
• Ams Industries Pie, UK 
• Vinten Broadcast Limited, UK 
• Ly rec of Denmark 
• Sachtler Ag, Germany 
• Soundcraft, UK 
• Dolby Labs,, UK 
• Lexicon USA 
• AKG Acousitcs Limied, Austria/ 
India 
• GCEL India, Bharat Electronic 
Limited India 
• Playback & l<'astrorward 
• Pro Sound, India 

• R & S Electronics, India 
• Broadcast Asia, Singapore 
• Tapematic, Italy 
• XACA India 
• Cine Products LSA 
• Video boom, India 
• Screen World Publications, India 
• Cine Magic India 
• Saicom Broadcast Engineering 
India 
• Neutrik AG, Switzerland 
• New Video, India 
• M_s_p_ Enterprises (MX Connec
tors) India 
• Quiet Sound, UAE 
• Video Point, India 
• Pentacom, India 
• Seem Subtitling, :\orway 
• Print Link, India 
• Electronic Arts, Bombay 
• Cine Magic, India 
• Amek/Tac, UK Daxco PTE Ltd, 
Singapore 
• Elek tor Electronics Pvt. Ltd., 
India 
• Media Motion Technolo1u Ltd UK 
• Robocom Business Systems P. Ltd, 
India 
• Enterprise Systems Group, Austra
lia 
• Fast Elecronic GMBH, Germany_ 

Under Consideration: 

• Panasonic, Japan 
• .JVC, .Japan 
• FOR-A, Japan 
• Abekas Video 
• Systems, UK 
• Miller Fluid Heads, Australia 
• Avid Technology 
• Panther GMBH, Germany 
• CCA elecronics, USA 
• Ricbardsons Electronics, USA 
• Timewave Corporaion, USA 
• CMX, USA 
• Apex Machine Company, USA 

C.E.D. Ceta Electronic Design 
(LK) Ltd 
• Valintino Inc, USA 
• Clear-Com Intercom Systems, USA 
• Computer Assisted Technologies 
Inc, LSA 
• Lyan Lamb (Europe) Ltd 
• Michael Steven & Partners Ltd, UK 
• Microtime Inc, LSA 
• Parallax Graphics Systems Ltd, LK 
• Rank Cintel Limited, LK 
• Tecbex Ltd, USA 
• Tritec Marketing Limited, UK 
• Hitachi, Japan 
• Fujinon, Japan 
• Lee Filter Ltd, LK 
• Technosystems S-P-A. Italy. 

Go fast forward on exhibitions in Playback keep abreast of technology. 
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Technical Symposium 
at Broadcast India '92 

Sony is presenting two papers.(!) Digital 
Betacam towards the future by SadaoHasoi or 
Sony Corporation, Japan. (2) Sony's HYPER 
HAD CCDtcchnologyby Ryus Uki Ijiri. NJ. 
Nair, ChicfEnginccrofDoordarshan, is the 
chairman, Technical Committee. 

Pinnacle, USA is presenting Dvcator-mcrg
ing 3Dmodelling and real-time effects by Ajay 
Chopra. 

Getris Image, France is presenting a 20 
Paint and Animation Graphic System to be lL~cd 
in a high level broadcast network. 

RCS, USA is presenting a computer lo be 
used in Music Scheduling. 

Nexus Int., UK is presenting the television 
system used for Barcelona Olympic Games. 

Orte] Corpn., USA is pn:senling fibreoptic 
inter-facility links for satellite broadcasting 
ground stations using high speed microwave 
lasers and photoiodcs. 

Dolby, UK is presenting Dolby SR used in 
audio recording and post production. 

Dolby is also making presentations on cin
ema sound and the emergence of the Dolby 
Stereo Standards. 

Audio Precision, USA will present a paper 
on the subject of testing broadcast audio pro
gram channels in a second. 

Roh.de & Schwarz is presenting a paper on 
the subject of setting of new standards in noise 
video analysis. 

Cine Media Technologies is presenting ODO 
Broadcast & ODO Postproduction (Direct to 
Disk) optical - Phillip Gossin. 

To allow forcomprchcnsivccovcrageofthe 
widest range of topics possible there will be two 
parallel sessions with time allocated for the 
important discussion periods which arc an 
essential feature of any Technical Programme. 

The Symposium will be held atChavan Au
ditorium Centre, Bombay. 

Equipments Highlighed! 
• Management Graphics, an American 

copany, brought out a machine - Solitaire 
-give a video footage and transfers colour 
video images onto 35 mm celluloid 
film. 
• Video machine, SC, brought out by 

Fast Elcctronics,Gcrmany, is a card which 
when put into the computer will convert 
the PC computer into a studio quality 
sound editing and video graphics equip
ment. 
• Matox, from Can~da, is a similar card 

which whenputintothccompulcrenablcs 
it tocary out non-linear editing. 



Musicmakers' 
Bhakti vandan 

Music maker cassette manufacturing comp

any released its first album, bhakti vandan by 

Usha Mangeshkar and Ram Shankar. Lyrics 

are by lnder Singh Zadar. 

The nesxt few albums will be Sai Bhajan by 

Kavita Kri3hnamurthy and Ram Shankar, 

Phooljriyan,aiicrycassettebyRajuShrivastava, 

and Chilann, a ghazal cassette bby suresh 

W adkar and Nobina irjankar. P. Gautam is tthe 

A&R manager. 

-------------------------------
'\E\\S 

------------------ -------------

Functlonheld ofl8unchlngofllUSICIIAKERSCASSETTEMFG.CO.Atherele ... oftla•udlo 
cauette -BHAKTI VANDAN'.trom left: lyrtcst lnd8r Singh :Z.bmr, Chief Gue•t Shrl J•glll Singh, 
•lng•r.U•h• M•ngHhk•nnd Mr. P. Oeut8ffl A• A ll•neger. 

JSA blanks very popular Audio Music Tracks 
for sale Hem ant Shah and Suresh Makhija have 

developed averysupcriorblmkaudiocusette 

Digital Studio at 
Lokandwala Complex 

Vinod Vora, Amit Biswas and Ashok 
Shukla have set up Ava Audio Lab. Pte. 
Ltd. Ava Audio is setting up a digital studio 
at Lok and w ala Cop lex. The highlight will 
be the digidesign Pro Tools digital audio 
post-production system. Soundcraft Delta 
console, Lexicon Effects and Tannoy moni
tors includes the other equipment. 

The digidesign incorporates three key 
recording technologies in a single system. 
(I) High fidelity multi channel hard disk 
recording with powerful editing tools and 
digital signal processing. (2) Integrated 
digital audio and MIDI recording anded
iting.(3) High resolution digital mixing 
With dynamic and state based automation 
llld total session recall. 

For musicians, it is ideal for every pro
duction step from tracking to final mix. 
Video and film professionals can apply to 

Continued on page No. M 

for the Audio field to satisfy the quality reuire
ments for the flawless home recording. The 
superiority lies in the unique cassette shell. It is 
cmnbined from three separate moulds. The top 
base plate and the intricate centre is moulded 
separately. It is this system which guarantees a 
smoother tape path and less drag ultimately 
resulting in better recording. Surcsh Thomas 
who is marketing the blank countrywide in
formed Playback that sales of JSA blanks had 
already exceeded 60,000 and, by the looks of 
its, it was the bestseller. 

It is available in C-60 - Rs.39/-, C-74 -
Rs.42/- and C-90- Rs.45/-. Suresh Thomas 
informs, "If flicked the idea ofC-74 from a 
Sony ad."TheC-74ispresumablytoduplicate 
an entire compact disc. 

Worship of God through devotional songs 
elevates devotees to realm of Godhood. Every 
religion forms the ingredients of virtue and 
morality through the medium of songs. We 
have wide range pre-recorded music of songs 
of different cults like Ayappa, Sai Baba, Sri 
Rama, Lord Venkateswara, Jesus Christ etc., 
which can mixed and ubbed into the other lan
guages. GOOD NEWS for Indian's settled in 
Amerrica, Europe, Asia, Middle East and Af
rica whoo are invited to place bulk orders for 
these devotional pre-recorded audio cassettes 
Parties interested may please contact: 

GEETMALA ENTERPRISES 
Admn. Office: 29-14-24, Prakasam Road, 
Gavcm:,rpet, Vijayawada- 520002 
Grams: GEETMMALA 
TEI.: 77209,65481 
Telex.: 0475-294 TU SC-IN-ATTN GME 

Ganpatl, Divall, Navratrl, Durga Puja 

Peak business time 
during festival season 

From mid-August the e.itire industry gears 
up for the forthcoming· season'. The Season 
is all over the country. It is the religious 
festival season of India. In August itself, there 
is Rakhi and J anmashtami. Immediately there
after, as_well as in the south in Tamil Nadu, 
Gan pa ti is celebrated very fervently. Many 
Marathi Ganpati albums are launched in 
Bombay. In Madras, numerous Ganpati al
bums in Tamil arc released. Immediately after 
Ganpati the eastern market is heated up 
with the Durga puja fever. Both Orissa and 
Bengal witness releases from big as well as 
from small labels. The Delhi market is heated 
up with numerous albums of Mata bhajans. 
In Western India there as dandiya and garba 
releases during N avrabi,especially in Gujarat 
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And Rajas than. In 
Maharashtra,Ganpati se~nstarts imediately 
after J anmashtami and Rakhi and continues 
right till Divali, front which time, bonuses are 
released all over the country and fresh buying 
starts. In the whole of Central India and U .P., 
Ram bhajans and various folk material on all 
gods start selling during this period. 

The cumulative impact of the festival season 
is despite increased duplicating capacity. 
Loopbin duplication is offered at a premium. 
There is a shortage of capacity come what may. 
The seuon witnesses a demand for in-cassette 
duplicators in the second-hand market. The 
inlay printers are under pressure. C-Os and 
tape arc priced materials. Everything looks so 

Continued on page No. 2, 
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NEWS I 

MusicCos.sponsorGanpati,Govindas 
No biz like show biz. Ask the organisers 

of the Govinda gangs who roam their de
marcated area for 'matka phodi' and 
you'll find music companies on top of their 
list for sponsorship. This year one wit
nessed more than one such govinda group 
sporting Venus T-shirts advertising 
Khiladi and other fast selling s'tracks. 
Tips too, has been sponsoring. 

Ganpati mandals need sizeable sponsor
ship funds to put up mandals, play the 
music, install the idol and for immersion 
expenses. Almost all around Bombay the 

mandals also put up huge hoardings adver
tising the sponsor. Venus which has been 
consistently exploiting Ganpati season with 
Marathi albums, have sponsored many such 
Ganpati mandals and advertised. In India, 
with music,, celebrations and festivals, all 
linked, the music companies definitely ben
efit by being able to get into the act. 

Musicasscttcs ofDHUN, ROOP KI RANI 
CHOO RON KA RAJA, ANGAAR, KAL KI 
AWAZ(JHANKAR)AND OIL AASHNA 
HAI arc being distributed to many Ganpati 
Pandals. 

PlaybackBusinesslVlanagerinNeYIDelti 
Soumita Vasudevajoins Playback from July 

end to look afteritsbusinessandeditorial inte
rests in New Delhi. 

ProAudiomanufacturersandmusiccompa
nies can send theirnews to Bombay directly. 
Otherwise, they may reach it in New Delhi to 
Ms. Vasudeva, C-585, Defence Clony, New 
Delhi 110024. 

New Delhi has become a strong centre both 
in music business as well asproaudiomanuf act
uring. With the appointent of a local manager, 
the companies based in the capital shall take 
the opportunity to be in closer touch with the 
magazine. And, hopefully, provide news and 
be able to support the magazine more than 
in the past. 

Crescendo distributes Alurkar & 
Rhythm Classics 

In a distribution agreement, Alurkar, the 
Pune based label, famous for Hindustani 
and Marathi classical repertoire, has entered 
into an all-India distribution arrangement 
with Suresh Thomas of Crescendo. Rhythm 

House Classics, the record label operated by 
theCurrnally's of Rhythm House, the famous 
retail outlet at Kala Ghoda, Bombay has also 
signed an agree men t for a II- India distribution 
with Crescendo. 

Sanketoffers Loopbin and slaves 
Vinay Thakkar informed Playback on 

the final launch of the indigenous loop bin 
and slaves developed by him. "I have put in 
24 hours of hard work nearly everyday for 
the past one year and hapy with the results." 

The slave operating at 32: 1 speed. It has 
been modelled on the popular German 
make, ASONA. Each twin slavve has 8 
motors. Two motors for take up and supply 
and two motors for the dual capstan. The 
motors are DC brush less close loop. Vinay 
explained the benefits of this motor. "The 
DC motor ensures zero drifting. In the case 
of AC motors where the lline freuency drops 
to 47 hertz for example, the speed is af-

fcctcd. In ours laves this will not happen. I 
can guarantee there shall be no vow and 
flutter problems. Frequency response, tech
nically is as good as the ASONA." How
ever, on the trial runs I have seen that all 
the Indian tapes duplicated arc recording 
at their optimum. As the reputed duplica
tions equipment manufacturers world
wide may offer any kind of technical speci
fications but, the material available, if it 
can be recorded to its optimum, I think 
nothing more is needed." 

The machine has been built as sturdily as 
possible according to Vinay keeping in 
conditions. 

Playback shifts to Juhu 
Sangeeta Apartment, Bldg. 6/C, Flat No. 5, Ground Floor, 

Juhu Road, Santacruz (W), Bombay - 400 054 
Tel : 0091 (22) 646 45 60 
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Digital Studio at ........ . 
any aspect f audio post-production like 
saving sound effects and dialogue editing. 
In the MIDI project studio Pro Tools is the 
perfect tool for combining audio tracks 
and MIDI sequencer. 

Amit Bis was is the son of the famous 
music composer, Anil Biswas, Ashok 
Shukla was earlier a sound recordist with 
T-series and Vinod Vora is marketing 
Macintosh computers in India. The 
digidesign is a Macintosh based editing 
system like the Studor Dyaxis. 

Continued from page No. 25 

Peak business time ... 
rosy, that, almost all companies start talking of 
expansion and are further encouraged in 
soundtracks and recordings. 

A lot of big films are slated for release during 
the advent of the season. This year Bo! Radha 
Bo!, Khel, Kai Ki Awaaz, Jina Mama Tere 
Sang, BewafaaSe Wafa, Heer Ranja,Balwaan 
and Sone Ki Lanka were released. With the 
success of a couple of soundtracks the pressure 
of production is immense. The' Season' con
tinues uptil November. 

"SHRADHANJALI' e tribute to alngerll 
uslclans by LataJI on her copletlng 50 
years of singing, being recorded at EMl's 
Abbey Road Studio, London by HVM. 
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MAKE ANY KIND OF AN 

\~~ t E l~\oJ\I 
ON ANY SURFACE 

The ultimate in Pad Printing 
The RITA PAD PRINTING SYSTEMS 
MTM 100 & MTM 150 

Machines that print high resolution 
images. Machines that print in full colour 
on any irregular shape. Machines that give 
to you a solution for all your Pad printing 
problems. Machines that have a fantastic 
versatility to meet your every need. MTM 
Machines that integrate into different 
printing systems . 

. The MTM 100/150 Pad Printing 
Machines with German know-how, 

I guaranteed to give you fail proof quality, 
which increases your production and cuts 
down on labour cost. 

RITA 

RITA PAD PRINTING SYSTEMS 
E-42/3, Okhla Industrial Area Phase-II, 
New Delhi-110020. INDIA Tel.: 6474644. 6444320 
Fax : 6444320 Tix. : 75209, 75393 

i:f.WAii·Mii PRASHANTH MARKETING SERVICES, NO. 18, "PRASHANTH", FIRST CROSS ROAD, GAVIPURAM EXTN., 

BANGALORE 560 01'1. PH : 607865 TUC: 0845-2352 CSIN I/C-4 FAX: 0812-822344 14·nl¥N PAD-ON PRINTS, 124, 

DEVENDRA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LOKMANYA NAGAR, PADA NO. 2, THANE (W) • 400 eoe. PH : 5604890/5345832 

TUC: 2874238 FAX: 5322e82 Ud•);t·h ARULMANITRADERS,25, ARULNATHAR SALAl,ANDAVAR NAGAR,8TH STREET, 

KODAMBAKKAM, MADRAS • 600 024. PH : 429783 AHMEDABAD BEYOND 2000, GROUND FLOOR, GAJJAR HOUSE, 

NR. SAMRUDDHI COMPLEX, OPP. GUJARAT HIGH COURT, AHMEDABAD • 380 014. PH: 461975, 490804 FAX: 469101 

TLX: 6853 SARA IN•4'1iii AVS ENTERPRISES, POORTI '19', GOVARDHAN HOUSING SOCIETY, MAHARSHEE NAGAR, 

PUNE • 411 037. PH : 438375 FAX : 444253 
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T series : many S'tracks 
in the offing 

Irrcspccti vc of the fact that all the big names 
have contracted their forthcoming soundtrack 
Lothecompctilion, Tseries is confident as ever. 

Vikram Wagh, Deputy General Managerof 
Super cassettes declared 'if you check in the 
past one year the number ofreleases v/s. the 
nwnber of hits, our ratio is much higher.' 

Yet, a string of releases in the recent past of 
outside production soundtracks confirms 
Vikram Wagh's contention 'contrary to the 
general impression we have not stopped pur
chasing copyrights. Earlier, we were buying 
right, left and centre, now we are selective and 
consider various factors in mind.' 

'Jaanam,' 'Mehboob Mere Mchboob,' 
'Junoon', the new movie by MaheshBhatt, 'Chor 
AurChand', 'Maina' and 'Aaja Sanam' of out
side producers have been released in the last 
one or two months. 

Tseries' own productions soundtracks which 
will be released in thenextoneortwomonths 
arc 'AajaMeri Jaan', 'Kasam Teri Kasam' and 
'Shabnam.' The composers are "various." 

Leo lnReleasing 
Spree 

Leo Audio Video recording company got 
out an elegant audio cassette release function 
held at Hotel Bhaskar Palace., Hyderabad on 
April 6th for DclectiveNaaradha. This Telugu 
film has the unique combination for the first 
time of Box office magic touch MohanBabu, 
the music maestrollaya Raja and creative di
rector Vamsy. The first audio cassette of the 
film was formally released by Mohan Babu and 
purchased by CrcativcComrnercials chiefK.S. 
Rama Rao amidst thunderous applause by the 
distinguished gathering. 

Thehighlightofthefunction was the partici
pation of Mohan Babu who was the focal point 
of attraction. His earlier hits 'AlluduGaaru', 
'Assembly Rowdy' were also marketed by Leo 
successfully. 

Appa Rao of Leo Audio Video expressed his 
desire to celebrate the Platinwn Disc presenta
tion function in the presence ofllaya Raja 
before the release of the film itself, as already 
50000 audio cassettes have been marketed as a 
first phase of sale. 

Rare feat 
P. Ramakrishna, revealed to P. V. Rao of 

Playback that their concerted efforts achieved 
a prodigious f cat of marketing 50000 audio 
cassettes of Telugu film 'Detective Naaradha' 
within an incredible span of 3 days only, as 
evidenced by the fact that the original music 
track was handed over on 3rd April and pre
recorded cassettes marketed on 6th April. 

P.V. RAO. 

Maybe, not top-of-the-line, but Tscries has 
proved thatasam11\iccompany it has the ability 
Locreateorsupcrvisc the creation of path break
ing, imaginative and mass appeal music. Not to 
speak of the commitment and marketing abili
ties to insure that the music in which they have 
faith is promoted fully to achieve its optimum 
potential. 

Classical bang : 

Itis learnt that Tserics is preparing a classi
cal big bang very soon. 'They have an ex
tremely strong classical catalogue and have 
done a sizeable amount of recordings. Our 
basic is also very strong compared to the other 
companies' informed Vikram Wagh. 

In fact, this reporter was informed at Lajpat 
Raimarket,Ncw Delhi.by Mr.Narang,alead
ing dealer 'the competition has definitely in
creased the sales of film cassettes, but if you 
count all the basic ti ties which Tscrics is stock -
ing up with us very well all the time then T 
series is definitely number one.' 

A panorama of film fare was held at 
Lalitha KalaThoranam,opcnairauditoriwnin 
Hyderabad on April 19th to mark the IOOth 
day celebration of the sensational Telugu hit 
film "CH ANTI" prcxluced by Sri. K.S. Rama Rao 
on the banner ofCrcativeComrnercials. 

The high-light of the grand function is the 
presentation of"Double Platinum Disc" to the 
film unit by Mcsscrs. Leo Audio Video, who are 
the copyright owners of CH ANTI audio. This 
milestone which is a hallmark of Leo Audio 
Video can be described it as their stupendous 
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New Video Limited 
New Video Limited (NVL) is a dedicated 

technology based company set Lo meet the 
broadcast and institutional television engineer. 
ingrequircmcnts of the country. From custom 
designed professional hardware, system de. 
sign, manufacturing and total customer ori
ented approach, NVL is a single window solu
tion for the supply of professional video and 
audio electronics in the country. 

The company offers coders and generators. 
Video duplication equipment. 
Monitors. 
Signal distribution and routing systems. 
The product range includes the PAL Master 

Sync pulse generator SPG-1000. 
In viddeo duplication, MRC-1000 master 

rcmotecontrollerandMSC-IOOOswitchcrcom
mandcr. 

Professional audio distribution amplifier I :6 
ADAP-1006 and pulse distribution amp Ii ficr 
model PDAM -I 006. 

Both high resolution and composite video 
colour monitors arc available in 14" and 20" 
from this company. 

The company has offices in New Delhi, 
Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Hyderabad. 

They arc also the India agent for all Sony 
professional audio and video equipments. 

achievement in the annals of audio field. 
The colowfol grandeur showmanship of this 

hit film which is based on melodious blending 
of music c.omposed by the music wizard Ilaya
raja,created an unpnx:edentedn:cordsaleofl 2<XOJ 
audio cassettes. To celebrate this phenomenal 
event, Leo Audio VideohastakenthehonourbY 
presenting thccovcted Double Platinum Disc's to 
Creative film maker Sri. K.S. Rama Rao, lyric 
writers Sri. Vcturi,Sri. Sahithi,hcro Vcnkaicsh, 
heroine Meena through business magnate Sri. T. 
SubbarnmiRcddy. P.V. R~ 



Manufacturers of 

PAD PRINTING MACHINES 
and 

SCREEN PRINTING MACHINES 
... . .. . . ll 

.g .... ...... ~"~J 
(J :· 0 

MODEL SP 500 I & R 
TO PRINT FLAT & ROUND ARTICLES 

CAN BE CONVERTED FOR 

FLAT & ROUND ARTICLES 

PAD PRINTER 
MODEL PP 18 S 
TWO COLOUR ALSO 
AVAILABLE 
IN SINGLE COLOUR 
AND THREE COLOUR 

IN DIFFERENT MODELS 

NEW I ECONOMICAL 
SCREEN PRINTER 
ALSO AVAILABLE 

• TO PRINT ROUND 
ARTICLES FROM 100 GMS 

TO HT CONTAINERS. 
SCREEN PRINTERS. 
MODEL SP 1200 

PRINT LINK 
Unit No. 31, 1st Floor, Laxmi Industrial Estate, 

Off Eastern Ceramics Ltd., Bangur Nagar, 
Goregaon (West), BOMBAY - 400 090. 

Phones : 6727166, Clo. 6722405. 



E UIPMENT' 

ORBAN 787 A Prograrnnable Mic Processor 

Orban ... a division of AKO Acoustics Inc., U.S.A. proudly 
presents, - An excellent Programmable Equaliser for Mic/Line 
Inputs, designed speci fie ally for use in Broadcast, recording 
studios. 

A Programmable Equaliser capable of a wide variety of func-
tions: 

- Compressor I Limiter 
- De-esser (High frequency Equaliser) 
-Noise Gate 
- Three band "Constant-Q" Parametric Equaliser 
The 787 A is a microprocessor - based programmable Equaliser 

which can store up to 99 complete setups for instant recall. 
Special Features: 
* An effects send and return port with programmable return 

level. 
* Standard line-level input. However, an optional professional 

quality transformer Mic preamp is available for Mic inputs. 
* Optional MIDI, RS - 232, or separate basic remote control 

with numeric display for console mounting. 
* Easy-to-read bargraph displays. 
* Numeric display shows current settings of selected control 

parameters. 
* Security code to prevent unauthorised tampering with presets 

in addition to acrylic security cover. 
Applications: 
1. Broadcast voice processing - to get the same optimum sound 

every day for every voice. 
2. Multi track recording and commercial production - can in

crease efficiency in recording and production facilities. 
3. Optional second-channel slave unit (787 ASC) - available 

for Dual Mono (or) stereo operation. 

For further details please contact: 
Mr. N. Viswanathan, 
Marketing Manager, 
AKG Acoustics (India) Ltd., 
Hindustan Times House, 
7th Floor, 
18/20 K.G. Marg, 
New Delhl-110001. 
Tel : 331 4332(Dlrect) 331 4328 
Fax : 011-331-6839. 

AKG's C 10005 ... Two Heads Are Better Than One!! 
The AKO C IOOOS Condenser Microphone, packs power, high 

sensitivity, low handling noise and sleek looks into a remarkably 

easy-to-handle, microphone ... making it as practical as it is 

versatile. This is supplied with a snap-on PPC 1000 (Polar Pattern 

Converter), which lets you easily vary the mic's pick-up pattern 

from cardioid to hypercardioid. So you can use it for instrument 

and/or vocals and not have to worry about picking & choosing 

mies backstage. 

Its high output due to a sensitivity of 6m V /Pa gives the C 1 OOOS 

a clear edge over most competitive designs. But high output alone 

doesn't make a professional microphone. 

Some of the salient features of C 1 OOOS are: 

• Removable, washable inner wind and pop screen (many com

petitive mies have inner windscreens that cannot be cleaned be

cause they are permanently fixed to the capsule or cap and thus by 

and by degrade the sound); 

• Rugged Case 

• Back electret cond-:nser capsule 

• Easily convertible polar pattern, 

• Built-in recessed, on/off switch 

• Alternative phantom or 9 V - battery - powering 

• Specially designed body contour to fit snugly into palm of 

hand to minimise hand fatigue and risks of being dropped 

These are only some of the reasons why today's professional 

musicians and sound engineers prefer and trust in AKO's high 

quality C IOOOS microphone. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Polar Pattern : Cardioid I Hypercardioid 

Frequency Range : 50-20,000 Hz 

Sensitivity : 6m V /Pa ( = -45 dB V) 

Impedance : 200 Ohms 

Mas. SPL for 0.5% THO : 137 dB 

Size (inch) : 1.3 Dia x 8.7 

For further details please contact: 

Mr. N. Vlswanathan, 

Marketing Manager, 

AKG Acoustics (India) Ltd., 

Hindustan Times House, 

7th Floor, 

18/20 K.G. Marg, New Delhl-110001. 

Tel : 331 4332(Dlrect) 331 4328 

Fax : 011-331-6839. 
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EQUIPMENT 

MAGNEFAX 48 · 1 Economical Loop Bin System 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR 7800 SERIES 
MATER FORMAT 
NUMBER OF SLA YES 
DUPUCATC':GSPEED 

BC': CAPACITY 
OUTPUT 
V ACUCM SOURCE 
IIEADS 

RECORD ADJUSTMENTS 

PACKER AR.VIS 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
DISTORTION 
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 
CROSSTALK REJECTION 

WOW AND FLUTTER 
CUE TONE 
METERING 
BIAS 
COUNTER 
DIMENSIONS 
SHIPPL~G WEIGHT 

7.51PS/Four Track 
Seven 
24:1, 180 !PS Master, 45 IPS Slave, 48:1 
also available. 
200 feel maximum 
2400 C-60's per 8 hour shift 
Included 
Long life, Permalloy, Staggered Repro 
duce & Record 
Individual level, Bias, & Bias Traps, per 
track, per head 
Gravity operated 
30 Hz to 18 KHz±. 2dB (20 KHz-3dB) 
<.5% THD at NOL 
Within 2 dB of bulk erased t.ape 
>65 dB between sides A and B at a KHz 

>40 dB between left and right tracks at I KHz 
<.06% Peak A 
Adjustable to loader, 5 Hz lo 20 Hz 
Digital. Peak reading w/memory hold 
2.5 MHz, Four synchronized oscillators 
Dig ital readout. Preset to 9999 
39" W x 32" D x 32" II table top 
275 lbs. 

For further Information contact : 
Dennis W. Tallakson Paramjeet Singh 
MAGNEFAX Goden Magnetics 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. IS/I Gurgaon Road P.O. Marutl, 
Route I, Box 764. Rogers, AR 72756. Gurgaon, Haryana. 
501/925-1818. Fax : 91-11-6872944 
FAX 501/925-1841 TEI: 011-5563275. 

HEINO ILSEMANN Inlay And Cassette Inserting Machine 

An ideal machine to get over the bottleneck experienced in any loopbin 
llnil today. 

• Folding station for Ima inaeru • Additional insert station 
• Outfeed conveyor chain with turning device 

The KZM4 is the most reputed machine in the world today. It will 
111t~atically insert the inlay card, cassette and the additional insert. All major 
lllovernents are mechanically driven by cams and monitored by a computer 

• Stacking device • Cross outfeed, left or right 

141trolled system. 
CAPACI1Y 
8Peclal equipment 

• 40 .... 120 cycles/minute. 
• Magazine equipment for 120 boxes 
• Magazine equipment for 800 boxes 

For further information contact : 
HEINO ILSEMANN 
Verpackungsmaschlnen-Vertrlebs-GmbH, 
Zurn Panrcpel 24, D-2800 Bremen 44, Germany. 
Telephone: (0421) 48606-0. Fax: (0421) 486 06 48.1 
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E UIPMENT 

TAPEMATIC Dupcentre 5200 

Master Slave combination 
This new model 5200 is a combination of a master and 

two slave units within one cabinet. 
The system can be expanded with the addition of tra

ditional slaves units, such as the 5128. 
Apart from being a very compact unit that larger com

panies will find useful to run the very small production 
run on. A new company just starting will find the unit a 
principle building block to which they can add to at a 
later date. 
Revolutionary design 

Many years of experience has shown that the vertical 
loop-bin is superior in tape handling, but a narrow bin 
also has it's drawbacks. The long profile obtained in the 
layout of the DUPcentre has provided the necessary 
space for the tape to lay without having the excessive 
weight on the bottom layers from the tape above. 
Master 

Auto start of the slave units. 
totalizer of copies duplicated, with automatic stop fol

lowing a predetermined quantity. 
V.U. switching: 

+6dB Program 
Odb Linc-up. 
-20dB Test Lape. 
Fully automatic change over of the slave E.Q. and bias 

from the masters remote control. 
Slave 

Individual bias and record amplifiers for each of the 
four tracks. 

Ferrite heads, ensuring high quality and long life. 
Unique packer arm guaranteeing a smooth and preci

sion pack. 
A special hub allows complete height adjustment to 

accommodate the various pancake hubs. 
DolbyHX-Pro can be added. 
For further details contact: 

RON GOODWIN 
TAPEMATIC 
Via Vimercate 32 
20060 Ornago/Milano/Italy 
Tel: 39 (0) 39/6010145 
Fax: 39 (0) 39/6010558. 
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EQUIPMENT 

APHEX Compellor Compresso.-. Limiter 

The Compellor is the world's most acclaimed audio level processor. 
The user simply decides how much the lowest level signal will be 
brought up and the proportion of leveling to compression, and trims 
the output for unity gain. The result sounds as if someone is riding 
faders extremely well. There is no change in the sound quality-only 
)eve! correction-automatic and seamless. 

The Dolby 430 Series is a background noise suppressor system 
for reducing the broadband noises such as wind or traffic rumble that 
often mar location recordings. Many mixers in film and television 
Post-production already rely on Dolby Laboratories Cat. No. 43, a 
background noise suppression unit based on a modified version of 
Dolby A-type noise reduction. The 430 series takes this concept 
further by using a modified version of Dolby SR' patented combina
tion of fixed and sliding bands to give more stable signal handling and 
a significantly reduced chance of audible side effects. 

While superior in performance to the CAT. No 43, the 430 Series 
Uses fewer controls. Low-and high-frequency faders adjust the 
III!lount of noise suppression above and below dominant mid-fre-

APPLICATIONS: 
Broadcasting, Production, Sound Reinforcement, Film Dubbing, 

Cable TV Systems, STL I Phone Line Driver, Carting I Tape 
Duplication, MIC Processing. 
For further information Contact : PROSOUND 
Phone : (022) 6269147 Fax : (022) 6269691 Telex : 011 76893 

quency signals such as dialogue. A pull-to-engage controls permits 
varying the pre-set operating level for recordings at unusually high 
or low levels (overall gains of the units remains fixed). 

The 430 Series is a modular system providing from one to six 
channels of background noise suppression. A single control unit 
provides power and control signals for up to three 1 U-high frames, 
each with one or two channels of processing. All operating controls 
are mounted in a remote control module which may be located up to 
15 meters (50 feet) from the control unit. These remote controls have 
been specifically designed for console mounting. Alternatively, a 
housing is available to allow for stand-alone operation. 
For further information Contact : PROSOUND 
Phone: (022) 6269147 Fax: (022) 6269691 Telex : 011 76893 
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EQUIPMENT 1, 

TANNOY P B M Series P B M 6.5 

This newly-updated classic maintains all 
the musicality of the original design and now 
sports a new styled medite cabinet with radius 
fold edging. 

This new cabinet is identical to the original 
in volume and driver, crossover accompani
ment, but significantly reduces high frequency 
diffraction as the cabinet edges. This produces 
an even more convincing stereo image. 

• New radius edge design. 
• Medite construction. 
• Low vertical profile for minimal sight line 

construction. 
• Stylish pewter grey vinyl finish. 
• Optium-tuned rear fitting port. 
• Hardwired pro duty crossover. 
* Gold-plated 3/4" - spaced 5-way binding 

posts. 
* Fluid cooled 3/4" polyamide high frequency 

dome. 
• High power, long throw 6.5" poly mid-bass 

tranducer. 
* 5 year warranty. 

For further information Contact: PROSOU:'.'1.D 
24 • A, 1st Floor, Ghanshyam Industrial Es
tate, Veera Desai Road, Andherl (West), 
Bombay • 400 058. Phone : (022) 6269147 
Fax : (022) 6269691 Telex : 011 76893 

SOUNDCRAFT Spirit Auto 

SPIRIT A UTOprovides VCAautomationofCHANNELFADERS, CHAN
NEL MUTES AND MONITOR MUTES. As with MIDI muting systems, mutes 
can be used as gates to eliminate unwanted noise from channel and monitor 
paths. However SPIRIT AUTO is in a different class as creative tool. With any 

MIDI muting system the automation of fader levels-the 
key to automated mixing-was never an option. Al
though it was possible to blend the levels of sequenced 
instruments through the sequencer itself, this was only 
a partial solution. In the modem recording environ· 
ment multitracks and sequenced instruments are often 
synced together using timecode. Using SPIRIT AUTO, 
an automated mix of both multitracked and sequenced 
instruments is now possible. A mix can be saved to 
floppy disk allowing you to build, improve and save in 
easy stages. There is no need to remember and attempt 
to reproduce difficult fader movements with each run 
through-no need to write down all your fader settings. 
Instead you return exactly to where you left off days, ac 
even months later. 

The most powerful solution for those really 
serious about their mixing, DEVELOPED EXCLU· 
SIVEL Y FOR SOUNDCRAFT, STEINBERG AUTO· 
MA TION SOFTWARE has been designed for musi· 
cians not technicians. The software provides a graphi· 
cal and intuitive approach to mixing in that segments rJ 
VCA data can be cut and pasted to different points in• 
mix, very like sequencer material. Steinberg Autorna· 
tion Software can be run as stand alone then sequencer 

software and automation can be run together under Apple MIDI Manager. 

For further information Contact: PROSOUND 
Phone : (022) 6269147 Fax : (022) 6269691 Telex : 011 76893 
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BSS-FCS-926 Varicurve System Dual 
Equaliser Anyalyser 

VARI CUR VE is an advanced system of EQ processing and 
control elements which can be customed tailored to suit any 
audio production environment. From a single stereo 6- band/ 
mono 12-band unit upto 32 channels of programmable 
equalisation, each processing element can be indivually con
trolled via MIDI, PA-422, SMPTE or radio remote control. 
The FCS-926 combines a digitally-controlled analague para
metric filter set wilh intutive assignable controls, fully inter
active graphic display and integral analyser. 
The FCS-920 is a 1 U slave module with the same EQ process
ing facilities as the FCS-926 but with no front panels controls. 
The FPC-900 is a hand-held remote controller capable of 
addressing a system ofup to 16 indivual FCS-926 and/or FCS-
920 units via a standard raclio-mic link or XLR cable. 

V ARICURE's mutiband parametric equalisation creates a 
more accurate and sonically superior composite EQ contour 
than conventional manual or programmable graphic equalisers. 
Custom, digitally controlled analaque filters provide a con
stant-Q response for consistent selectivity. Filter topology is 
structured to prevent unpredictable internal clipping for opti
mum flexibility and fidelity. 
For Fucther Information contact : 
PRO-SOUND 
24-A, 1st Floor, Ghanshyam Industrial Estate 
Veera Desai Road, Andheri (West), 
Bombay- 400 058. 
Phone· (022)6269147 
Fax (022) 6269691 
Telex (011) 76893 

MITEC Progressive Systems 

The Studio Server has been designed to offer features and 
quality in a compact package. Designed as an " In line Console" 
it is available as a 8 or 16 channel rack mount and as a 24 
channel free standing console. Features include 4 band EQ, 4 
Auxiliary sends, 4 Stereo Line inputs and comprehensive 
master section. All three models feature the ability to switch 
Aux's 3 & 4 to input channels effectively giving you double the 
amount of inputs for mix.down. Many other features are easily 

accesible by switching rather than by the more time 
consuming patching. 

The Roadie is a two model range of easy to use live 
Sound Reinforcment Desks. Available as an 8 or 16 
channel into 2, both desks are rack mountable or free 
standing. Features include 4 band EQ, 2 Auxiliary 
sends, 2 Stereo Line inputs, Electronically Balanced 
XLR In/Outputs and seperate power supply. 
The Stage Server comes as either a 16-8 rackmount or 
freestanding 24-8 dedicated professional Monitor con
sole. Both feature a full 4 band EQ and Electronically 
Balanced Input and Group Master Outputs. Individual 
peak and Odb LED indicators with LED ramps for 
Group Outputs. Seperate insert points on all Inputs and 
Group Outputs plus standard Talk back circuit complete 

the picture. 
For Further Inoformation Contact : Ray Bond 
Export Director 
Te Deum Engineering Pte. Ltd., 
45,Genting Lane, 
# 02-02 Genting Complex, Singapore-1334. 
Tel : 7429131 
Fax : (65) 7428103 
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EQUIPMENT I 

DUPLITRONICS Digital Master for duplication ---------------II 
DUPLICATION LINE 

The DIIS Process begins with the replacement of your .cxisting bin-loop 
master with a DYi 400 DHS. Using any high speed slave currently available, the 
system can be configured to be instantly switched back and forth from different 
makes of slaves. All control of the system is accomplished via a Cser Interface. 

Mastering is accomplished on a Super VHS cassene. Errors occuring 
during the mastering process can be eliminated using the extensive editing 
functions available. You need only to master at real time once. 

Loading of the high speed master into RAM takes place at approximately 
25: I. DIIS uses a highly sophisticated system for detecting and correcting 
errors called EDAC. 

At the heart of the DYi 400 OHS is a I 6 Bit super higa speed solid state 
memory sub-system. Data is stored and sampled at 44.1 KHz in a totally 
uncompressed and unaltered form. The OHS may be configured to operate at 
any 2 speeds from 1: 1 all the way through 256: I. 

Once program is loaded into RAM, you may listen to any or all portions of 
audio stored in RAJvl, even when the bin is operating at duplicating speed. 
Features: 
• 25:1 High Speed Program Load • Error Detection and Correction 
• Reduced Mastering Costs • Direct Digital Recordings • Output of up to 
256:1 • Advanced SeU Diagnostics• Maintenance Free 
• Total Harmonic Distortion <. 04% • Virtually Undetectable Crosstalk • 
Absolute quality consistency• Absolute Phase+/- 152 e DCC Convertibility 
• (SRTM) Real Time Monitor• Frequency Response +/.33db-20Hz-20KHz 
For rurther Information contact : 
Flemming Jensen 
Lyrec Manufacturing A/S Box: 123 (Mileparken 22) 
DK-2740 Skovlunde, Denmark. 
Tel : 45 44 532522 Fax : 45 44 535335. 
Duplitronlcs Inc. : 160 Abbott Drive Wheeling, Illinois 60090 
Tel. 708. 459.6610 Fax : 708.459.6615. 

•• a 
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Sallas PP Banding for Cassette 
You can do away with the boxes. The latest technique is to just take 10 cassettes and place 

it in the machine and in an instant the 10 cassettes are wrapped in a PP band. The band holds 
the 10 cassettes together as if packed in a box, but the ber:::fit is that the original can be seen 
clearly as also the bottom part of the cassette if it is printed clearly. 
Advantages: 
Cfharacteristic Features : 
For further information plaease contact : Sollas Holland 
Sollas Holland B.V. Druynvlswea 1, 1531 AX Wormer, Holland. 
• Tel : 075-28 47 51 • Fax : 075-28 02 66 
For India please contact : Envoy Marketing & Dlstributers 
P.B.No. 6160, B.G. Kher Marg, Bombay- 400 006. Tel: 307 58 87 / 362 72 20. 
Fax : (022) 4930154. 
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F o r a II o u r p ro fess i o n a I rec o rd i n g 
requirements of On board Sound Processors 
Compressor Limiters De--essers 
Hiss Reducers Noise Gates 
and Noise Reduction units for Multitrack 
Tape R e co rd e rs ... 
the one name that says it all ... 

Performer Series 
Professional Series 
900 Modular Series 

- for Musicians 
- for small & medium studios 
- for Multitrack studios 

dbx - a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc., USA 
Now, readil available in India on Rupee payment through : 

AKG ACOUSTICS (INDIA) LIMITED 
(An affiliate of AKG Akustische u. 
Kino-Gerate G.m.b.h Vienna, Austria) 
Regd. Office : 
7th Floor, Hindustan Times House, 
18/20, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 100 001. 

Broadcast India '92 
Bombay 
Stall No.3011 

Tel: 3314332, 3314328 
Fax : 011-331-6839 
Telex : 031-62994 

Electronics India '92 
Pragati Maidan 
Stall No.182 in Hall 7F 

Microphones· Headphones· Headsets· Digital Reverbs • Acoustic Transducers • Sound Reinforcement Equipment 
• Conference systems. 

AKG QUALITY WORLD RENOWNED 



ODME ABC 200 error counter 
Dutch based optical media equipment manufacturer, ODME. 
has released details of its ABC 200 test system. Mounted in 
a stand alone 19 inch rack cabinet the ABC 200 is designed 
to provide CD plants with a self contained, off line Red Book 
CD test system. 
Major components include (from top to bottom) a 14 inch 
VGA colour monitor; low profile 19 inch keyboard with 
integral trackball; pc bus industrial computer (20 MHz386) 
with ODME designed CD testcard, modified professional 
Studer A 727 CD player and high resolution Hewlett Packard 
Laser jet IIIP. 
All commands for the system arc displayed as menu items on 
the screen and can be actioned with a simple mouse click. 
Different user levels ensure only necessary informationis 
displayed to the user at any time. For comparative or long 
term tracking of performance values all data can be stored on 
hard disk. The laser printer provides high resolution graphics 
and is also capable of providing tabulated data on a single A4 
sheet of paper. 
Future developments will include a multi player system 
(upto five players) all of which will fit inside the original 
cabinet (the printer sits at the bottom of the rack, the 
additional players above). In the multiplayer test system 
evaluation of each disc will be simultaneous, potentially 
reducing test time down to 20% of the single player system. 
Measuring parameters for the system include: BLER, El.I/ 
2.1/3.1; Bursts, El.2/2.2/3.2; Radial Noise, Push-Pull 13, 
III, Symmetry and TOC. 

AMEK'S The big by Langley 

--- ----=·· ~;-

The AMEK/T AC group of 
companies arc proud to announce a 
console system so innovative that it 
requires a new brand name-Lan
gley-and so powerful it c'\uld only 
ever have one product name-big. 
big by Langley is the first afford
able Supcrconsolc System. 
The big concept combines a profes
sional on-board AUTOMATION 
system with an incredibly powerful 
RECALL SYSTEM and IN-LINE 
flexibility to give a standard pack

age that rewrites the book on console design. 
The basis of the big system is a compact steel chassis and 

motherboard framework that houses 28 In-Line L,put Modules, 4 
Stereo Effects Returns and an additional 4 mutable Stereo Linc 
Inputs which double as Fader Controlled Subgruups. The input 
module equalizer can be split to yield 64 equalized inputs on 
mixdown, 72 inputs in total, and the 8 auxiliary sends can be re
routed to give up to 20 sends when mixing. The large chassis 
accommodates up to 44 input modules. 

For easy operation big dispenses with the need for conventional 
'Record' and 'Mix' modes. A flexible module routing system, how-

ever, using local Module Status Switches makes any number of 
operating styles possible. 

The AUTOMATION is MINITRUE, standard on all big console 
systems and closely related to the established AMEK Supertrue 
system used on hundreds of top level AMEK consoles worldwide. 
MINITRUE gives fast, accurate, SMPTE-time-code based control of 
Fader, Monitor Mute, Channel Mute and Auxiliary Send 1 and 2 
Mute information and has an extensive complement of on-line and 
off-line feat urcs including 16 VCA Groups. 

big by Langley comes fully equipped with a RECALL SYSTEM 
giving accurate recall Channel and Return switch and pot settings 
with the exception of the AFL/Solo switch. Channels can be recalled 
individually to repeat favourite settings or in sequence across the 
console to return to a previous mix. Accurate matching can be made 
visually using the screen display and when the Recall System is used 
in conjunction with MINITRUE, complex mixes can be reproduced 
with phenomenal speed and precision. 

The big picture is complete with the upgrade option to AMEK 
Virtual Dynamics. Virtual Dynamics is a gain shaping system 
comprising software controlled Compressors, Gates, Expanders, 
Limiters and Autopanncrs for each channel which can be adjusted in 
real time. Favourite settings can be archived for future use and 
Virtual Dynamics fully integrates with MINlTRUE automation. 
For further detail contect : 
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EQUIPMENT 

LEYBOLD Compact Line CD plant 

Leybold has chosen an integrated design, reducing the number of 
interfaces, this creating the 'Compact Line' CD replication line. A CD 
manufacturing machine, so to speak, instead of assembling of 
components of various subsuppliers. The entire unit takes up 18m2 of 
floor space. 

All stages of CD replication from injection molding through 
metallization lacquering and printing to quality control inspection, 
have been incorporating into a self contained system. 

TechnicaDataCOMPAC.TLINE 

Products 

Disc sizes 

Material 

Injection molding 

clamping force 

CD-Audio, CD-Video, CD-ROM, 

CD-I 

120 mm, 80mm 

Polycarbonate (PC) 

600 KN nominal 

Sputtering Al (other material e.g. CuAl, Au, etc. 

on request) 

Coating target life : 80,000 discs at 55 run 

Target exchange time 

. Lacquer coating 

Label printing 

Quality inspection 

System cycle time 

Typical output 

(three shift operation) 

approx. 10 min to restart 

sputtering 

UV-type 

2 or 3 color screen printing with UV 

drying 

automatic dual CCD-camera system 

6.5 s equivalent to 550 CD's/hour 

approx. 3 million CD's/year 

OTARI AL - 632 Dual Cassette Loader 
FEATURES: 

Dual supply design allows for wtinterrupted production 
High speed design handles 400-425 C-60 cassettes per 

hour 
Proven reliability of King IV rotary splicer de~ign pro

vides consistent quality splices with minimal main~enance 
Handles blank or prerecorded pancakes 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Tape format 

Cassette Type 

Maximum Supply 
Diameter 
Leader Tape 
Splicing Tape 

Winding Speed 

Cycle Time 

length Counting 

Cue Tone Sensing 

SUpply Voltage 
Air Source 

0.15" width cassette tape (minimum 
thickness C-120). 
Philip• standard Compact Cassette or 
Philips Digilal Compact Cassette with 
optional conversion kit 

14"NAB standard hub. 
Industry standard 28" (71.12 cm). 
0.130" width (3.3 mm) King B-50 or 
equivalent. 
Maximum speed 1200 ips (30.48 m/ 
sec). 
(C-60 blank) 14" pancake 7.8 sec. 
average. 
Four-digit LCD displayed in time 
units. 
6.5 to 10 Hz, more than-20db from 
nlN standard level (-30dbr.ax). Cuc 
search speed : 160 ips (4 rr,sec). 
Single phase 100.240 VAC.:: l}.60117_ 
4.25 cfm(120L/min)@ 65 psig (4.57 
kg/cm2). 

(not supplied) No external vacuum required. 
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ARX PowerMax Full Range Loudspeaker 
ARX has released a new series of compact, trapezioid, high 

SPL Loudspeaker Systems featuring state of the art passive 
crossovers. The PowerMax I full range loudspeaker features the 
ARX HPBI2 High Excursion Low Frequency Driver & the 
EXFI6 High Frequency Compression Driver. The PowerMax I 
utilises an all new Linkwitz Riley 24db Passive Crossover to 
ensure phase coherence through the crossover region. 

The PowerMax I is available in two versions, the standard 
PowerMax I and the PowerMax IF version for flown applica
tions. 

The Power Pro Loudspeaker System Processor features dual 
channel operation, ARX's innovative ISC system protection, 
phase and frequency correction, balanced XLR inputs and XLR 
outputs in a compact, one rack unit package. 

A new compact high SPL Sub Woofer for the PowerMax 
series of Loudspeakers is also available. The PowerSub sub 
woofer features two ARX LFB12 High Excursion Very Low 
Frequency Drivers in a dual vented chamber arrangement. 

The PowerSub features a speaker stand insert for pole mount
ing, XLR inputs, and is designed to operate via a power amplifier 
from the Sub output of the PowerPro Loudspeaker System pro
cessor. 

In additon to the PowerMax I the new Power Max 2 features 
the new ARX HPB 15 Driver. 

The Power Max 3 is a multi profile monitor featuring operat
ing angles of 30 and 60 degrees. Like the rest of the PowerMax 
series, it is finished in ARX's new, non skid Duratex finish. 
For further information contact: Colin Park (Asia and Pacific) 
ARXSystems 
33 Advantage Road, Hlghett Victoria 3190, Australia. 
Phone: (61) (3) 555 7859 Fax : (61) (3) 555 6747 
ARX Systems Singapore 
5 Koek Road, #03-16 Cuppage Plaza, Singapore 0922. 
Phone: 65-733-3465 Fax: 65-734-2116. 

Toolex Alpha Double Track CD Plant 

• 
The Double Track System has a capacity of 600 CDs per 
hour the Double Track around 1000. 
The system can be installed in limited spaces without 
especially reinforced floors and they consume less power . 

The complete turnkey CD manufacturing sys
tems comprises Toolex Alpha MDlOO Injection Mould
ing Machine. With the cycle time of less than 6b seconds 
and 98% availability, the MDIOO is the fastest most 
productive CD manufacturing machine of its size in the 
world. The mould weighs only 15 Kilos and can be 
changed manually in a few minutes. Changing the stamper 
takes less than 2 minutes from stopping the previous 
production run to the first accepted disc of the next. A 
perfect pressing is then obtained after only 3 or 4 rejects. 

The MDlOO is combined with equipment of 
other welknown suppliers. The systems are ideal for 
small series and are fully.. equipped to handle optical 
media such as CD-ROM and CK-I, for which a rapidly 
expanding market is forecast during the 90s. 
For further details contact : 
Jan Gerdau 
Toolex Alpha, Box 1176, -============~~Jb:! _____ _j 172 24 Sundby berg, - Sweden. 
Telephone : +46 8 28 90 30 

' Telex : 13378 ALPHA S 
Telefax : +46 8 28 95 32 
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DRAWMER DL 251 Spectral Conipressor 
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It is well known that compression, in its basic form, tends to 
remove high frequenciess from any material with a wide bandwidth. 
This is because material usually has less energy at high frequncies 
than it does at low frequencies and since single band compressors are 
not frequency conscious, the 'highs' are attenuated together with the 
'lows'. Using a slow attack time improves mauers to some extent, but 
signals containing many hannonics (cg: vocals, strings and brass) or 
dynamic signals with a powerful 'leading edge' (eg: piano, kick and 
snare drum) tend to lose clarity which often requires further audio 
processing. It is a fact that many engineers who would like to use a 
compressor in a particular application, avoid doing so because they 
feel that the 'sound loses something'. 

The DL251 'Spectral Compressor', incorporates a variable 'Dy-

namic Spccttal Enhancement' (D.S.E.) section which eliminates the 
problems associated with full band compressors by restoring the high 
frequency energy lost during the full band compression process. This 
enhancement circuitry is exttemely effective where compression and 
limiting are emloyed for broadcast transmission, or across complete 
mixes in a stereo mixdown situation Dynamic Spectral Enhance
ment' Has many creative applications when recording individual 
components at the multi-track stage, particularly on such programme 
as acoustic guitar, piano, brass and vocals. 
For further details please contect : PACE 

AKG Blue Line Modular Microphone System 
AKG Blue Line is the name of a new modular condenser microphone 
system that provides maximum flexibility and ease of use for 
professional recording and live sound applications. 
One preamplifier, eight different microphone capsules, and a range 
of dedicated l!ccessories provide the right microphone for every 
situation instantly. These include rugged construction; ease of use 
through bayonet connected plug-in capsules; back electret ttansduc
ers; low impedance capsule termination; and minimum self-
noise. An extension cord even allows the capsules to be used 
away form the preamplifier. 
The output stage is a transformerless SMD design that 
contains a switchable bass cut filter and 10 dB preattenuation 
pad. 
The eight capsules are :-

CK 91 Cardioid Microphone Capsule. 

CK 92 Omnidirectional Microphone Capsule. 

CK 93 Hypercardioid Microphone Capsule. 

CK 94 Figure-of-Eight Microphone Capsule. 

CK 97-0 Miniature Omnidirectional Microphone Capsule. 

CK 97-C Miniature Cardioid Microphone Capsule. 

CK 97-CVR Miniature Cardioid Microphone Capsule with 
Integrated Gooseneck. 

CK 98 Short Shotgun Microphone Capsule. 
Plus, all the other accessories are also available. 

For further details please contact : 
Mr. N. Vlswanathan 
Marketing Manager, AKG Acoustics (India) Ltd., 
Hindustan Times House, 7th Floor, 18/20 K.G. Marg, 
New Delhi· 110001. 
TEL: 331 4332 (Direct) 331 4328 
Fax : 011·331-6839. 
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E UIPMENT 

VERSADYNE's economical 1000 Series 

• • • 

A 1000 Series sys tern may be ordered for use with 1 /2" or 1 /4" masters, and duplication 
ratios are selectable at 32: 1 or 64: 1. The master unit features dual capstan drive, motorized 
tape wiper, Saki ferrite heads on a plug-in assembly, 30-watt bias supply, and single-switch 
selection of three pre-set formats (bias, level, equalization) for different speeds and tape 
formulations. A comprehensive m icroproccssor controller times the start-up of slaves to 
allow stagger loading, automatically switches on cue tone with precise timing to eliminate 
turn-on pops, and shuts down the system automatically when the last slave runs out of Lape. 
Large VU meter. ·· .. -•Pri~e monitoring of system bi as and record levels. 

• 

The large-capacity loop bin holds over 
2000 feet of tape, and the exclusive Agitape 
conveyor system extends the life of the master 
tape up to five limes compared to conven
tional bins. 

Compact and rugged, the I 000 Series slave 
is equipped with motorized tape wiper, Saki 
ferrite heads on quick-change head assem
bly, electronic servo control on both reel 
motors, packer arm, and 12.5" pancake capa
bility. To facilitate quick calibration, bias 
and record level adjustments are easily acces
sible under the head cover. An optional ped
estal converts the slaves to floor- standing 
models. 

For details contact Bob Kratt 
Versadyne International, 504-D 

Vandell Way, Campbell, CA 95008; 
Telephone (408) 379-0900 Fax (4-8) 
379-0902. 

HIGH UTILITY PRODUCTS 
Audio loader fully Auto Stop. 
Audio Cassettes Duplicator High 
Speed Double side. 
Audio Cassettes eraser . 
Pancake eraser for loopbin recorder. 
A video Automic loader. 
Video Cassettes eraser. 
Video pancake eraser for slitter. 
Video equiliser. 
Video tape cleaner. 
Electronic typewriter ribbon winder. 
Computer tape winding & stuffing winder. 
Also available: Audio Video Amplifier, 
Audio cassette bulk eraser, Sequential 
switcher, Audio video equaliser. 

SOUND-N-SERVICE CENTRE 
116, P ANCHRATNA, QuEEN 's RoAD, OPERA House, NEAR Roxv CINEMA, 

BOMBAY 400 004. TEL: 3610385, 3614927. 
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INTERNATIONAL, INC. High Speed Magnetic Tape Duplication Systems 

• For the first time a truly affordable Loop Bin System. 
Available in 1/2" & 1/4" format. You will be amazed at the economics. 

• Quality that compares with the worlds best systems. 
Write to us for a demo cassette. 

• Rugged & durable featuring state of the art electronics. 
• Fully backed by service guarantees. 

FOR DETAILS '.'c 
GOLDEN MAGNETICS B-601, Som Vihar, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-110022. Fax: 11-6872944. 
1511 Gurgaon Road P.O. Maruti, Gurgaon, Haryana. Fax: 91-11-6872944, Tel: 011-5563275. 



CARE & HANDLING of Magnetic Tape 

Er all the sophisticated technology and electronics that contribute to producing 
a magnetic recording, the entire process ultimately depends on magnetic tape. 

That's why it's important to exercise proper care when handling and storing magnetic 
tape in both open-reel and cassette configurations. 

Following the do's and don'ts will prevent damage to tape and cassette mechanisms 
and maximize their life expectancy. this means you won't lose your expensive tape 
productions or wear out costly recording equipment. 

DIRT 
Always store tape in a dust-proof container when not in use. This protects the tape from 

dust particles, which can cause dropoull. 
Never touch the tape surface or tape pack. Even touching the hack of the tape can 

transfer dirt to the adjacent layer. If &ouching the tape cannot he avoided, use lint-free 
glove.. · 

Avoid smoking or eating in the &ape area. Smoke and food particles can conlaminate 
the tape and uhes can cause damage._ · 

Loose tape end1 1hould not trail on araear the floor. Alway, use approved hold-down 

ENVIRONMENT 

tabs or reel bands, even when the tape is in its container. 
Clean the entire tape path after each pass, if possible, using a lint-free cloth 

and an approved solvent. Clean the path at least every 8 hours. 

PHYSICAL DAMAGE 
Handle tape reels only by the hub. Never squeeze the flanges. Bent flanges 

should be replaced to avoid tape edge damage. 
Rewind poorly packed tapes. 
Trim damaged tape ends to avoid depositing debris on the tape transport and 

recording heads. 
Never stack tapes on top of one another. Store tapes vertically so they will be 

supported by the hub. 
Don't put tapes on top of equipment. This interferes with the equipment's 

cooling system and also exposes the tape to heat and dust. 

The ideal operating and short-term storage environment should be 68°F 
(20°C) and 45% relative humidity 

The ideal long-term storage environment should be 65°F ( l 8°C) and 40% 
relative humidity. 

For best archival storage, rewind tapes every 1 to 5 years to relieve stresses 
in the pack. (Refer to "Rewind Frequency Chart" in the Addendum.) 

Allow a minimum of eight hours for tapes to condition themselves when 
brought from a different environment. 

Never expose tapes to direct sun, hot vehicles, etc. 
Always store and use tape in the cleanest environment possible away from 

magnetic fields. 
Do Don't 
1. Do store tapes In dust proof container or on transport. 
2. Do trim damaged tape ends. 
3. Do clean tape path of machine as oftten as possible. 
4. Do rewind poorly packed tapes. 
S. Do store and use tape In a comfortable, controlled environment. 
6. Do allow tape to acclimate ltselr to a new tape room environment 

1. Don't use top of equipments as work area, 
2. Don't let tape get close to floor. 
3. Don't smoke or eat In tape room. 
4. Don't handle reels by the flanges. 
S. Don't stack tape reels horizontally. 
6. Don't touch tape surface or tape pack wi th 

out lint-free gloves. before using. 
Courtesy -Ampex Recording Media Corporation 
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ELECTRO SOUND 9000 
DUPLICATION 
SYSTEM 
ERGONOMIC AL 
COST EFFECTIVE 

,.. Dual slaves 

..- Highest quality music at up to 80:1 

,.- Large capacity loop bin-powered for gentle tape handling 

,.- Microprocessor control 

.... Dolby HX Pro 

,.- Diagnostics and test programs 

..- Brushless DC capstan servo motor 

electro sound inc 
a MARK IV company 

9130 Glenoaks Blvd., Sun Valley, CA 91352 
Tel: (818) 504-3820 Fax: (818) 504-3828 TLX: 194989 



GET READY TO UPDATE 
YOUR EQUIPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY 

Exhibition Venue : World Trade Centre, Cuffe Parade, Bombay. 
Symposium Venue : Chavan Centre Auditorium, Near Mantralaya, Bombay 

RIGHT TIME FOR THE RIGHT DECISION Exhibition & Symposium Dates : 16th to 18th October, 1992 
Now, is the time to up-date your studio, production or 
post-production facility and above all, your knowledge 
of the latest technological trends in the International 
Broadcast industry. 
The Broadcast India '92 Exhibition and Symposiurrris a 
big~er and more ambitious sequel to the Broadcast 
lnd1a'91 Exhibition, which drew a tremendous response 
and was a total sell-out. 

LOOK WHAT THE EXHIBITION OFFERS. 
The Broadcast lndia'92 Exhibition will now cover a vast 
range of hardware, latest international technology and 
software in the field of TV, RADIO, VIDEO, AUDIO, 
FILMS, CABLE, SATELLITE, LIGHTS, COMPUTER 
GRAPHICS INCLUSIVE OF DIGITAL EFFECTS, 
STANDARD CONVERSION, VISION MIXING, OFF
LINE, ON-LINE AND NON-LINEAR EDITING 
SYSTEMS. Also on exhibit will be the range of TEST 
AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT for all fields as 
well as CAMERA SUPPORTS for all applications. For 
the first lime in India, you will see VIDEO TO FILM 
RECORDERS and HARD DISK EDITING and 
RECORDING SYSTEMS. 
This event is an opportunity YOU CANNOT AFFORD 
TO MISS. So note down the dates in your diary-Now!. 
For YOUR FREE ENTRANCE BADGE for the 
Exhibition fill in the attached form and mail it to the 
organisers immediately. 
Alternatively, you can attend the conference for a cost 
of Rs. 190/- only for all the THREE DAYS. The 
DELEGATE BADGE for the Symposium is valid for the 
Free Entrance to the Exhibition on all the days. 

SOME OF THE CONFERENCE SUBJECTS 
INCLUDE: 
1. Digital Betacam towards the future by Mr. 

Sadao Hosoi, SONY Corporation, Japan. 
2. SONY's Hyper HAD CCD Technology by Mr. 

Ryusuke lj1ri, SONY Corporation, Japan. 
3. DVEator: Bridging the Gap Between digital 

special effects and JD modelling by Mr. Ajay 
Chopra, Pinnacle Systems, Inc., USA. 

4. The use of the computer In music scheduling 
by Dr. Andrew Economos, RCS, USA. 

5. A Television system for the Barcelona 
Olympic games by Mr. John Buckley, Nexus 
International Consultancy, UK. 

6. Fiberoptic Inter-facility links for satellite 
broadcasting ground stations using high 
speed microwave lasers and photodlodes by 
Mr. Larry Stark, Mr. G. Grimes, Mr. C. Gee, 
ORTEL Corporation, USA. 

7. Dolby SR in Audio recording and post 
production by Mr. Tony Spath, Dolby 
Laboratories Inc., UK. 

8. Cinema sound and the emergence of the 
Dolby Stereo Standard by Mr. Tony Spath, 
Dolby Laboratories Inc., UK 

9. Testing Broadcast Audio program channels in 
under a second by Mr. Wayne Jones, Audio 
Precision Inc., USA. 

10. The use of a 2D Paint and Animation Graphics 
System in a high level Broadcast network by 
Mr. Stephane Thibault, Getris Images, France. 

11. Setting new standards in noise (Video) 
analysis by Mr. H.D. Gregorek, Rohde & 
Schwarz, Germany. 

12. DDO Broadcast and DDO Post production 
(Direct to disk optical) by Philippe Gossin, Cine 
Media Technologies, Swizerland. 

13. Latest Advances In Fiim & Video Tape 
cleaning and Evaluating by John Hughes, RTI 
UK Limited. 

Don't miss this GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY to confer 
with the international faculty. 
Fill in the registration form for attending the Symposium 
and send in with your fees to the organisers today. 
Please note there are very limited seats for the 
conference and the registration will be done on first 
come, first served basis. 

ACT NOW BROADCAST 
INDIIX9Q 
EXHIBITION & SYMPOSIUM 

Start your planning now to visit the r 

Broadcast India '92 Exhibition & 
Symposium from 16th to 18th October : 
'92 The '92 event has all the vital tools 
to help you make the most effective 
purchasing decisions to keep your 
company at the forefront of 
International technology. 

Please Note that the Broadcast 
lndia '92 Exhibition & Symposium is 
open for people connected with this 
trade only. 

ri-----------------------1 
REGISTRATION FORM 
t/ TICK AS APPLICABLE BROADCAST 
D Yes, I am interested in visiting the Exhibition. Please INDIA['92 

send me my Free Entrance Badge. 

D Yes, I am interested in attending the Symposium. I 
am enclosing Rs. 190/- as fees for the same by 

EXHIBITION & SYMPOSIUM 

Cheque/Bank Draft/Cash. (Only bank draft will be accepted from delegates 
registering from outside Bombay.) 

Note: The Symposium Delegate Badge is valid for FREE ENTRY TO THE BROADCAST 
INDIA'92 EXHIBITION on all the dates. 

Company/Profession:------------------------

Designation:---------------------------

Office/Residence Address: _____________________ _ 

City: ____________ _ 

Post/Pin Code: _________ Country: -------------

Phone: ------------ Fax: /Telex: __________ _ 

Mail this coupon to the organisers: 

.... #' SAICOM TRADE FAIRS 
,JK AND EXHIBITIONS PVT. LTD. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

148. Admiralty House, Near Colaba Bus Station. Bombay-400 005. 1110,a L _ _ _ _ _ _ ·_ Phone: (91-22) 2151396. Fax (91-22) 2151269 ____ J 
IN CASE MORE THAN ONE ENTRANCE BADGE IS REQUIRED OR MORE DELEGATES WANT TO ATIEND THE . 
CONFERENCE, PLEASE XEROX THESE ABOVE FORMS PLEASE NOTE THAT SEPRATE REGISTRATION FORM' 
ARE REQUIRED TO BE FILLED BY EACH OF THE PARTICIPANTS. 



Tapematic. 
The logical choice for the audio and video industry. 
For quality and reliability stands proud. 

TAPEMATic·· Audio/Video loading 
and duplication systems. 

Via Vimercate 32 
20060 Ornago I Milan I Italy 
Tel. + 39 (0) 39 / 6010145 
Fax + 39 (0) 39 I 6010558 
Telex 340233 Tapemi I 

SAM DUE 
Static Audio Master. 
Employing double memory 
for zero downtime 
at programme change. 
True 16 bit memory. 

5128 Slave 
With unique capstan control. 

2002 Audio loader. 
The new CL version 
offers the latest in technology 
and it's also compatible 
with the Digital Compact Cassette. 

3003 Video loading system. 
More than just a loader. 
It's a fully automated system. 

TAPEMATIC' USA 
5422 Ca.mer Drive 
Suite 300 
Orlando, Florida 32819, USA 
Tel. ( 407) 354 1310 
Fu (407) 363 7699 







ATB Italy 
ARX Australia 
AKG New Delhi 
Adtec Germany 
Benelux Hong Kong 
Batra New Delhi 
Duplitronics USA 
Crescendo Bombay 
Envoy Bombay 
Electrosound USA 
Golden Magnetic New Delhi 
Hytech New Delhi 
IMCA Bombay 
Jetspeed Bombay 
Kapco New Delhi 
Lyrec Denmark 
Magnasound Bombay 
Magnasound Bombay 
Meltrack Madras 
Otari Singapore 
OLari Singapore 
Print Link Bombay 
Pro sound Bombay 
Pace Bombay 
Soundcraft UK 
Saicom Bombay 

ADVERTISERS 

3 
21 
13 
2 
4 

27 
50 
11 
67 
45 
43 
83 
17 
96 
55 
94 
95 

IFC 
52 

IBC 
73 
29 
66 
63 

OBC 
46 

Super Music Madras 
Super Recording Madras 
Sanket Bombay 
Surya Vijayawada 
Sound Station New Delhi 
Toolex Alpha Sweden 
Tips Bombay 
Tapematic Italy 
Telex New Delhi 
Universal Bombay 
Vijayta Audio World Bombay 
Venus Bombay 
Weston New Delhi 

ADVERTISEMENT RATES 

Full Page Colour 
Half Page Colour 
Quarter Page 
Column 
Black & White 

Full Page 
Half Page 
Quarter Page 
Column 

us$ 500 
us$ 315 
us$ 190 
us$ 240 

89 
87 
57 
51 
81 

1 
7 

47 
93 
15 

48 & 49 
85 
60 

Rs. 9,000 
Rs. 5,625 
Rs. 3,375 
Rs. 4,275 

Rs. 5,200 
Rs. 3,250 
Rs. 1,950 
Rs. 2,470 

SURYA SIGNIFIES LAND MARK OF TWO YEARS 
MUSICAL EXCELLENCE 
SALIENT FEATURES OF SURYA RECORDING 

,__ .. COMPANY 

High Lights in 1991 achieved fantastic sales of SITHARAMAIAH GAARI 
MANAVARALU, KSHANA KSHANAM which created a record. 

In 1992 achieved phenomenal sale of GHARAANA MOGUDU,ALLARI 
MOGUDU, SITHARATNAM GAARI ABBAYI, BRAHMA. 

~-- ·- - -,- ~ SURYA'S forth coming attraction Balakrishna. Vijayasanthi starrer NIPPU 
RAVVA In 70 mm 6 track stereophonic sound system will fiood the audio 
market, as yet another prodigious hit product for music lovers tunes 
composed by maestro Bappi La~r~ j 

Surya specialists in marketting 100% quality controlled by duplication 
on the World famous LOOPBIN system at Messrs. Jet Speed Audio. the 
quality makers in Bombay. 

"SURYA SYMBOLIZES SUNNY EXCELLENCE" 



Here's perfect performance. 

Murugappa Electronics always the 

pioneer In audio technology, 

Introduces another first. A chrome 

position cassette. Ma.1JIUiCK· CRX. 

Its the only cassette capable of 

digital reproduction and comes 

with a silent cassette mechanism. 

When 
you 

really 
really 
value 
your 

Music 

music? Clear, crystal clear vocals 

and all the nuances of all the 

Instruments as it Is. In fact a 

cassette that won't let anything 

come between you and your 

music. 

Ma.1JIUiCK • CRX. Give It a 

listening today. You will 

realise what you have been 

missing. 



. CASSETTE TECHNOLOGY • 3 

IMPROVING CASSETTE QUALITY 
This series of articles by John Fisher has tackled all a§pects or cassette 

quality Rl&ht form the raw materials, where the tape and C-0 were discussed to 
dupUcatlne where the Azimuth, Blas, and extended frequency response were discussed. 

In tbill last •rial the following are _~u~d. 

The loopbln Master 

Optlmlsln& the loopbln Master 

Copy Master 

Print-through and kiss print 

Digital loopblns 

Aural Quality monitoring levels 

Our only hope Is that our readers In typical Indian style; without knowing anything, 
should not consider that, either because they are operating a loop bin, or because they 
have access to such an article, they need not read thoroughly this useful and knowledge
able discussion. I fear since most loop bins are recording, the operators already have 
convinced themselves they know everything. 

I am performing my Dharma by disseminating information and knowledge, at a 
great cost, but the right attitude by the industrywalas Is important. So, please read 
thoroughly and benefit. · 

4.o MASTER TAPES 
4.1 The loop-bin master 

When the duplicated cassette has been im
proved, the next weakest link in the chain may 
be the duplicating loop-bin master. I-inch mas
ters are now often recorded at3.75ips to achieve 
high duplicating ratios, either because the loop 
bin cannot handle the high speeds necessary for 
7.5ips loop masters at these ratios, or because 
the life of a 7 .5ips loopmaster is reduced by the 
repeated sudden acceleration to running speed. 

These 3.75ips masters can have high fre
quency saturation levels poorer than those of 
ferric cassettes. If HX Pro and chromium diox
ide or 'chrome position' (cobalt-modified ferric) 
tape is used in cassettes to improve the quality, 
this limitation on the quality of the master be
comes particularly acute. The HF output dete
riorates after a few thousand passes of the loop, 
due to wear and stress. 
4.1.I Chrome tapes for loop masters 

BASF has introduced special chromium di
oxide mastering tapes for use in loop bins, which Guass Loop - bin 
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are particularly beneficial for 3.75ips use in 
offering low noise and low print, coupled with 
improved output of high frequencies at high 
levels. The low surface resistance of chromium 
dioxide can also disperse electrostatic charges 
on the tape, giving improved running in the bin, 
!en drop-out to attraction of debris, and im
proved head/tape contact. 
4.1.2 HX Pro 
By using HX Pro in ma.king the duplicating 
master, the Maximum Output Level (MOL) for 
a master recorded at3.75ips can be improved by 
several dB at high audio frequencies. 

A similar improvement in stereo image to 
that achieved in the cassette itself by use of HX 
Pro can also be realised by its use in recording 
the loop-bin masta. It~ essential to use a high
perf o~ce tape with a good high-freq11C11cy 
output and a chrome tape may be beneficial even 
with the usc:ofHXProon the mastering recorder 
(lee above). · 
4.1.J Improvements to maaterlng m• 
chines 

Companies such as Lyrec, Otari and Studer 
are now using new heads, guidance and elec
tronics for mastering, to improve the low-speed 
performance including phase response. 

Ta.ken together, better mastering recorders, 
better tape and HX Pro can effect a startling 
improvement in the duplicating master, enabling 
excellent results to be obtained at 64:1, 80:1 and 
even 96:1. 
4.2 Optimising the loop master 

In order to optimise the overall noise, fre
quency response and distortion from the dupli
cated tape, it is important that the levels and 
spectrum recorded on an analogue loop-bin 
master master are matched to the performance of 
the tape on to which the recording is duplicated. 
Otherwise part of the potential performance of 
one or the other will not be realised and the 
overall performance may be less than optimum. 

Itis highly desirable that a tailor-made loop
bin master be made specifically for cassette 
duplication, by someone who knows the limita
tions of the duplicating tape to be used-prefer
abl y the duplication rather than an outside stu
dio. 

To achieve the highest possible quality, 
duplicators need have access to an early genera
tion of source material. Even on re-issue mate
rial, this should not be a copy that was com
pressed and equalised for vinyl disc cutting, 
which will be inappropriate for cassette duplica
tion. Nor should it be an Nth generation copy of 
the orginal recording. 

The loop-bin master should be recorded 
from early generation material, if necessary 
modified to avoid any audible high frequency 
tape saturation in the duplicated producl Such 
modification to the signal must be carried out 
befor noise reduction encoding for the loop-bin 
master : the tape used for the master should not 
be used to provide soft limiting, otherwise the 
complementary operation of the noise reduction 
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CASSETTE TECHNOLOGY - 3 

IMPROVING CASSETTE QUALITY 
processing will be spoiled. This requires skilled 
and artistic control, and is as important as the 
preparation of a good cutting master for vinyl 
discs. 
4.3 Copy masters 

With all this care in recording the loop-bin 
master, it is clearly essential to have one or more 
identical back-up masters in case of accident. 
These are often made simultaneously with the 
original loop-bin master, using a DAT or 1630 
digital recorder. The copy can also be used in 
checking for deterioration in the quality of the 
loop mater. 

Recordable CDs are currently being pro
posed as a format for mastering for CD pressing 
plants and could similarly find application as 
convenient masters for cassette duplication in 
the future, with the advantage of compactness, 
ease of distribution and apparent robustness. 

Alternatively, for those anxious about the 
longevity of individual digital formats and the 
stability of digital masters, a 15ips analogue 
copy may be made in parallel with the original 
loop-bin master, using Dolby Spectral Record
ing (SR)10 to provide a 'transparent generation' 
from which identically tailored copy loop-bin 
masters can later be generated. A fixed transfer 
level must be used, so that the reference level on 
the original is identical with that on the copies. 
This may also be very convenient in achieving 
similar quality in countries where digital mas
ters and equipment are not yet common. 
4.4 Print-through and kiss-print 

Printing between adjacent layers of tape can 
spoil master tapes, loop-bin masters· and the 
duplicated cassettes themselves. 

All three can be improved by appropriate 
choice of tape and recording level, though in 
general there is a three-way trade-off between 
noise, print and maximumrecroding level. Some 
low-noise ferric tapes print badly, some chrome 
types are better than others. 

To keep print to a minimum, master record
ings should be stored end-out, since rewinding 
before use helps reduce the print level. It is good 
practice to avoid high temperatures, humidity 
and magnetic fields wherever tapes are stored. 
The same applies to loop bin masters if these arc 
stored on hubs or spools after use. Duplicated 
cassettes should likewise be stored away from 
high temperatures and magnetic fields, though 

obviously storing tail-out is impossible! 
If the IOCJR-bin master is left in the bin when 

not in use, then: may be printing between touch
ing faces of the tape-otherwi1e known as kiss 
prinL This can give rise to discrete prints, with
out the fixed tcmporal relationship to the print
ing signal that is associated with conventional 
print-through. Since the bin is likely to be warm 
after a prolonged period of use, this may accel
erate the printing process, which can happen 
even if the tape is left in during a lunch break. 
The answer is to rewind the loop-bin masters 
when they are not actually running, and store 
them in a cool palce. 

Unfortunately, a lesser degree oflciss-print
-i_ng can also occur while the tape is running 

Tapematlc Static Audio Master 
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through the bin; but because the tape is con. 
stantly moving, the print i1 smudged and 'kiss
ing' on exactly the same spot each time is un
likely to occur. The result is more a gradual 
build-up of noise than the discrete printing that 
occun with die tape stationary in the bin. 

With all forms of print, prevention is better 
than cure-choice of magnetic tape, careful han
dling and storage. Once a recording has signifi
cant levels of print on it, there is little that can be 
done to reduce it other than repeated winding, 
which may help a little. One technique which has 
been tried successfully, but which is potentially 
dangerous, is 'skimming" - the use of a con
trolled, very low level erase or bias current to 
remove the printed signal without erasing all the 
high frequencies in the original recording! 11 
Unfortunatcly it ii impossible to 'skim' a copy 
made from a tape containing prinL 
4.5 Dlgltal loop bins 

A recent development has been the intro
duction or digital loop bins. These either use 
massive amounts of random access, solid-state 
memory to store the digiti,ed audio data from a 
digital master tape, or store it on large, military
grade hard disk drives. The stored data can be 
read out rapidly, allowing high-speed duplica
tion. The high duplication ratios (currently up to 
128:1) mean that very high data rates are in
volved. 

Where digital 'bins' are used, some HF limi
tations in the loop master are sidestepped, though 
pre-emphasis may limit the HF headroom. When 
preparing the digital master for loading, it will 
still be necessary to take account of HF satura
tion in the duplicating tape used. 

Initially master tapes could only be played 
into the digital 'bin in real time, but higher 
transfer rates are now possible with both storage 
1y1tcms. The potentially transparent nature of 
the digital storage offers considerble promise 
for the future in improving the quality of dupli
caling 'masters' potentially, they avoid problems 
of noise, phase fluctuation, flutter and in par
ticular the gradual degradation of the master 
with repeated running. 
5.0 MONITORING 
5.1 Aural quatlty monitoring 

In addition monitoring using peak-reading 
meters and spectrum analysers, careful aural 
quality assessment is usually carried out at each 
1tagc, under studio quality listening conditions. 
Head phone monitoring in a duplicating room 
environment is in adequate. 

To ensure that the only differences between 
the original tape and the loop bin master arc 
intentional, thcyy should be compared using a 
good loudspeaker/amplifier system. Noise re
duction decoders as well as encoders are re
quired for quality monitoring during prepara
tion of the loop master, and for A/8 comparison 
between the loop master and the DAT or 1630 
original; this is the most satisfactory way of 
ensuring that the loop-bin master is free from 
audible high-frequency saturation effe 
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ADVANTAGE 
KAPCO 

Experience & Expertise 
together 

ATTN: MUSIC COMPANIES 
FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS OF:-
(1) Yi'' Mastering on Audio Tape for preparing 

LOOP-BIN Masters. 
(2) 80 : 1 and 64 : 1 duplication with DOLBY-HX

PRO on microprocessor controlled loop-bin 
system. 

(3) Computerised C-0 Loading on Automatic & 
Semi Automatic loaders. 

(4) Ferro-Cobalt or Chrome Tape Duplication to 
NAB/IEC/CCIR Standard. 

(5) On-Cassette Pad Printing on cassette shells. 
(6) Blank Audio Cassettes from C-6 to C-100. 
(7) Automatic BOPP Film Shrink Wrapping. 
(8) In-house automated injection moulding of shells 

and IC with precision imported moulds. 
(9) Manufacture of Gramophone records. 
Experience counts. We 've been pressing 
gramophone records on job work for almost all top 
music companies since years. We now ofter loopbin 
audio cassette duplication on job work. Now you can 
experience the difference .knowledgeable professionals 
con bring to your product. Welcome to the Kapco family. 

KAPCO INTERNATIONAL 
LIMITED 
5-B, Shankar Marke t, Connaught Circus , New Delhi-110 001 
Phone: 3313260 Tix: 031-61864 KAP IN Fax: (011) 3313718. 

100 • 
• 

DOLBY 
lHX-PRO I'-.. 

•:t·SPH•I 
Quality Service Price 



CASSETTE TECHNOLOGY • 3 

in making the loop bin master and the consumer's 
processor used to decode the cassette 
recording. 

There is no precise relationship between 
these two Dolby Levels, and the ratio may vary 
from record to record. It is the task of the skilled 
mastering engineer to transfer the signal from 
one to the other so as to achieve the best overall 
results. 
6.0 THE DOLBY TRADE'.\'fARKS 

IM:PROVINGCASSETTEQUALITY 

Over the years, the name Dolby and the 
company's trademarks have become associated 
with quality, which helps sell equipment and 
programme material on which the trademarks 
are licensed to appear. Dolby Laboratories helps 
its licensees to achieve good results from its 
technology, both in manufacturing consumer 
hardware and fo duplicating cassettes. 

chosen to suit hte tape used for the loop master 
and the duplicating stock (see Extended fre
quencyresponseand Quality monitoring, above). 

Once a loop bin master has been recorded 
and encolded with Dolby noise reduction, the 
level at which this is transferred to the slaves 
must remain fixed, so that Dolby Level flux on 
the master always produces the correct Dolby 
Level flux on the pre-recorded cassette 

nWb/m 
A.N.S.I. 

loopbin master tape would be required, with the 
signal level increased prior to NR encoding. 
5.2.3 Dolby level (master tape) 

There is no fixed relation between Dolby 
Level on the 1/4-inch master tapes used to 
generate the l/2-inch or I-inch loop bin master 
and the Dolby Level on the loop master. 

The former is a level chosen by the 
originating studio for Dolby SR or A-type en-

320... +4 

========== ... 320 

In order to protect the quality standards 
associated with the use of the Dolby name and 
trademarks, there are some constraints on their 
u5e. For instance, the purchase of a Dolby 
encoder by a duplicating company does not in 

nWb/m 
D.I.N. 

======-=-=--250 DIN reference level (new) 
-+1 

CI] Dolby level 200 - O _ 2, 8 (I] Dolby level 

Ampex opera.ling level 185--======== 

======_=_=_-~, 60 DiN reference level (old) 
- -3-== 

Relation between loop - bin master flux level and cassette Dolby level 
Even if it is found that the level on the 

cassette tape could have been increased without 
distortion or saturation effects, the attenuator 
setting on the loopbin master playback machine 
must not be changed, as this would affect the 
Dolby Level as recorded on cassette : a new 

coding of master tapes ; its purpose is to ensure 
correct operation of the SR or A-type decoder 
used in replaying that tape. The latter is chosen 
by the duplicator, usually as an in-house stan
dard, and serves to ensure the correct working 
relationship between the encode processor used 
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itself grant the right to use one of the widely
recongnised Dolby trademarks on material that 
has been duplicated using Dolby technology. 

The use of the Dolby trademarks on anY 
audio or video software is governed by a trade· 
mark licence. This is free of all charges and 
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JOB 
WORK 

DUPLICATION 

We arc a team or technicians. Each one not only 
dedicated Lo the machines he operates, he also 
understands them belier and is in love with his 
joh, for the satisfaction to produce the high quality 
casscllc each and every Lime. After all, Lo be THE 
BEST you must have the EXPERIENCE. 

• Sanket Electro Plast 
32 : 1 Loop bin on 1/4" 
master tape. 

• Sanket twin-slave at 32 : 1 
duplication speed. 

• Sanket C-0 loaders. 
Fully Automatic. 

• Systematic quality checking 
on professional Hi-Fi decks. 

• Mastering on Studer/Tascam. 
• Mastering from Compact 

Discs facility. 

SAN KET 
BOMBAY INDIA 

VINAY THAKKAR 

SANKET ELECTRO PLAST 
45 C - Mograpada 

Old Nagradas Roacl 
Andheri East 

Bomhay - 400 069 
Tel: 41421152. 



CASSETTE TECHNOLOGY - 3 

IMPROVING CASSETTE QUALITY 
A check on potential high frequency satu

ration problems in the cassette tape itself may be 
carried out using a 3-head cassette recorder in 
puallel with the recorder used to prepare the 
loop-bin master; for this, some of the duplicat
ing tape stock is loaded into production C-Os, 
with bias and equalisation adjusted for a flat 
response and so that the MOl.Jfrequency char-

320 nWb/m DIN - • 3dB 

250nWb/m DIN - • ldB 

200nWb/m ANSI - OdB 

coded off-tape output of the mastering recorder 
and the source tape, and provides an additional 
check to verify material which might be prone 
to NR mistraclcing problems caused by HF 
saturation. 
In the past, this real-time duplicated cassette has 
sometimes been used as a convenient reference 

which to compare duplicated material sampled 
from the production line; such comparisons are 
carried out in QC listening rooms and supple
ment routine spectrum analysis checks, made 
using bursts of test tones recorded at the end of 
the material. 
5.2 Levels 

All the Dolby noise reduction systems use 
complementary encoding and decoding. Be
cause the replay level prior to decoding. cannot 
be adjusted on domestic equipment, it is impor
tant that levels on all professionally duplicated 
material are correctly set on record (encode), so 
that exactly the correct decoding is applied on 
replay. 
5.2.1 Dolby level (cassettes) 

A reference magnetic flux level (200n Wb/ 
m ANSI) is employed for software. (fig 8) 
Dolby Level reference test tapes at this level are 
available for replay channel calibration and this 
level corresponds to a reference level within the 
replay processor circuit 

On 

200nWb/m ANSI 

LOOP BIN MASTER 
FLUX LEVEL 
( DOLBY LEVEL) 

CASSETTE FLUX 
LEVEL 

(DOLBY LEVEL) 

record, 
a test 
signal 
reading 
Dolby 
Level in 
the en
code 
proces
sor must 
be re
corded 
atalevel 
on the 
dupli
cated 
t a p e 
which 
gives 
the cor
rect re
p 1 a y 
level on 
the cali
brated 
replay 
proces
sor. This 
estab
lishes 
comple
mentary 
record/ 
p 1 a y 

WHATEVER THE CHOSEN LOOP BIN MASTER DOLBY LEVEL IT MUST BE TRANSFERRED . --- . 
TO THE STANDARD CASSETTE DOLBY LEVEL 

Dolby level on Cassette : comparlslon of ANSI and DIN measurent. 
acteristic is similar to that obtained with the 
duplication system. If HX Pro is used on the 
duplicalor slave, it should be used on the cas
sette machine U it is NOT used on the slave, it 
should NOT be used on the cassette recorder. 

The replay output from the cassette re
corder may be compared directly with the de-

for QC purposes; checked samples have also 
been taken from the first batch duplicated, when 
the system has just been set up correctly, and 
used to assess subsequent copies. Neither prac
tice is now common among major duplicators in 
Europe and the USA, who tend to use DAT 
copies of the master as a. reference against 
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processing. 
5.2.2 Dolby level {loop master) 
While Dolby Level on cassette software is 
standardised, the magnetic flux level on the 
loop bin master chosen to coreespond to soft
ware Dolby Level does not have to be 200n Wb/ 
m ANSI; it can be any sensible flux level, 
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IMPROVING CASSETTE QUALITY 

(1tud10) 

DOI.BY B L(Vfl 
(loopb1r,J 

DOLBY 8 Lf'w'El 
!coBtltri 

SIGNAL PU.<S 

SIGNAL PEA.S 

----<[X]1----
----<(I]f----

--rn---- . ., ' 

~- '.;'.)~:n _EVE~ ';'AR!AB~i .. ---, 

t-----OOLBY LEVEL/PU< LEVEL REUTIOIISHIP PREIERVED----j 

Dolby level on :naster, loop and cassette. 
royalties and constitues an agreement on qual
ity between the owner of the rights in the music 
or other programme material (usually the record 
company) and Dolby Laboratories licensing 
Corporation. Sample casselles are tested for 
audio quality and correct use of the trademark 
where necessary, Dolby Laboratiories assists 
the duplicators involved to achieve reasonable 
duplicating standards. 

Once a trademark licence has 
been issued, it can cover all the 
record comany's labels. Dolby 

A vast market already exists for B-type 
encoded cassettes, which can also offer very 
high quality. The hundreds of millions of exist
ing cassette machines (with and without Dolby 
B-type NR) have the potential to reproduce B
type cassettes satisfactorily. The cassette mar
ket is one which can be entered quickly, with 
minimum outlay, and still represents a much 
larger potential market than that for rival prod-

Editor's Advice 

ucts. 
Only a modest investment is required to 

install IIX Pro for tape duplication. Dolby B 
encoding for the loop bin master costs everyless. 
This basic equipment, some wide dynamic range 
material and due care in setting up the master 
recorder and slaves is all that is needed to start 
producing premium quality cassettes that can 
compete effectively with any other medium in 
both quality and cost. 

Acknowledgment : This paper is based on 
various articles by the author which were first 
published in One to One magazine. 
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A bouquet of timeless ghazals 

The matchless style of Chu/am Ali. The husky voice of Reshma. The dramatic 
expressions of Munni Begum. And the irresistible appeal of Jagjit and Chitra 

Singh. Now brought together by Weston in Khushbu-e-Ghazal. 

Gbulam Ali 

2001 
Ek Paglee Mera Naam • Ek Lamha 
Maikade • Phir Us Se Mile Jiski • '<•gri 
Nagri Phire • Khali Hai Abhi Jaam • Jab 
Tassavur Mera • Dekhkar Dilkashi 
• Hamne Hasralon Ke Daagh. 
Rs. 24,-

2021 
Thodi Si Pi Sharab • Jo Parhle Rahe 
Hum • Jinko Jeene Ke Dhang Aaale 
Hain• Masli Bhari Nazar Ka Nasha 
• lshq Wohi Hai Gulfam Wohi Hai 
• Nazar Se Nazar Ko Salaam Agaya. 
Rs. 24/-

2088 
Rani Ki Jab Guftugu • Kuch Yaadgar-e· 
Shaher-e-Sitamgar • Jinke Hanlon Pe 
Hansj • Chupke Chupke Raal Din 
• Haal Kis Se Bayan Karen • Para Para 

Hua • Thi Wasl Mein Fikr-E-Judai • Ranj 
Ki Jab Guflugu • Oil Walon Kya Dekh 
Rahe Ho 
Rs. 24 · 

2139 
Ek 'laghma Ek Jaam • Bhooli Huyee 
Sada Hoon• Waql Ki Umar Kya Badi 
Hogi • Mehfil Mein Baar Baar Kisi Par 
'lazar Gayi • Dekha ldhar Udhar • Ablo 
Marna Bhi • Roo1he Huye Saian Ko 
Bohot Yaad Kiya. 
Hs. 35. - ( Premium J 

2147 
Ye Kahani Phir Sahi • Oil Mein Ek Lahar 
Si Uthi • Main Nazar Se Pee Raha Hoon 
• Thodi Si Jo Pee Hai • Kai Chaudhvin 
Ki Raat Thi • Ye Oil Ye Paga! Oil 
Hs. 35;. (Premium) 

2146 
Ulfat Ka Jab Kis, 'le Liya '.laam 
• Gulshan Ki Faqal Phoolon Se • Din Aa 
Gaye Shabab Ke • Shamm-E-Mazar Thi 
• Jab Naam Tera Pyar Se • Yeh Kaisi 
Mohabbal • Kanlon Ki Chubhan Payee 
• Baal Saqi Ki Na Tali 
Rs. 35/- (Premium) 

MunniBegum 

2143 
Tumhare Shaher Ka Mausam • Mauj-E
Sahil Se Milo • Meri Daslaan-E-Hasral 
• Chabal Mein Kya Duniyadari • Bewafa 
Se Bhi Pyar • Ek Baar Muskurado. 
Rs. 35/- (Premium) 

Resh ma 

' \ 

' t · I 

~~~ -
2014 
Oil Jalane Ki Baal Karo • Dekh Harnare 
Mathe Par Ha, • Ranj Ki Baton Men Kya 
Hai • Guion Se Khelti Hogi • Aap Bhi 
Humse Chupa Gaye• Oard Kali Hai 
Bekhudi Ke Liye • Gham-E-Hayat Men 
Koi Kami. 
Rs. 35/ · (Premium) 

WiislOli 
MUSICASSETTES 

Also available on Weston muslcauettea Hindi Rim, Devotional and Pop songs. 
-----------------------------------------------------------
PRICE 
Rs. 24/- per cassette (Normal) and Rs. 35/· per casselle (Premium) 
Order must be for a minimum of 4 cassettes· and in multiples of 4 
thereafter. Add Rs. 15/ · for handling and delivery. 

IMPORTANT 
• Add Rs. 15/- for outstation cheques. 
• Cassettes will be home delivered by Registered post/Courier. 
• DeliYery will take a minimum lead-time of 1-2 weeks. 
• For gilt instructions use the attached order form. 
• Payments should be made in favour of Sight & Sound and mailed to 

6 Community Centre. F.ast of Kailash, New Delhi 110065. 
• Offer/rates valid only in India. 
• Order can be placed without the order fcrm also. 

Abo avan.ble on compact dbc. 
Write for We91oo Muak:uaenea clllal01Ue. 

One muslcauette free 
wltb el'el)' order of 4 cauettes. 

ORDER 
FORM 

No.al 
Code c--. 
2001 

2021 

2088 

2139 

2147 

2146 

2143 

2014 

Yes, I would like to order Weston casselles@ Rs. 24/ · & Rs. 351- per 
cassette as per details given. 

D mR MYSELF O AS A GIFT 

Enclosed is my crossed cheque/demand draft for Rs. ----

payable to SIGITT & SOUND 

Total No. of cassettes ordereti .•......•.•............•....... . ... 

Total amount payable Rs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
My Name .........................•. . ................ . ....... 

Address ................ • .•...... . . . .•...................... • . 

Pin ..................... • •... Tel .....•........... • ..... • . . . 

Gift for .•.••••.......... • . • ............•.............. • . • . • ..• 

Address ................................. • . • . • .............. . • 

...................•......... Pin ........................... . 

C:h n IH.l tJ!JI 



RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 

Multitrack head maintenance 

A HEAD TRIP 
c, 
z 

Quality control-A high precision Leitz microscope provides 600 X 
magnification 

Head relapping is yet to achieYe full credibility in lndilJ. Today in cassette 
impuricators are getting heads rellapped, but not so the studios. In India EnYoy 
Marketing has pioneered head relapping and is proYiding state-of-the-art senice. 
This article is intended to proYule much needed information on the subject. 

you have, your record and playback heads are 
virtually certain to be made of some type of 
laminated, high permeability metal. The most 
common metals used in head manufacturing are 
Mu Metal, Permalloy and now amorphous met
als (amorphous materials are actually more 
complex than "metal" implies. but for now we11 
let it go at that). Some ma1erials are softer and 
some harder, but they all will wear pn:tty much 
the same way, although not necessarily at the 
same rate' 

The e,cception is your erase head, which is 
likely to be made of ferrite. so we will dc.J with 
it separe1ely. Fornow, we will focus on progres
sive wear of metal heads. 

HEAD WEAR: CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 
The primary factors determining amount of 

head wear are, total hours in service and tape 
speed, which together give total tape passage 
over the heads. Tape tension also contributes, 
because higher tension will increase the rate of 
wear. Tape path cleanliness can also be a factor, 
because grit and grunge caught between tape 
and heads will not only degrade immediate 
performance but also increase the rate of wear. 

The abrasiveness of tape is a factor, though 
there seems to be little significant difference 
between tape types. f-inally, ambient tempera
ture and humidity may also play a role; ex
tremes of temperature and humidity do affect 
the tape. and there is some evidence, albeit 
inconclusive, that climate factors may influ
ence head wear as well. 

In most well maintained studios, total hours 
in use will be the primary factor in determining 
the degree of head wear. The length of time 
heads can stay in service before reconditioning 
or replacement becomes necessary will vary, 

By John R. French nocn'te the foreca~ts of all 
Fifth Avenue toward Greenwich 

Village, past 20th Street, and ·-~· 

Because mixing to digital mercilessly re

Vtals lhe slightest anomalies on a multitrack 
lllaster, proper maintenance of analog multi
l?ack heads is essential to ensure a flawless 
ADD n:cording. Why do tape heads require 
JlCriodic maintenance and eventually wear out? 
~·stake a stroll and ponder the problem 

Well start at what should be a familiar 
lotation : the New York Hilton. We1l walk 
down Sixth, pastRockefellerCenter,cross 42nd 
Street with a wary glance towards Times Square, 
~t Bryant Park before puffing away down 

.... STOP ! We've covered about I proponents, analog 
rack recording is alive and 

l.7miles. That's how much tape ••ill!M .. 111 
passes over the heads of yolD' mul- ~~~u 

titrack in one hour of continuous •• ill 
operation at 30ips. Magnetic re-
cording tape is mildly abrasive and eventually 
your heads will wear to the point where no 
amount of twealcing will keep your machine 
perfonning to full spec. 

How long you can go until you reach that 
point, and what to do when you get then:, will be 
discussed shortly. But ftrsl, lei's take a look at 
those heads and see what they're made of. No 
matter whal make or model multitrack recorder 
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but our experience shows considerable degra
dation of performance on 16-or 24-track 2-inch 
heads at between 1,800 to 3,000 hours ofuse, or 
around 18 to 24 months of operation in a busy 
studio. Some of the newer amorphous metal 
heads introduced in the past few years exhibit 
longer wear characteristics, but not enough of 
them arrive for refurbishing al JRF for us to 
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accurately predict the amount of increased lon
gevity. 

NORMAL WEAR PATTERN 
Assuming the tape path and head assembly 

have been properly aligned, the wear pattern on 
the heads will resemble the left diagram on 
page. The pattern will be rectangular, and cen
tered over the gap. The flaring at the top and 
bottom of the head is common, and is usually 
present on all heads. This results from the 
curling effect of tape under tension, which tends 
to wear the heads slightly deeper at the edges. 

RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 

much more useable head material during recon
ditioning, thereby reducing the overall life of 
the head. Proper alignment of all tape path 
components on the headblock is an exacting 
procedure, and should be performed only by a 
qual;fied technician. Precision realignment is 
essential any time heads are reconditioned or 
replaced. 

Assuming your tape path is properly aligned, 
there are several things you can do to extend the 
life of your heads and minimize reconditioning 
costs. First, keep your tape path as clean as 

Different tape? Different use of the 
machine?Sometimes something as simple as 
flipping a tape over can eliminate heads as the 
source of trouble. If you have instability on 
track 1 and it moves to track 16 after flipping the 
tape, then your problem is likely with the tape 
and not with the heads. 

On the other hand, if somebody calls and 
says, " This has slowly been getting worse for 
weeks, and today I decided I just couldn't stand 
itanymore", then Itell them to pull the headblock 
and send it in. 

PhotosonleftandcentreshowtypiclewearpatremonaStuderASOO 
24 track playback head at 10 X and 20 X photo on right shows wew 
breaking throgh gap on tracks 1, 2 and 3 of a Studer A BO 24 track 

Most newer heads have edge relief slots 
machined into the surface of the head at the edge 
of the tape path. These slots prevent the forma
tion of a "lip", or abrupt surface anomaly, at the 
to edge of the head wear pattern. When the edge 
of the tape bumps against this lip, due to slight 
variations in tape slitting or jitter in the tape 
path, severe edge track instability results. Edge 
relief slots solve this problem by preventing 
formation of an abrupt edge. Picture the surface 
of the heads as bowling lane, with the edge relief 
slots as the gutters; the tape is just slightly wider 
than the lane, with the edges over the gutters. 
Edge relief slots help keep the normal wear 
pattern uniform, and considerably delay th~ 
onset of edge track instability. 

Nearly all new heads have edge relief slots, 
but many older heads being reconditioned to 
not have them. We usually recommed these 
slots be machined is as part of reconditioning (at 
a charge of $30 to $45), if there is sufficient gap 
depth remaining to warrant it 

ABNORMAL WEAR PATTERINS 
Tape recorders are complex mechanical 

systems, and often problems will arise which, if 
left uncorrected, cause abnormal head wear. 
Abnormal wearpattems (see figures) caused by 
tape path misalignment can prove costly, since 
correcting them usually requires removal of 

possible. Second, keep your tape tension within 
recommended spec. Sometimes there is a temp
tation cure immediate problems by increasing 
tape tension, but this will only dealy the inevi
table while increasing the rate of head wear. 

During the course of normal wear, the per
formance of a head will vary as material is 
removed and the geometry of the contour 
changes Up to a point, you can compensate for 
this change in your electronic alignment. But, 
when wear gets to a certain point, maintaining 
optimum performance on all track becomes 
imp·. ssible. What then 7 

ISOLATING THE PROBLEM 
The first thing you want to do is make sure 

the problem really is caused by worn heads. All 
too often we get call at JRF from panicked 
studio owners who are convinced their heads 
are shot when really they have nothing more 
than a minor problem with their tape or tape 
path. 

As a general rule of thumb, o tape head will 
not develop a major problem overnight When 
somebody calls and says, "I came in this morn
ing and suddenly my tracks are bouncing all 
ovt. the place and I neerl to have somebody look 
at my heads", we generally try to steer them in 
another direction. If everthing was fine yester
day, we try to find out what is different today? 

It is a good idea to regularly monitor the 
condition of your heads throughout the wear 
cycle, and the best way to do this is with a 
standard alignment tape. (fhis may seem ri· 
diculously obvious, but you'd be surprised how 
many studios do not have alignement tapes for 
all speeds and formats). If you don't have an 
alignment tape, and are dead set against buyin1 
at least one, then record tones at lOkHz and 
16kHz when your heads are new or freshly 
reconditioned, and keep it as a continuing Rf· 
erence. 

Every so often, put the tape on and check 
the stability of your levels. This is often the beJ! 
way to monitor head condition, because many 
recorders do not have hour meters, and so~ 
times owners of machines with hour me~ 

arc'lax in their record keeping. 

FIRST SIGNS OF TROUBLE 
On multitrack recorders, the first sign ri 

trouble is usually edge track instability. Levell 
will start to bounce on the first and last trackJ. 
gnidually getting worse, and then moving in 11 

the second and next to-last tracks. At what pciD' 
reconditioning becomes necessary is som: wbal 
subjective, since some customers will tole111 

much more instability than others. Most of(IIII 
customers find something needs to be dcd 
when their heads have worn between 2.5 andl 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~ 
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1: 
THE PLACE WHERE YOU HAVE THE 

RIGHT BRANDS, AT THE RIGHT 

PRICES AND AFTER SALES SERVICE 

BY THE BEST ENGINEERS IN THE 

LAND. 

AUl'HORISED DEALERS FOR: 

AMm<JTAC 

ADAM SMITH 

Draw mer 

wmsTLAKE AUDIO 

MIXING CONSOLES 

SYNCHRONISERS 

PROCESSORS 

SPEAKERS 

[DIJEJ[j]Q 
TAPE RECORDERS MIXERS & DUPLICATING SYSTEMS 

WE OFFER ASSISTANCE IN STUDIO DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
LICENCING AND BANK FINANCE. 

WHEN THE BEST SOUND MATTERS .... 

PACE 
PRO-AUJ)JO CONSULTANTS AND ENGINEERS 

2, 'KRISHNA', ST. ANTHONYS ROAD, 
NEAR KALINA JUNCTION 

SANTACRUZ (EAST), BOMBA Y-400 098 
PHONE (022) 6150397 FAX (022) 6120777. 



thousandths of an inch. 
In the cliSe of extreme wear, or with abnor

mal wear patterns, other problems may develop 
: dropouts, loss of high frequency response, 
midrange bump, increased distortion, increased 
noise, unstable tape path, tracking error, oxide 
buildup or shedding, or insufficient erasure. 

The latter two problems are often asociated 
with the erase head. Most erase heads are made 
offerrite, and exhibit completely different wear 
characteristics. Unlike ~etal heads, worm fer
rite heads will show no obvious wear pattern or 
change in contour. On close inspection, how
ever, longitudinal of the surface will show up as 
a matte or dull finish in the tape contact area. 
This surfacae breakdown results in pitting and 
microscopic chipping along the edges of the 
ferrite track, shields, ceramic filler, and the 
epoxy that holds the surface together. 

Because erase heads have long gap lengths 
(0.005" x 2 gaps minimum). an erase head will 
almost always continue to meet erase specifica
tion despite serious gap deteioration. Although 
ferrite erase heads suffering surface breakdown 
are often a major source of oxide shedding 
problems. 

Docs any of this sound familiar ? If your 
multitrack has been in average to heavy use for 
more than two years, there is a good chance that 
worn heads are degrading your machine's per
formance. If you bought your machine new, you 
almost certainly do not need new heads, be
cause unacceptable performance occurs well 

RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 

In most well - maintained 
studios, total hours in use 
will be the primary factor 
in determining the degree 
of head wear. 

before 50% of total tip depth has been worn 
away. It may be time for reconditioning, which 
normally costs only a fraction of the price of a 
new head. 

THE RECONDITIONING PROCESS 
It's a good idea to call the head refurbishing 

company before you remove your heads from 
your recorder. The company's technician will 
take some time to discuss your specific prob
lem. Isolating the probable cause before you 
spend time and money sending in your head 
assembly. It is important, if at all possible, to 
send the entire head block assembly to the refur
bishing company, so that precise tape path 
alignment can be performed after the heads are 
reconditoned. The following description of our 
procedures at JRF Magnetic Sciences outlines 
services you should expect from anty quality 
head reconditioning company. 

Upon arrival, each hcadblock assembly 
undergoes and initial inspection and testing 
procedure before the heads arc removed. First, 

-UNEVEN EDGE WEAR 
(Common) Record/Playback Gap -Original 

UNEVEN DEPTH WEAR 
Caused by Zcrnlh (Trlil Er.or 
or Poor Tape Palh Alignment Tip Depth 

I I 

--Laminated Tracks---+-

--shields 

I I I 

Point of Deepest Wear I 

each head is visually inspected under a micro
scope (up to 600 power) to determine condition 
of the gap, core, laminations and ferrite mate
rial. Scratches, dents, voids, erosion, pitting, or 
unusual wear phenomena are noted. Visual 
inspection at this stage also helps establish a 
rough estimate of remaining head life. 

The heads the receive through electrical 
testing. Inductance is measured at lkl-lz, using 
a digital LCD bridge. Because the inductance of 
a magnetic head drops predicatably as it wears, 
by comparing the head under test to wear-out 
specifications on file for the exact head type, it 
is possible to estimate remaining head life with 
fair accuracy, even when actual tip depth mea
surement are not possible. This test also reveals 
open or shorted coils, shallow tip depths, sprung 
gaps, and cracked or damged cores prior to 
dismount from the head assembly. Readings ar 
in millihenrys, and each track is measured and 
documented separately. 

The LCD bridge is also used to perfom the 
de resistance test. This is simply a continuity 
reading, measured in Ohms, across each track. 
This test will detect poor solder connections, 
shorts, or internal wire breaks. 

All of the above tests along with an overall 
inspection of the head assembly, are performed 
before removal of the heads. At this point, the 
customer is often contacted to discuss options 
and anticipated costs. If the customer decides to 
go ahead with reconditioning, the heads are 
then removed from the headblock assembly. 

Pmnt of Deepest Wear 

Graphic demonstration of multitrack head waer. Left: Normal wear on a properly centered head. Right : Wear pattern showing incom,ct zenith 
alignments, wtiere top of head is tilted away from tape. 
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RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 

Many heads are manufactured with a machined in reference mark for 
measuring tip depth; once these heads are out of the shield housings, the 
remaining tip depth can be measured wtih precision, allowing a reliable 
estimate of remaining life. Before relapping begins, precision contour 
traCings are established on optical measuring equipment. 

The heads are then recontoured to exacting tolerances using lappong 
films appropriate for the head material. Relapping is the precise and 
careful remove! of material from the ramp (angled) area and redius area 
The process continues down to, but does not exceed, the deepest point of 
head wear. At 1RF, ferrite erase head are then polished using a proprietary 
diamond vapor spray. Following this, the heads ar again carefully in
spected before remounting in the headbock assembly. 
HEAD ASSEMBL V ALIGNMENT 

The head assembly is set aside for at least an hour to allow stress relief 
of components before optical alignment. This is an extremely exacting 
visual and electrical/ digital measurement process which references 
industry standard specifications for tape widths, track placement loca
tions, and specific tolerances adhered to by the orginal manufacturers. At 

JRF, the procedure includes : 
I. Cleaning of the entire head assembly. 
2. Rotation of all fixed guides and posts. 
3. Cleaning of fl utter idlers and roller guides. 
4. Cleaning and oiling of all lifters, gates adn mechanisms. 
5. Correcting and aligning tape height references. 
6. Setting all tape path components for correct azimuth an zenith. 
7. Aligning heads for track placement (within+ 0.0005"). 
8. Aligning head stacks for azimuth and zenith (within+ 0.0005"). 

9. Setting the wrap on each head stack for gap centering on tape contact 
area (within+ 0.002"). 
JO. A complete quality control re-check of all above items. 
FINAL INSPECTION AND QC 

UNEVEN WEAR DUE TO 
MISALIGNMENT (Trac~ Height Error) 

Point of Deepest Wear 

-Original 
Tip Depth 

Final gap inspection places special emphasis on gap sharpness, 
laminations, polish consistency, contour consistency and overall surface 

conditions. 
The final inductane test will show a slight drop from the initial test, 

reflecting the mount of material removed in the relapping process. After 
all tests are completed, the head assembly is given a final cleaing and 
protective cover is applied. Complete documentation is shipped back to 
the customer with the assembly, and all data is kept on fileadJRFforfuture 
reference. 
RECONDITIONING COSTS 

As of this writing, the cost for the above services varies from about 
$300 for a 1/2-inch 8-track assembly to about $450 for a 2-inch 24 track 
head can cost as much as $6,000, the savings realized from refurbishing 
can be substantial. 

When are heads too far gone for reconditioning? Again, the answer to 
this question depends to some extent on circumstances and the cutomer's 
particular financial situation. Almost all heads can benefit from recondi
tioning at least once, and most two or three times. But when tip depth gets 
down to what we term "marginal", we consult with the coustomercarefully 
before proceeding. If heads on are on the "hairy edge" of wearing through, 
but the studio simply cannot afford new heads, we may reluctantly 
goahead and relap, though in such case we cannot guarantee remaining 
head life. This scenario requires an unbelievable amount of added care 
(not to metion stress) because the parting words from the customer are 
usually, "Oh God, please don't let it go through!" 

In most cases, however, the studio will not want to deal with the 

process again in the short term, and will 
elect to replace the heads, Also, in rare instances, a financially strapped 
customer will elect to live with the marginal head performance a little bit 
longer, so we will returen the assembly as-is. 

WEAR PATTERN OFF GAP 
CENTER (Wrap Error) 

-1 I Wear Pattern 
-- OH Gap Center 

Leh : lncom,ct tape head hight and zenith alignment. Right: Incorrect head wrap alignment, causing increased sensitivity to dropouts. 
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STUDIO SYSTEM DESIGN CONSULTANTS 

THE BEST DEALS AROUND! 
But as a professional user just getting the best deal around cannot be your only 
ooncern, of equal, if not greater importance is the knowledge that you will be served by 
informed and helpful personnel who are keen to offer to back-up service that you must 
demand. 

At PROSOUND we guarantee you that level of service-. 

We are authorised distributors for all the equipment made by the 
following manufacturers: 

II] Dolby~ 

Sound craft 
,,....EIJTR•IIC. 

CONNECTING THE WORLD 

APHEX 
SYSTEMS 

GENELEC 
fiii'4"CU~ 
RESEARCH 

n-.~?:TC 
~ PROFESSIONALS 

Applied 
MicrosyBtem8 

Signal processing and noise reduction system 

Widest range of audio mixing consoles 

Connectors, lnformatic systems, Test & Measures lnsts 

Digital Workstation, Reverberation & Signal Processors 

Aural Exciter 

Dynamic processors, Electronic X-overs, delay lines 

Studio Monitors 

State of the art Active Monitors 

2" 24 Track Recorders 

Power Amps 

Multimedia Synchronisers, Edit Controller, Tele cine 

Cost effective synchronisers 

p R Q SQ UN D 24-A, 1st Floor, Ghanshyam Industrial Estate, Veera Desai 
Road, Andheri (West), Bombay- 400 058.Pohne: (022) 6269147 
Fax : (022) 6269691 Telex : 011 76893 

Broadcast India '92 
Stall No. 1016 



RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 

Individual heads are inspected for gap. lamination and ferrite material condition, as well as surface 
finish, all fully documented. 

Individual head are inspected for gap, lami
nation and ferrite material condition, as well 
as surface finish, all fully documented. 

Interestingly, the performance characteris
tics of a porperly reconditioned playback head 
will actually improve as it wears. As the tip 
becomes shallower, the head becomes more 
efficient. The best performing playback head in 

the world is one that is just on the edge of going 
through the gap. So if your playback head has a 
good surface, it's okay to keep using it right until 
it wears through. 

Record head are a different case, since they 
become very inefficient as they approach the 
end of their working life. The signal is applied 
and the flux is trying to bridge the gap, but with 

only a sliver of tip depth remaining, the pole tip 
can saturate very quickly. This leads to in
creased distoration, biasing problems, and, be
cause you are driving the heads harder, in
creased adjacent channel crosstalk. 
REINSTALLING YOUR HEADBLOCK 

The reinstallation of a properly refurbished 
and optically aligned head assembly usually 
requires no more than minor tweaking of azi
muth for optimum phase response, along with 
the standard electronic calibration procedure. 
Tape tension should be checked and reduced to 
the minimum acceptable OEM specified seting. 

When you put in a new or relappe<l head, you 
can usually peak the output by playing with the 
tape wrap. This is a dangerous practice, and is 
not recommended. making such adjustments 
will start developing an abnormal wear pattern 
based on the temporary peak, whereas after a 
few days, if you had leftitalone, you would have 
had a nice, even pattern centered on the gap. 
Leave the wrap alone unless you are absolutely 
sure of what you are doing. 
ADD : ALIVE AND WELL 

The combination of analog tracking and 
digital mastering, paricualrly at the project stu
dio level, had kept business booming here at 
JRF. Because, when you end up on digital, you 
absolutely have to stan out with analog heads 
that are "up to snuff'. 

The author would like to thank Bruce 
Borgerson of Tech/ Write Communications for 
his assistance in prepearing this article. 

i 
ADVERTISEMENT------- -- - ---·------·----

i Jhe first and most professional head-
1 

! relapping centre in India 
Since 1990, Envoy has won the confidence of the entire audio industry for its excellent 
relapping services. We've done it all, Revox. Otari, Sony, Electrosound, Asona and film 
heads. 
Almost all duplication companies today rely on us for relapping Sony CCP and Otari 4050 
heads. As well as loopbin heads of Otari, Electrosound, Asona, et al. 
Perfect results are guaranteed. The perfect contour and optimum performance are 
restored each time we receive y0ur valuable recording heads. 
Using state-of-the-art equipment, a 200 x microscope, and diamond powders of the finest 
grade, our relapping has an edge over all others worldwide on account of our highly trained 
and skilled technicians who have been doing the job these past two years. 
From as far as Delhi, Calcutta, Bangalore, Madras, Indore, Shillong, Rajkot Baroda, 
Ahmadabad, we receive heads. 
Send your recording heads by a courier safely packed. After relapping, the same will be 
returned likewise. Please write to us for our rates along with information on the recordin 
head you require to be re lapped. .fat s O un a i a ea/ 

_E_n_v_o_y_M_a_rk_e_t-in_g_&_D_istributors, 1st floor, Javerl Bldg., ___ ____, 

~. Opp. Oriental Hotel, Next to Super Cinema, Grant Road 
._. - -1,• Bombay - 400007. Tel: 307?887. 
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Hitech equipment with outstanding talent 

Western Outdoor-Satisfaction Gauranteed 

I 
Bombay, - the creative hot spot of the 

enaissance ismodernmusic, -ii is the name 
of one studio. which emphasizes the worth 
of the projects al hand. To be recording at 
Western Outdoors indicates all sorts of 

things. 
For the artiste, the pleasure of surely achiev

ing the results he presently dreames.for the 
producer, it could mean, his earnestness, his faith 
in the artistes, his style, his worth.For the project 
itself ii would automatically mean, definitely a 
good publicity budget, and a good final product, 
For the musicians, a pleasure to reward.For the 
music director, no frustration. Now all these posi
tive feelings are generated due to an unshakable 
belief in the name and the conviction, of all, that 
the technology behind the name - Western Out
doors - is al work. Everybody knows that the 
technology must work.Success must be achieved. 
For then the show will go on. Only then will all the 
players be able lo continue their creative works. 
The abstract feeling of creating music and images 
to perfection, can be satiated only if ultimately, 

every thing works towards success. It is al this 
point that the studio is central and pivotal to 
the whole exercise. The realization of the new 
ideas finally takes place al the studio. The de
pendabilityofWestern Outdoor is for real. This 
isan achievement, consistently.for the last 25 
years. Kudos to all involved. 

For the rest .Playbacks lifts verbationfrom 
their brochure. Nothing like saying ii like they 
want ii said. 

Anil Chopra 
SOUND RECORDING 
Ravi Shanker,Bismillah Khan,Zakir Hussain, 

Shiv Kumar Sharma.Lala Mangeshkar,Jagjit and 
Chitra Singh,PankajUdhas. To the denizens of 
India's musical stratosphere WOA provides the 
ultimate in recording facilities .... 

Starting two decades ago with a mere 4-Channel 
SH URE Mixer, the Department has triumphantly 
evolved into the finest in the country writing new 
chapters in the music world's recording history. A 
major milestone for this Department was the in
troduction of Digital Recording Facilities, the 
first in the country. The flagship of the company, 
the Digital Recording Services provide the coun
try with some of its most exciting sounds - includ
ing the succesful Music Today series. 

The style and sensitivity of Daman Sood, Re
cording Director of WOA, are today legendary 
and it is said that he is one of those rare few who 
knows how to extract the best from the best. WO A's 
Digital Studio, Studio A, has been designed pains
takingly by him, and every piece of equipment 
from the microphones to the mixing console has 
been handpicked to complement each other per
fectly. Having completed an Advanced Recording 
Course in the U .K ., WOA 's Recording Director 
makes an annual pilgrimage to the electronic nerve 
centres of the world to keep abreast of the ever 
expanding world of sound technology. With 
Daman devoting himself rather hedonistically lo 
Digital Recording, the mantle of Chief Recordist 
in charge of AV tracks, jingles and commercials 
has fallen on the accomodating shoulders of 
Avinash Oak. Daman Sood and AvinashOak are 
graduates from FTII, and both are gold medalist 
from the same institute. 

Avlnash Oak at the Master Dig ital Recording Unit 
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DIGITAL RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT SllJDIO-A 
MIXING CONSOLES. 
DOA - D SERIES 24 INPUTS 8 GROUPS. 16 
TRACKS MONITORING 
D& R 7000SERIES.12INPUTS-2GROUPS. 

MICROPHONES 
SANKEN CU41 
BEYER DYNAMIC MC740 
NEUMAN TLM 170&U89:n!KM86. 
SENHEISER MKH-40P-48 
MILAR OC968& VM44& VIP50. 
AKG414EB.&C451E& 747E. 
C- DUCER CONT ACTMICROPHONE 
BEYER & SONY LAPEL MICS FOR INSTRU
MENTS. 

EFFECTS PROCESSOR. 
LEXICONPCM-70DIGIT AL REVERBERA roR 
LEXICON LXP 1 -DO-
YAMAHA SPX-1000 DIGITAL EFFECTS 
PROCESSOR 
T.C. ELECTRONICS 2290 DIGIT AL DELAY 
&EFFECTS PROCESSOR. 
ART DR 1 DIGITALEFFECTSPROCESSOR. 
KLARKTEKNIKDN502. 
COMPRESSOR,LIMITER,NOISEGATES 
FOCUS RITE COMP, NOISE GATE, 
EQUALISER./l5A 131 
JBL. 7110.COMPRESSOR,LIMITER. 
AUDIO & DESIGN 760 COMP, LIMITER, 
NOISEGATE. 

RECORDERS 
AKAIADAM 12TRACKDIGITALRECORDER. 
MITSUBISHI X-86 DITIT AL RECORDER. 
SONY TCD-10 PRODATRECORDER. 
OTAR I MX-50501(2" (HALF INCH) 
8CHANNELRECORDER/REPRODUCER. 
STUDER807QUARTERINCHANALOGUE 
STEREO MASTER RECORDER. 
REVOXPR-99STEREOQUARTER INCHRE
OORDFR 

MAIN MONITOR 
T ANNOYS 15'' 

MONITOR AMPLIFIER 
QUAD 520fPOWER AMP. WITH 
QUAD44PRE-AMPLIFIER. 
TANNOY DTM-8 NEAR FIELD MONITORS 
OR 
JBL CONTROL ONE WHICH IS DRIVEN BY 

QUAD405 POWER AMP WITH 
QUAD 33 PRE-AMPLIFIER. 

SYNCHRONISER 
ADAMSMITHZETA-THREEWITHREMOTE 

OTHER 
SONY5850UMATICRECORDER. 
NAKAMICHI ZX-9CASSETTEDECK. 

ANALOGUE RECORD
ING S1lJDIO-B 
MIXING CONSOLE 
TAC BULLET 10/4/2 
SOUND CRAFT 8/4/2 
()TAR I M X-5050 RECORDERS 1/2" -
TWONcK 
REVOXC-270 1/4" STEREO 
RECORDERS -TWONa;. 

MICROPHONES 
Neuman U-47 
MILAB LSR - 2000 
AKG-414E-B. 

DIGITAL EFFECTS 
YAMAHA R 1000 DIGITAL REVER
BERATION 
URSA MAJOR - 626. STAR GATE. 

EFFECTS PROCESSOR: 
DBX -160 COMPRESSOR, LIMITER, 
NOISE GATE UNIT. 
APHEX COMPELLOR. 
VALLEY PEOPLE 610 COMPRESSOR, 
LIMITER, NOISE GATE 

MAIN MONITORS 
TANNOY 12' STUDIO QUALITY 
SPEAKERS. 

MONITOR AMPLIFIER 
QUAD 520fwith 
QUAD 44 PRE-AMPLIFIER 

SYNCHRONISER. 
AUDIO- KINETICS. Q LOCK 3.10. 

OTHER 
MARANZ CASSETTE DECK 
SONY CD PLAYER 
SONY Umatic Rccordcr.58Xl. 
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COMPUTERGRAPHICS 
Clients can now generate highly realistic im

ages through the creative manipulation of the prod
uct, pack and space. Not limited to any post-pro
duction format it can output to Betacam, High 
Band and Low Band and offers any form of output 
from 35mm film to video to slides and negatives. 
Today the Department offers the ultimate combi
nation of 30 modelling, full colour paint, anima
tion and special effects, multimauing and com
plete image manipulation in true 3-D space. 

V-IDEOGRAPHICS 
WOA is today the only audio and video facilities 

house in India and perhaps the East to offer pro
ducers the tripod of editing suites - Retacam, High 

Low 
Studio B Band A/V lab 

I 

High 
Rand 

Staircase Canteen Toilet 

Western Outdoor Studio floor plan 

Rand and Low Rand. 
The Retacam Suite is a versatile, computerised 

editing system, internationally accepted for broad
cast quality and several WOA productions are 
screened in the international communications 
arena. 

ThesuccessofWOA's Yideographics Division 
is owned in great measure Lo the presence of the 
Ampex Digital Optics, the 3-D Special Effects 
device that has set the standard for the industry -
internationally. Flips, tumbles, rotations, perspec
tive moves, zooms or combinations of these - ev
erything and more is now possible. And clients 
can freeze, mosaic, solarizc, posterizc and even 
polarize images. 

AUDIO VISUALS 
From the simplest single screen production to 

the most sophisticated multiple screen show, WOA 
is capable of handling it all. 

TV Studio 
Because of WOA's filial affiliation with 

Nanavati Hospital the company has recently su
pervised the design and construction of a statc-of
thc-art underground auditorium to hold medical 
conferences, workshops and seminars. Producers 
can now av ai I of the faci Ii Lies of th is unique studio 
for the shooting of TV programmes. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
At WOA every piece of equipment functions at 

peak efficiency. It is an aspect of the company 
inevitably taken for granted yet the Maintenance 
and Repair Department works hard for this 
achievement. A stable of instruments and more 
importantly a oaltery of engineers and mechanics 
work in unison to achieve this perfect running. 
WOA 's sa tell i Le cen Ires in Madras, Hyderabad, 
Mysore, Ooty and Punc arc all armoured with the 
best possi hie maintenance equipment. For out of 
town shootings, equipment is accompained by 

·· reliable field engineers who handle it for produc
ers with enviable case. 

Pankaj Khandpu rand Seema Blnaykia at work In 
the Computergraphics Division 

Computer 
Graphics Office amd 

Administration 

/ 
I' . 
• Main-

Betacam I 

I ten a nee 

' c ----
/~ 

Studio A Control Room 

~ 

-
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Auxiliary Sources 
I) Sony 1\17 Camera with CCU 
2) High Band YTR with TBC 
3) Low Band or VHS VTR 
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EELA 191 
6 Channel 
Audio Mixer 

ACE Edit Controller 
3.7 Software 
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OTARI SINGAPORE PTE LTD 

40. MACTAGGART ROAD. SINGAPORE 1336 
TEL : 264 7211 FAX: 284 4727 TLX RS 36935 OTARI 

THE ONLY NAME PROVEN IN 
THE FILM/MUSIC INDUSTRY 

IN INDIA FOR 
ULTIMATE QUALITY, RELIABLITY, 

DURABLITY & HIGH PERFORMANCE 
INTRODUCES THEIR 

LATEST 

Model AL-632 Fully Automatic Dtrnl Supply 
Audio Cassette Loader 
Features : 

Dual supply design allows for uninterrnptcd produc
tion 

High speed design hand Jes 400-425 C-60 cassettes per 
hour 

Proven reliability of new rotary splicer design pro
vides consistent quality splices with minimal mainte
nance 

Handles blank or prerecorded pancakes 
Cuc scnsingcircuit provides for cue detection at levels 

lo -30 db 
Modular design for case of maintenance 
DCC ronvertible 

Further details & aulhorised service by 
PACE 
PRO-AlJI>IO CONSULTANTS ANO ENGINEERS 
2, 'KRISHNA', ST. ANTHONYS ROAD, NEAR KALINA 
JUNCTION SANT ACRlJZ (EAST). BOMBA Y-400 098 
PHONE (022) 6150397 FAX (022) 6120777. 
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DP-75 Slave Duplicator 
llnir1ue Features: 

Vertically aligned tape deck and t11pe p11th with twin 
slave decks in one unit-less space is required. 

Four-system Bias selection-allows quick and easy 
setup. 

Four-system EQ selection-fast cha ngeovcr for differ
ent tapes. 

Accepts up to 14" pancakes-produce more copies in 
less time. 

DC direct drive capstan motor with PLL servo for 
greatest speed accuracy with minimum wow and nut
tcr. 

Supply reel tension servo (DC reel motor) 
Tc1 kc-up reel Tctpcr Tension Control (DC reel motor) 

and P.ick Arm ensure uniform p.icking. 
Dolby HX Pro. lnrreasrs high frequency dync1mic 

headroom. (Only available with 64 times speed slc1ve 
option.) 
Standard Features : 

Tctpc Drive. PLL servo rontrolled DC direct drive 
capstan motor (two independent systems), with DC 
t.ikc-up and supply motors, tape cleaner 1111d High 
Otrnlity ferrite head for longer head life. 

Record Amp. Two four-channel systems with select
able four-position EQ and Bias. 
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TEAM LYREC 

OF DENMARK• 
It was snowing very slightly while I came out of Copenhagen airport in the morning. Flemming Jensen, 

who had just parked his car was marching across to be in time to receive me. It was a Sunday. An exemplary 
sequence to throw light on the style of-team Lyrec. 

The Lyrec headquarter 

Flemming Jensen is the diehard mar
keting General who took up my chal
lenge to exploit the untapped Indian 
market a couple of years ago. Since then, 
his innumerable trips into India, and 
participation at the first Broadcast India 
'91 exhibition has seen Lyrec create a 
blitzkreig of sorts. By August 92 I esti
mate at least nine systems sold which 
going by loopbin sales standards, is 
something phenomenal. 

To experience team Lyrec in action, to 
say the least, is overwhelming. A com
pany is great for its products. But, The 
Company is never so, unless its people 
aren't And, Lyrec is a great company. 
Both for its people and its products. 

Driving into town in a new city (espe
cially a European one) on a Sunday, 

(when the streets are totally empty) I think is the best introduction, one shall get. Seeing Copenhagen, with 
all its old, really old, buildings, and yet streamlined, uncluttered, unpretentious, but solid, and in place, (as 
must have always been), I could easily see the Danish method and way. Personified in the Lyrec loopbin 
system, flat, streamlined, simple, everything in its place, and uncomplicated functioning, but totally 
efficient. That epitomises the Danish style. 

I reckon the Kong Arthur hotel where I was put up, situated across he picturesque lakes was chosen and 
could not be chance that my room had a good view right throgh the adjacent buildings. Shri Flemming must 
have seen to it. Meticulous care to the legendary detail. Rest assured, in their dealings, buyers from India, 
would have experienced this. 

The first day was a treat. There was a group of Swiss Radio engineers invited for a technical seminar, 
whose personal host was Johan Von Schoultz. 

Incidentally, Switzerland the home of Studer have adopted the Lyrec spool tape recorders, the FRED and 
FRIDA. All of us were first taken to the Radio Denmark broadcasting house where the mind boggled with 
the display of millions of dollars of state-of the-art equipment. The obsession with perfection. The 
sophisticated switching system and technical apparatus to broadcast simultaneously over both the Radio and 
on certain television channels was also shown us with great interest. 

PLAYIIACK & FASTFORWARD 
SEPTEMIIER - OCTOIIER 1992 
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Afterwards, 
0

We were introduced to the lovely mermaid, the most photographed woman 
in the world. In Copenhagen this introduction is mandatory. The next introduction was to the 
raw pickled herring on black bread with onion paste and washed down with snaps, a relatively 
strong drink. The kind of food which if eaten regularly would make anybody strong. The 
Scandinavians are justifiably proud of being strong. But all their energies are directed toward 
sustaining the only absolutely clean, flawless, healthy and progressive society, nations and 
economies in the whole of the world. In an environment of this kind, the commitment to 
producing the best is only natural. From Denmark also the best microphones, Brue! & Kjaer 
ofiginate. It is this kind of national sentiment that Lyrec has to aspire to. 

After lunch, at the seaside restaurant quite out of town, we were lucky to be in time, back 
in the centre of Copenhagen to watch the change of guards at the Queen palace. It seems the 
English guards have borrowed their headgear from the Scandinavians, as also their language. 

The next day was the visit to Mileparken, a suburb of Copenhagen, where Lyrec in its 
entirety is situated. The Lyrec unit at Mileparken is homogeneous entity of manfacturing 
facility and management offices. An indication of the reasons for a tightly knit team, always 
working in tandem. 

The shop floor was shown to us by the Englishman of the company, Johann Von Schoultz, 
a Swede, with a justifiable air of pride. An extremely clean shop Door and well segregated 

areas, all open to each other demar
cated only by the people themselves 
and their activity. 

The entire expanse, one large 
hall, where the loopbins are as
sembled in one area, and in another 
area the new DCC slaves.destined 
for Philips in the Nederlands, fron
tier technology's work, carried out 
with an unpretentious matter of fact 
manner. The twin slaves the FRED 
andFRIDA, all assembled in differ
ent areas, in the same hall. So much 
production without any noise. Being 
on a shop floor the silence was pre
dominant. On my query Flemming 
explained: "All the talking is over 
before the production starts every 
component going into the 
productionline has been perfected. 
We prefer, as such, to source the 
components also from the most per
fect manufacturers in the world. We 
have no restrictions to do this." 

Yet the QC section is there, and 
. . sufficiently large, as every machine 

Oqan Svedberg, Managing Director. ··unique·· acumen d d . d f · pro uce must go m an out o 1t 
before despatch. The manufacturing section literally merges with the management offices. 
However, literally in the in-between seminar room we had a striking display of the 
technological depth of the technical staff. The Swiss group were to be taught how to take apart 
and put together the tape recorders. This was shown with elan and I ucidity by different 
engineers, each representing his area of work, whether electronics, or mechanical, or 
materials, or design. I was impressed. Team Lyrec did have the depth along with the style. 

Coming into the management offices, it is the amiable presence or Mr. Svedberg, which 
Provides the reasons for the clockwork working nature of Lyrec. Unassuming and apprecia
tive Mr. Svedberg has an encouraging style, which could enthuse the worst cynic. The genuine 
entrepreneur in him has accepted the DCC challenge with more conviction and determination 
than even Philips, I dare say. 

At the Vienna AES, where Lyrec has a special press conference, to show their DCC Slave, 
~'ie Philips spokesman declared his grndging respect for " this man, who has been banging 
on our doors, until we were forced to open our doors wide. He has pushed us into getting the 
Lyrec slave to meet all our requirements and yet he will not rest." 
. Mr. Svedberg"s acumen tells him to go for the unique. The Lyrec loop-bin was the first 
·
10:J perfected. The Lyrcc vertical twin-slave concept, a novelty in introduction, is virtually 
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IN DEPTH 

In 1945 Lyrec, the Danish 
electronics company based at 
Lyngby, patented a system for 
the electro magnetic recording of 
sound. A simple system for the 
cutting of musial discs, it was to 
be the first application of the new 
technology by the Lyngby 
Recording Company, or Lyrcc as 
it has become known throughout 
the world. 

Since then Lyrec has built 
e.quipment around a simple 
philosophy: to provide the very 
latest technology in its most 
proven and reliable from, using 
precision mechanical compo
nents. The company is well es
tablished in the professional mag
netic tape industry and sells its 
equipment worldwide in the 
major areas of high speed tape 
duplication, master recorders, 
quality control equipment a well 
a FRED an FRIDA Lyrec offers a 
complete dupliction line, with 
equipment for mastering, 
duplicating and quality control. 

The Lyrec master Loop Bin 
P-4400 and Lyrec Twin Slave 
include record Mkll amplifiers, 
Dolby HX Pro Diver Mk!! and 
crystal controlled PLL capstan 
motor control. The Master Loop
Bin P-4400 uses the latest micro 
processor technology to control 
all functions, achieves high 
duplication ratios and improved 
overall sound quality. It now ac
commodates an extermely high 
speed ratio of 100: 1 running as 
33/4 i.p.s. recorded master as 375 
i.ps. with superior sound quality. 

Also in Lyrec's duplication 
line, the company's twin slave 
unit has two independent tape 
transport systems powered by 
direct drive DC motors. An 
imporved packer arm. 

On the uptake eliminates any 
tension or air bubble problems 
from the finished pancke. Virgan 
tape is thoroughly cleaned using 
the same Lyrec tape cleaning 
systems as the master unit. 
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a standard in its class. The spool rccordrs too have a speciality, the editing facilitcs, as also 
their portability. · 

IN DEPTH I guess it must be this acumen responsible for the special interest shown for the 
philosophy behind Shiva in the Nataraj pose, I introduced to him. "The dance of objectivity", 
I explained to him. " I somehow like the concept"' he said a few days later. 

After our exhilirating week at Vienna, where T series dropped in casullay to place an 
order for a complete Lyrec system, I was not too surprised to arrive in Rom bay from London, 
after a week, to meet Flcnuning, and Svedberg onhis first visit to India. 

Following a.~ agreement with 
Phillps, Eindhoven, Lyrcc has the 
rights to develop and manufacture 
equipment for the Digital Compact 

Lyrcc now is assured of a prominent presence in the Indian scene. 

Flemming Jensen, the marketing 'General' 

Cassette (DCC). Lyrc~c recently ex
hibited its range of DCC equip

ment, including the Lyrec DCC !lave specially designed for DCC cassclle 
production and the Lyrcc TR55 DCC QC deck for pancake testing. Lyrcc's 
newly developed Kronos 5 was recently exhibited for the first time, as was 
special version of Kronos 5 for DCC. Lyrcc also unveiled the Tac hos 90, 
the fastest cassette loader presently available, as the ftrst dual format 
loader for CC and DCC. 

Lyrcc DCC products for pilot plants will initially be avilablc only 
through Philips. Further production units of the Lyrcc DCC slave decks 
will, in future, be handled by Lyrcc's normal worldwide distribution 
network. 

The Lyrcc FRcc-EDitor (FRED), the portable broadcast quality 
editor, and FRIDA, Lyrec's broadcast standard portable tape recorder, 
continue to be popular. The FRIDA is available in a standard version with 
timccodc and with a special DC power pack (24 volt battery operate) for 
mobile recordings as well as in a system with a " Thcatron' mixer for 
theatre applications. 

All Lyrec equipment offers the professional user a high degree of " 
repeatability" so that updates and production improvements can be added 
with the minimum of down time, fuss or cost. 

Lyrcc is committed to the technology of audio information storage 
and retrieval through a range of professional standard C{jUipmcnt. All 
Lyrcc equipment is designed to be easy to operate and maintain, Precision 
engineering components ;rre chosen for their quality and avaiability. 
After sales support is provided locally through authorised Lyrcc distribu
tors, whose factory trained technical staff arc on continuous standby with 
a complete range of spares. Lyrec's commitment lo the customer and the 
product is reflected in the company's machine shop where craftsmen can 

produce a one-off replacement for any part of the Lyrec C{jUipment range, past or present. 
Today Lyrcc of Denmark manufactures the entire range of professional equipment form modem premises close to 

Copenhagen. The factory also houses a comprehensive parts store to service the needs of customers and the production line, as 
well as the research and development, quality control and adminstration departments. 

The close knit workfroce is ideally placed to provide both the manufacturing volume and attention to individual customer 
needs, to offer flexibility without compromise is quality. Lyrec products are state of the art whilst still remaining serviceable 
enough. 

For repairs to be done on site. Lyrec's technicians can retrofit any modification ot existing machines, The company can 
therefore supply the customer with international standard equipment at a competitve price with the backing of factory spare parts 
and a personalised service. 

Lyrec's research and development department keeps the company in the forefront of tcchnoogical advancements and ensures 
that Lyrcc machines remain leaders in analogue audio recording technology. Applications of new equipment arc considered very 
carefully before they go into production since Lyrec is concerned to measure the cost of all advancements against the real benefits 
to the final quality or any Lyrec machine. 

In 1991 Lyrec acquired the Italian company Robotecnica, a well established audio company which shared Lyrec's interest in 
the field of audio cassette equipment and the growing need for a systems approach in this media market. The acquisition of 
Robotecnica allows the two companies to supply a tum-key facility from master making through dupEcation and quality control, 
lo the final loading of the cassette shell. 

The Lyrec Installations so far in indla are at : The Master Recording Co., Madras., Kap;:o International Ltd, Perwanoo, 
Rajes Art Printers, Bombay, Super Cassettes Industries Ltd .. T-Series, New Delhi 
and soon to be installed in a complete system at Yijayeta Audion World Ltd. Bombay. 

To support its marketing and service activities in India, Lyrec has established a technical service centre in Singapore an this 
newly established Lyrec Singapore Pte Ltd is carrying stock of equipment and parts and has also made arrangement with a resident 
service engineer in Bombay- Mr. Peter Pinto. 
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In the earlier part of tl1is article Robert L Moll di.1·cu .1·sed /'itch, 
Timbre, Harmonics, Loudness, and Attack. The diffuHing on utilizing 
Altack is continued mid-sentence in this second par/. Sutain, Decay, 
Speed and Rhythm are also discussed. Those working for the earlier 
article may write to Playback/or a free zerox copy. 

What is a Sound Effect ? 
frightening than soft sounds, and 
sudden loud sounds are the most 
frightening of all. If you arc doing a 
scene about a woman alone in a 
house on a stormy night and you want 
to show how terrified she is of the 

Rumbles 

den and getting herself a book to 
read. However, in reaching high 
overhead to a shelf, her hand acciden
tally knocks over a crystal figurine. 
As the anguished woman makes a 
frantic grab to catch it, it falls to the 

0 

Figure: The entire thunderclap aound lasts from point A to pont 
D, a time span of approximately 5 seconds. By starting the sound 
at point A, you have warned the audience of the Impending 
thunderclap, and they are prepared for the sound. Because they 
have already heard the rumbling portion of the sound, the louder, 
more definitive part of the thunder is somewhat less effective. 

situation, one way to accomplish this 
is by using loud claps of thunder. For 
maximum effect, edit any sounds 
prior to the peak level of the thunder. 
Although the sound hasn't been in
creasedon the meter, it will seeming
ly be louder because of the 
suddenness of the allack (sec Figure) 

Unfortunately, perhaps the 
favourite time for directors lo use 
thunder in films and television is 
when they show a shot of the win
dow. Because lightning always 
precedes thunder, the suddenness of 
the sound is somewhat ameliorated 
by the flash of lightning. Therefore, 
to have this loud, sudden crash of 
thunder make an impact on the 
audience, we must add the element of 
surprise. 

Suppose the woman decides to 
try to forget the storrn by going to the 

marble floor and smashes. Only in 
stead of hearing the familiar crash of 
glass, the audience hears a loud, sud
den clap of thunder in its place. 

This technique of using one 
sound to simulate a totally different 
sound can be extremely effective. 
However, in order for it to have the 
proper rcsuhs, the audience must be 
surprised. If, for instance, we had 
used a thunder sound that had a slight 
rumbling prior to reaching its peak 
level, there would have been no cor
relation between that thunder sound 
and the fast auack of crashing glass. 

SUSTAIN 
Once a sound has reached its 

peak, the length of time that the 
sound will sustain is dependent upon 
the energy from the source vibra
tions. Once the source sound stops, 
the sound will begin to decay. 

••••• 
Manipulating the sustain time 

of a sound is yet another way of either 
modifying a sound or creating a to
tally new one. 

Utilizing Sustain 
One of the most important 

considerations given to a sound ef
fect is its ability to be controlled. Ir, 
for instance, you arc doing a fi Im that 
takes place in New York City and 
you record the most realistic traffic 
sounds at 42nd Street and Broadway, 
what good arc they if every time your 
actors speak, their lines arc drowned 
out by realistic New York sirens? 
The answer for unmanageable 
sounds that must be heard in the 
background for any length of time is 
to loop the sounds. A loop of sounds 
effects is a continuously running 
sound of something that can be 
stopped and started al any time 
without any noticeable change in the 
loudness level of the sound. 

If, for instance, after you've 
taped your traffic sounds and you 
find that they are too "busy" (too 
many things going on al once), what 
you must do is find a portion of the 
tape where there arc no extraneous 
sounds other than the ambient roar of 
the traffic. By editing out the sound 
portion that sustains the type of 
sound you want and placing it on 
some type of cart machine (National 
Association of Broadcasters [NAB) 
or MacKenzie), you have an endless 
loop of sustained sounds without any 
other identifying changes such as at
tack, decay, or unwanted sounds 
such as sirens. If, however, you want 
lo add sirens and horns, you have the 
control of those sounds on othe! 
carts, tapes, or film, and you can in· 
sen them where they won't interfere 

----------------------------------------------~ 
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What is a Sound Effect ? . • • • • 
with your dialogue. 

In the event you don't have a 
cart machine at your disposal, you 
must resort to the more time-consum
ing task of editing out all the un
wanted sounds. Although a short 
length of tape can be spliced into a 
loop and played on a reel-to-reel tape 
machine, unless the tape is identical 
to content and loudness level, a loop 
of tape this short presents problems. 

Suppose, for instance, we have 

One socond ol audio lape lraveling al a speed ol 7'/J IPS 

will be very little decay time, and 
more than likely what little there is 
will tail off quickly, giving the gun
shot sound an unnatural popping 
quality. 

The end of a· sound is often 
referred to as the "tail" of a sound, 
and conversely, the beginning of a 
sound is its "head". 

Whenever you are editing a 
sound, you must allow enough room 
at the tail for a narural fade. The fade 

Figure: One second of audio tape travelllng at a speed of 7-1/2 IPS 

the sound of an elevator starting, nm
ning, and stopping, all within 25 
seconds, but the script calls for a 
scene to be played in an elevator that 
runs for 60 seconds. Again we edit 
the sustain portion and make it into a 
loop. However, because the running 
or sustained section of the sound is 
under 10 seconds, you must exercise 
tremendous care in editing, for unless 
the sound is without glitches (sudden 
bursts of level changes), a loop of 
sound this short will magnify these 
mistakes with a regularity that will 
soon become distracting--if not mad
dening--to the listener. 

DECAY 
The decrease in amplitude 

when a vibrating force has been 
removed is called decay. The acrual 
time it takes for a sound to diminish 
to silence is the decay time. How 
gradual this sound decays is its rate 
of decay. If, for instance, you fire a 
pistol in a studio or a room that is 
extremely sound absorbent, there 

may be extremely fast, but unless you 
are clipping a sound for a particular 
effect, there should be a fade. 

This is no particular problem 
for a synthesizer, because it is done 
electronically. Rut what happens if 
you cutoff the ending of an effect that 
is on tape? One method is to make 
another copy of the sound and this · 
time, just prior to where the sound is 
clipped, fade the sound out fast. This 
will give you a sound with the proper 
fade on your second tape that, if need 
be, can be edited back onto the 
original tape. 

Utilizing Decay 

Although the decay of a sound 
is most influenced by the removal of 
its source, the resistance a sound en
counters as it travels through the air 
also plays an important part in the 
rate of its decay. In the cai.e of our 
gunshot, simply listening to the 
length of time it takes for the shot to 
decay tells us a great deal about 
where the shot was fired. If, for in-
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stance, the shot has a "tight" sound 
(little or no reverberation with very 
little decay), we know that it was 
fired in a small enclosed area with a 
great deal of absorbency. If the shot 
has a long decay coupled with an 
echo, we know that the shot was fired 
outdoors and its decay was most in
fluenced by the resistance en
countered by the- air's molecular 
movement. 

This knowledge is important 
when trying to simulate sounds. If, 

for instance, you have the sound of a 
shot that was fired indoors and you 
want to use it for a scene that takes 
place outdoors, by adding reverbera
tion to the sound and "goosing" 
(quickly increasing the volume level) 
the attack of the gunshot momentari
ly, and by then dozing a long slow 
fade, you have effectively created a 
sound most identified with an uncon
fined area. 

SPEED 
The measurable velocity of a 

sound determines its speed. By in
creasing or decreasing the speed of a 
sound, you can not only change the 
properties of one particular sound, 
but you have within your power to 

Figure: Thi• I• the letter "R" 
edited from the word READY at 
a tape speed of 15 IPS. 
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What is a Sound Effect ? 
change the sound of an African 
waterfall into that of the detonation 
of the atom bomb! 

Utllizlng Speed 
Audio tapes normally record 

and play back sounds al speed of 
7-1{2 inches per sound (IPS) or 15 
IPS. If you record a sound at 7-1(2 
IPS and play it back at 15 IPS, the 
information you recorded will be 
twice as fast as the recorded speed. If, 
for instance, you record an explosion 
at 7-1{2 JPS, it will sound like a gun
shot when it is played back at 15 IPS. 
Conversely, if you record a gunshot 
al 15 IPS and play it 
back al 7-1/2 JPS, it 
will sound like an ex
plosion. 

"It;', when recorded al a speed of 15 
JPS, is exactly twice the le11gth of the 
letter "R" recorded al 7- ,1(2. Al
thonPh these two tape speeds s:rve 

Figure: This la the letter "R" 
edhed from the word READY at 
a tape speed of 7-1/2 IPS. 

music and dialogue well, sound ef
fccL~ needs a tape machine that is 
capable of playing a wide range of 
speeds. A piece of c.quipmcnt with 
this capability is called a variable 

••••• 
speed oscillator (VSO). 

Variable Speed Oscillators 
Working in conjunction with 

the reel-to-reel tape machine is the 
VSO. This piece of equipment is 
used to change the speed of the re
cordcr' s motor. 

Most pieces of equipment 
have motors that operate on a stand
ard 60-Hz power line. However, it is 
sometimes desirable to operate 
equipment at other than standard 
speeds. This is the function of the 
VSO. It substitutes this normal 60-
Hz frequency with a variable fre-

To heller under
stand this, if you were 
Lo play a Lape of a 500-
H 1. tone that was 
recorded 7-1/2 JPS, 
and you played it back 
at 7-1 f2 JPS, it would 
still sound like a 500-
H,. Lone. However, if 
you played this tape 
back al 15 JPS, the fre
quency of the Lone 
would double and the 
tone's pitch would be 
perceived as higher. If 
you record a voice at 
1-1{2 JPS and play it 
back at 15, the sound of 
the voice will not only 
be faster but higher, 
and it will resemble 
that of the cartoon 
chipmunk characters. 
(Sec Figure) 

As you can sec 
in Figures, the letter 

Figure: A portable variable speed oscillator (VSO) attached to a tape machine. 
Most modern machines have the VSO built Into the circuit_ The VSO has 
another function that is extremely helpful in making difficult tape edits. By 
taking sounds or music and showing them down with the VSO, It is often 
possible to hear spaces in modulation that will allow you to get In with a clear 
edit. 
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What is a Sound Effect ? • • • • • 
qucncy that is capable of controlling 
the speed of the motors in smooth 
incrcmcnL~. much as a dimmer on a 
light switch (Sec Figure). 

RHYTHM 

Rhythm is most often iden
tified with music. In that context it is 
also associated with such tcm1s a~ 
meter, cadence, and tempo. There
fore, rather than confuse the issue, for 
our purposes we will define rhythm 
as a recurring sound that alternates 
between strong and weak clements. 
Although there is a slight difference 
between rhythm, cadence, and 
tempo, the three will be grouped 
together under the one heading of 

. ---

rhythm, and distinctions will be 
made where necessary. 

Utilizing Rhythm 
In this highly complicated and 

subjective business of reproducing 
existing sounds and creating new 
ones, you will very often have to 
implement all the comrxmcnts that 
we have discussed in order to create 
the desired effect. Sometirnes, how
ever, one component will be so 
dominant that simply emphasizing 
that part of the sound will be suffi
cient. 

For many years, the manual 
effect for marching feet was a group 
of wooden pegs suspended by wires 

in a wooden frame (Sec figure). 

By properly simulating the 
cadence of marching feet, this sound 
effect was extremely believable. Of 
course, a group of wooden pegs 
would hardly suggest the precise 
sound of a large group of people mar
ching in order. Rather, the rhytlun 
supplied by the artist made this effect 
successful. lf the rhythmic cadence 
were ignored, the wooden pegs 
would sound exactly like wooden 
pegs being drummed mechanically 
on a wooden surface. 

We wish the Indian 
heritage to endure and 
create, healthy music at 
very high levels of 
cre1;1tlvlty 

At the heart of Silver Beats is Shriman Sadhna Batra, and 
Narayan Agarwal, who team up to create meaningful 
albums In Classical, Semi Classical Bhajans, Regional 
Lok Geet and for meaningful films. 

Sliver Beats has to Its 
credit lour powerlull 
albums. That of Bhlmsen 
Joshi, Anup Jalota, Harl 
Om Sharan and a 
Vandana to Maheshwarl 
Agrasen, feating Anup 
Jalota, Manhar Udhas, 
Vlshwajeet and fresh 
talent In Neellma Nllaya 
and Leshram Merna of 
Manlpur. Ajlt Kadkade and 
Manju Bhatia will soon 
feature In a bhaJan album. 

Sliver Beats Music (p) ltd. Original Records & Cassettes Co. 
602-B, Poonam Chambers, Worli Bombay - 400 018 
Tel : OFF: 4936353/4928367. Res: 55!8309/6292997. 

·~~!111" Tele~ : 11-73705 GEWL IN Cable: SHIPGEAR. 
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS - -

Pro Audio & Light Asi_aExhibition 
Pro Audio exhibition will be held 

each year in the second week of July 
in Singapore. Next year, the exhibi
tion will be held al the World Trade 
Centre in July 7 lo 9. 

"'This year's exhibition drew near) 
4,350 visitors froom 35 countries and 
the exhibition was nearly 41 % largerr 
in terms of size and number of ex
hibitors as compared with '91 event,"' 
informs Allan Suen, if Business & 
lndushial Tirade Fairs Ltd. 

Indian companies who would like 
Loo represent internationally reputed 
pro audio companies can personal) 
mcclt the manufacturers al this exhi
bition. Most exhibitors show a very 
keen interest in the Indian market 
and arc aware of the potential, and 
arc looking for rcprcscnlaLivcs wih a 
suillablc background in the profes
sional audio field. 

PACE and Orange Pale were two 
Indian companies present. Roth Joe 
Gonsalves and David Santwan met 
with potential principal. 

Products of interest exhibited were 
by Lhc following Singapore distribu
tors from whom almost all pro audio 
products is available. 

Hawk Trading Co. Pc. Ltd. 
60'i, Macpherson Road, 
#0 I - l 'i Citimac lndusurial Complex, 
Singapore 1336 
Tel: (6'i) 21!7 0011 
Fax: (6'i) 21!1! 5805 

Aduronics Power & Sound Pie. Ltd .. 
111 North Bridge Road, 
#03-07 Pcninsula Plaza. 
Singapore 0617 
Tcl: (65) 331! 411!1!/331! 0811 
Fax: (6'i) 331! 6128 

Music Plaza Pie Lud 
XOA, anncry Lane 
Singapore 1334 
Tel: (6'i) 747 4374 
Fall: (6'i) 745 0150 

Electronics & Engineering Ptc Lud 
271 Outram Road 
Singapore 0316 
Tel : (65) 223 5873 
Fax : (65) 225 3709 

Mahajak Dcvclopmcnu Co. 
Bangkok, 
Thailand 
Tel : (66 2) 256 0000 
Fax : (66 2) 253 1736 

MR Team 
25/13 Soi Pauanasamakky 6 Chokcchai 4 
Ladprao Rd Rangkapi 
Bangkok 103 10. 
Thailand 
Tel : (66 2) 530 1077 
Fax: (66 2) 530 1077 

Datron Thai Co Lud 
2/F chavanich Rldg 
38 Soi Salinimi, Sukhumviu 69 
Prakanong, Aangkok 10110 
TI1ailand 
Tel : (66) 2 392 0224 
Fax: (66) 2 31!1 2971 

Studcn- Rcvox ( Far East) Lud 
20th floor, Chai Wan Industrial City 

Pl;asc II 
70, Wing Tai road. 
Chai Wan 
Hong Kong. 

Electro Systcms Ptc Ltd 
111! Lorong Gclan No. 01-120 
Singapon: 148 3 

Swcc Lcc Company 
03-23 flras Rash Complex· 
Singaporc 0711! 
Tel: (65) 336 7886/7052 
Fax : (65) .139 703'i 

Advanced Communicattions Equipmcnt 
Co. Ltd. 

5/F Prosperi)' Centre 
77-81 Containcr Port Road Kwai Chung 
Hong Kong 
Tcl: (1!52) 424 0387 
Fax: (852) 424 0781! 

Stagc Prnrc~~ional Ptc Ltd 
69 Roon Kcng Road 
Stagc fluilding 
(Junction of Acndcmccr Road) 
Singapore 1233 
Tel: (65) 3381313 

Light Sound Image 
2nd noor, E. Sum Wa Mansion 
I Rckhcrs Street 
Kcnncdy Town 
I Hong Kong 
Tcl: (l!'i2) 1!17 31!21 

Lingel· Ptc Ltd 
246 Macphcrson Road 
07-04 
Singapore 
Tel: (65) 747 19'il 
Fax: (6'i) 747 1971 
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Rank O"Connors 
O'Connor House 
91! Pasir Panjang Road 
Singapore 0511 
Tel: (65) 473 7944 
Fax: (65) 472 4508 

Hwee Seng 
81 Genting Lane 02/03 
Evcrich Industrial Building 
Singapore 1334 
Tel: (65) 746 3355 
Fax: (65) 743 1704 

Electro- Aeousmics Systems Pk: Ltd 
I 302, Lor. I, oa Payoh 
Hcx 06- 13, siond Hoc Ind. Rldg 
Singapore I 23 I 
Tcl: (65) 259 6616 
Fax: (65) 259 5939 

Electro-Systems lndusLrics Ptc Ltd 
( Allen & Heath Distributor) 
111! Lorang 
23 Gey land No.2- I 20 
Singapon; 1431! 
Tel: (65) 742 'i6o0 
Fax: (65) 742 1!050 

Advertise 
in 

Playback 
it 

will 
pay 
you 

back 

it 
gets 
you 

moving 
Tel: +91 (22) 6464560 Fax: 493 0154 
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TURNKEY SOLUTIONS IN PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO & VIDEO analogue/digital studio setup 

II( .I - - - ~DIGITAL AUDIO RESEARCH 

FlARH ~C3DODC3 ~/~ =~~EX® ~'\r .~. r A"' 
Klark Teknik : Broadcast 
grade analog/digital 
audio processing 
equipment. 

COMREX : Digital Audio 
Codes, 1 line/2 line/31ine 
Frequency extenders (for 
transmitting upto 8 khz audio 
on conventional telephone 
lines), sports consoles with 
telephone interface. 

DAR : Hard disk based 
Multichannel digital audio 
recording & editing 
system. 

,------ -r--1 •I/NC l 
-- . ·---- -·-- ----!'J 

@HITACHI ! 

l_ 
MAS : Wide range of 
professional Broadcast 
grade speakers, (full range 
Electrostatic or 
conventional 2 way /3 
way), pre-amplifiers, 
power amplifiers. 

1)1)1\ 
DOA : Broadcast grade 
analog/digital audio 
mixing consoles (8/16/24/ 
48 channels) 

--~-----

TFT : AM/FM Emergency 
Broadcast system, a full 
range of STUDIO to 
transmeter links, 
AM/FM modulation 
meters/analysers. 

- - - --- - -----------·--
Webel Mediatronics Ltd : 
Battery /Mains operated 
portable audio mixers, 
microphone pre-amplifiers, 
program/line amplifiers, 
REVERB UNITS, Power Supply 
Units. 

Authorised distributors for 

-- ------------·-- -------

Hitachi : Professional video 
shooting, recording, 
production & post 
production systems, 
portable microwave links. 

INTERNATIONAL 
----- -------·-

PKE : Full complement of 
Broadcast automation 
system (IBM PC based) 

Hy Tech Corporation 
8-21, LINK ROAD, LAJPAT NAGAR II, NEW DELHl-110024 



Dramatic increase in 
I ow-cost digital recording 

Annual sales of random access digi
tal audio recording and editing sys
tems arc still increasing, according to 
a recent study by independent co11-
sultants Sypha. Although all catego
ries of systems are proving more popu-
1 ar, the mostt dramatic increase is in 
sales of low-cost stereo editors. Whilst 
a considerable number of different 
manufacturers are competing in this 
markeJ, only two -- Digidesign with 
Sound Tools, and Akai with their 
DDlOOO optical disk recorder --ac
count for the majority of the 7 ,000+ 
sales made to date. 

According to Sypha, other indica
tors from a Review Of The Digital 
Audio Worrkstation Market (£125) 
suggest that the market for Rado I 
station automation is poised to 
expaand considerably. Development of 
such systems is being led by French 
and US manufacturers, and there are 
now more such systems on the market 
than any other type of tapeless system. 
Another clear market trend is the 
growtth in low-cost multi-channel sys
tems. Altough only a handful arc cur
rently available, sales look set to 
follow the pattern of low-cost sttereo 
systems. 

The Sypha surveyy details the 
worldwide sales performance for all 
categories of digital audio worksta
tions since 1985, and also discusses 
major players and their market shares, 
their past failures, and looks ahead to 
future trends and the likely effects of 
new technology. 

Tascam 
recorder 

hard disk 

Tascam yesterday revealed that it has a 
fully working hard disk recorder, the HDR-
4000. The unit, which is not on public dis
play, is capable of two channel recording 
and four channel playback with a 12.5 
minute duration. 

Put 
Le catalyst on your 

mailing list! 
Send 

your new product news 
and information to 

Playback. 
it gets you moving 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

93rd AES Oct. 1-4, '92 
The 93rd AES 

Conveention is be
ing held at the 
Moscone Center, 
San Francisco. 

The 93rd Con
vention Comminec 
under the leadership 
of Leo de Gar 
Kulka has a techni-
ca I programme 

evolving than will allow the convention at
tendees to strike gold in audio engineering 
fields. 

AES has four dccaadcs of service herald
ing the new scientific horizons of audio 
through socictyy communications programs. 

AES has been a continuous and dyynamic 
force in fostering tthc dissemination and 
exchange of information of a technical na
ture and thereby, advancing the various fac
ets of the audio craft into a cohesive and 
viable technology. 

AES is playing a leadership role in the 

development of international audio sttandards. 
AES is encouraging the expansion of edu. 

cational programs in the audio engineering 
discipline. 

AES is fostering an international member
ship base of professionals and specialists in 
audio. 

AES brings out a journal IO times a year 
publishing highly technical articles. In factt, 
it has become the audio reference and pres
tigious guide of technical development 
throughout the world. 

AES has 2 conventions during one 
calender year. The Europe convention is 
held sometime in March and the American 
convention is held sometime in October. In 
I 993, nhc 94th AES convention will be held 
in Berlin, Germany between March 16-19 at 
the ICC, the 95th AES convention will be 
held at New ork Hilton Hotel, New York 
during October 31 to November 4, 1993 and 
the 96th AES convention will be held at RAJ 
Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands from 
Feb.27 Lo Mar.2, '94. 

ElectroSoundSeries9000: Focuses 
DuplicatingSysteminSpeciallVlalkets 

The tape duplicating market for cost
effective equality cassette systems and 
euipmcnt continues to surge around the 
world, according to Jim Williams, presi
dent of Electro Sound. 

As a result, Electro Sound is focusing 
its popular Series 9000 high-speed cas
sette duplicating system at customers in 
developing countries and where it is more 
prudent for duplicaors to buy and opcr· 
ale cost-effective cuipmcnl. 

In addition Lo penetrating an important 
cost-conscious market segment, Electro 
Sound is targeting its series 9000 to meet 
a growing demand for greater duplicat
ing capacitty in a smaller manufacturing 
area. 

The multi-dimensional syystcm features 
a dual-speed dual-slavvc system incorpo
rated in one cabincll using a brushlcss 
DC servvo conllrollcd capstan drive sys
tem running all speeds up llo 240 ips. 
Four switchable EQ's and bias presets 
are provided alongwith the availability 
of Dolby HX Pro. 

The master rreproducer provides a 
brushless DC servo controlled capstan 
drive system and a vacuum column 
servoed llcnsion control system running 
all speeds up to 480 ips. there arc four 

PLAYBACK & FASTFORWARI> 
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switchable EQ circuits providing easy 
master tape and EQ change with a simple 
switch selection. 

"We fully expect the Series 9000 sys· 
tern to make significant sales impact nol! 
only in the U.S. but in countries around 
the world, where it is more advantageous 
for customers to buy cost-effective equip· 
mcnt and expand their operation as tttheir 
markctt grows," Jim williams, president 
of Electro Sound, said. 

The series 9000 gives Electro Sound 
for the firstt time an opportunity of of
fering the broadest spectrum of pcrfor· 
mancc-provcn systems, from the highly
sophistticated stale-of-the-art high end to 
the more cost-effective cuipment. 

The Series 9000 master reproducer 
and dual-slave transport system fea
tures new electronics, breakthroughs 
in functions and designs, and 
auttomatic componentry to make it an 
cfficiccnl and cost-effective duplicat· 
ing system. 

"The equipment introduces many inno· 
vative features but utilizes time-proven 
mehods and concepts thall expand on 
existing technologyy without sacrificing 
standards of performance and reliabil· 
ity," Williams added. 



· · He, was Insearch of an inspiration in the wilderness. 

J a g j i t S i n g h 's 

, 

~e created harmony ... 

THE MARK OF GREAT MUSIC 

Records cassettes & CD's available at all leading music shops. 
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Lyrec's Resident 
Service Engineer 

Peter Pinto of Bombay has been main
taining the loopbin unit of RaJes Art 
Printers since his appointment. ' He has 
effectively seen to it the unit has been in 
operation 25 hours a day every single 
day" declared Flemming on his recent 
visit to India. 

Peter Pinto is available at the follow
ing address: 
Peter A.Pinto 
Analog & Digital Electronics, 
North Bombay Society, 
D Building-Flat No.64, 3rd rloor, 
Opposite Juhu Hotel, 
Juh.u, Bombay 400 049 
Telephone No. : 6144080. 

Ava Audio reps. for 
digidesign 

Amil Biswas of Ava Audio installing the 
first digidesign is all set lo market the digital 
works station in India. He also represents 
Para-Di of Singapore and is offering APO
GEE fillers and Audio Scope analysers. 
Please contact at :-

PB 6745, Khar, Bombay 400 052. 
Telephone : 6484997 /6491699 
Fax : 649 1699 

Dlgldeslgn Pro Tools 

Best A ES 
For Lyrec 

Ever 

INTERN:\ TIO~AL NEWS 

Service Centre to be opened 

Otari appoints PACE as Rep. 
Otari has appointed an Indian representa

tive. PACE heeded by Joe Gonsalves and 
Nakul Kamle, is now, been exclusive repre
sentative for Otari liaising with Oshizawa al 
the Singapore office. 

Joe Gonsalves spoke Lo Playback 
"I would like IO sec the ProDisk 464 
enter India, as it is one of the most 
competent systems available. A lot 
of MX 80 series is a 2" 24 or 32 
track high end nml!i channel mas
tering tape rel:ordcr. Joe feels the 
Indian market is also ripe for the 
MTR-IOOA. 

The main thrust of PACE shall 
also be to retain the market share for 
Otari loopbin systems. "The compe
tition has entered recently, however, 
I am confident once they have real
timc experience Otari will be the 
pcmiancnt choice," declared Joe. 

Scrvil:c Centre Orie of the 
main tasks ahead is to set up a 
scrvil:c l:cntrc adequately stocked 
with spares and sending an engi
neer for complete training with 
full knowledge. Joe Gonsalves 
remarked, "I dont believe in half

the Al 362 double hub C-0 loader and 
the DP-75 twin slave which is a 3 capstan 
affair vis-a-vis single capstan similar 
slaves of the competition, arc going to be 
very popular in India." 

baked solutions". Also, in the Digital Disk Audio Recording & Editing 
loopbin duplication area, I think System: Pro Disk - 464 

MMTbuysTapeAutomation 
Tape Automation went into liquidation and 

MMT bought it over. Media Motion Tech
nology/ Tape Automation have since 
launched the Delta Dual Pancake loader. 
Dave Smith of Tape Automation is now 
general manager of MMT. 

TDK, Japan and EMI, UK buy 
Electro Sound 

Four Japanese companies including TDK, 
Tokyo have acquired Electro Sound 
dupllicaLLing equipment. 

EM I went in for the ES 8000 operating II 
80: I system. 

Thailand 
Sound 

Favours Electro 
9000 • series 

Gopal Krishan, Gulshan's brother who Two companies in Thailand have acuircd in one cabincll using a brush less DC scrv• 
overseas the production activity of Super ElecLLro Sound's popular new Series 9000 controlled capsan drive syscm running aU 
casscucs, Sun ii Wadhwani and Vcd Channa · 

high-speed cassctlc duplicating systems. speeds up Lo 240 ips. Four switchable EQ'I 
of SCI visited the Lyrcc stall and ordered 

Krung Thai in Aangkok and Onpa Audio & and bias prcsclls arc provided along with tthc 
a Lyrcc loopbin system. Kanik Raj of Va-

Vidco in Aankok 1....lll1 1·nstalled Series 9000 ava1·lab1·11·1yy cif Dolby HX Prci 
nilla Ice, Dubai also visited the Lyrcc stall '" · 

systems. The master re1Jroduccr of he Scrrics ~ and promised business. e.l 
According 10 Flemming Jensen, Lyrcc's Sales of series 9000 duplicating systems provides a brush less DC servo con troll 

Sales Manager the Ly rec stand saw more have surged internationally since their recent capstan drive system and a vacuum colwnn1' 
visitors from all over the world than any introducuion because the duplicators are cost- servoed tension control system running at 
previous AES and many new contacts were effective uality equipment providing grcattcr speeds up tto 480 ips. 1l1crc arc four switclJ! 
establ ishcd. Lyrec's newly developed duplicating capacity in smaller manufactur- able EQ circuits providing easyy mas.er taP' 
Kronos 5 was shown for the first time at ing areas, according to Jim Williams, prcsi- and EQ change with a simple switch sctec· 
AES. Flemming also reported to Playback dent of electro Sound. tion. 
on firm orders from East European buyers The multi-dimensional system features a Wandcc of Datron Thai, is the cxcJusivl 
like Romania. dual-speed dual-slave system incorporallcd agent who has generated these sales. ~-----~-------~-------'-- ----~..a...-----''-------''-----~-"'-~~~~-~-~---::: 
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JOB WORK 
DUPLICATION 

Now available in Madras 
on Otari 1010 Loop-bin. 

-· ...,.__ .. _, ... ~.--,·--· 

The only and biggest job work 
loopbin unit in the South. 

ploit the high profit south market 

SuPER RECORDING Co. PVT. Lro. 
713, ANNA SALAI, MADRAS- 600 002. INDIA 

TLX: 041-6742 SUN-IN FAX: 441800 866363 



INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

AKG sponsors 92nd AES in Vienna 

AKG's tapleas multltrack 

AKG, the Austrian co., alongwith Si
emens sponsored the AES/92nd conven
tion. It prcscnttcd the new hluclinc 
odular condcnsor microphone system. 
The AES is the most prestigious exhi
bition for audio engineering. Vienna is 
known as being an ideal crossroad for 
east European and west European trade. 
Anticipating good business from the 
newly liberated E. Europe the Vienna, 
llhe shew was thought to be the most 
largest ambitious audio convention yet. 
Almost each and every small and big 
manufacturer is present. Over 275 ex
hibitors displayyed their goods. 

The main accent of AES convention 
arc th~ papers prescntcd by acknowl
edged and renowned engineers. Papers 
Chairman Werner Deutsch had schcd-

uled 12 technical sessions, with many of them in two pans. Topics included wcre: 
Digital Signal Processing; Measurement Techniques and Instrumentation; Audio 
History, Preservation and Restoration; Music and Musi<.:al Instruments; Transdu<.:er,; 
New Techniques in Transmission; Sound Reinforcement; Digital Recording and 
Reproduction; Architectural Acoustics; Psychoacoustics; Computer-Aided Audio Pro
duction; and Additional and Special Topics. 

One noticed there was no crowding almost always the exhibitor had plenty of time 
to a ttcnd to the enquiries. 

Workshop Chairman Dietrich Schuller had arranged for a varictyy of seminar/ 
workshops throughout the convention, with a strong roster of invited experts llo 
conducll them. topics included were: New Audio Media; Recording; Tapelifc; 
wireless Microphones. 

Sony Dashes the • price 
Sony is launching a new era of afford

able digital multi-track recording. With 
the introduction of the PCM-3324S, a 
high performance 24 track DASH re
corder is now - for the first time - avail
able at the same price as a mid-range to 
high-end analogue multi-track machine. 
Sony celebrated the sale of I OOOth Dash, 
the PCM - 3348 DASH. 

Ten Y cars of DASH 
1982: Sony launches PCM-3324 al AES, 
Los Angeles. 
1984: Studer shows two-channel DASH 
prototype at AES, Paris. 
Sony demonstrates two channel DASH 
prototype at IBC, Brighton. 
1985 : Studer launches D820-X two
channel DASH recorder at AES, Ham
burg 
1986: Studer & Sony demonstrate two
channcl DASH compatibility at AES, 
Montrcux. 
Sony introduces PCM-3402 switchable 
Twin DASH" recorder at IBC, Brighton. 
1988 : Sony introduces PCM-3324A at 
APRS, London. 
Sony launches PCM-3348 48 track re-

Tascam introduces DA-800-24 24 track 
recorder at the same show. 
1991 : Studer shows D820-24 24 track 

Exhibition & Seminars 
A~ 
San Francisco 
Oct. 1-4, '92. 

Broadcast India 
Bombay 
Oct. 14-18, '92. 

In terbee 
Tokyo 
Nov. 10-12,, '92. 

Middle East Broadcast 
Jan 18-21, '93 

23rd ITA nnual Seminar 
Arizona, USA 
Mar. 10-14, '93. 

NAB 
Las Vegas 
April 19-22, '93. 

Montreux TV 
Montreux 
'Jun. 8-10, '93 

Broadcast 
Hong Kong 
July 8-10, '93 

barrier 
recorder at AES, Paris 
1992 : Son launches PCM-3324S all 

AES, Vienna. 

corder at AES, New York Sony PCM-33245 • 24 track 1/2"dlgltal taperecorder 
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The 
Best 

of 

Western Classical 

Exclusive licencees to the world famous N AX OS catalogue boasting over 3,000 

:.'frs'il Western Classical titles. 

~00 
classics SUPER MUSIC CO., 

Stock up from distributors : 
Bombay: Envoy Marketing & Distributors, Javeri Bldg., 1st Floor, Opp. Oriental Hotel, Grant Road, Bombay - 400007. Phone: 
3075887, 3627220. Calcutta: Atlantis Music, 171 A & B, Lenin Sarani, 1st Floor, New Cinema, Calcutta-700013. Phone: 270147. 
Madras: Super Audio, 17, Raheja Complex, Ground Floor, 834, Mount Road, Madras-600002. Phone: 835177, Bangalore: Super 
Audio, D. Rangaya Complex B. V. Iyengar Road, Bangalore. Phone: 583212. Andhra Pradesh & Madras: United Music, 2, 
8th West Cross Street, Shenoy Nagar, Madras-600035. Phone: 613630, Delhi: Sound Quest, 82/160. Safdarjung Enclave, New 
Dclhi-110029. Phone: 608753. 
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Broadcast Asia '92 Soundtracs for 
East Agents Singapore Exhibitions attract Indians 

! the A 72 Digital 
' Character Gen
erator (with Tamil 
Typefaces) and 
tthe 30 ASJJ 
Digital Effects 
System. 

To ensure that the market demands are 
serviced correctly and that the increasing 
customer base is satisfied Soundtracs has 
appointed new distributors as under: 

In Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia & 
Brunei: 
Swee Lee Co 
Block 231 Bain St. 03-23 
Bras Basah Complex 
Singapore 0718 
Tel: 3367886 
Fu:3397035 
Director: Peter Song. 

In Hong Kong, Acao and China: 
Winbo Technology Limited 
Unit 50, 13/F. Blk. F 

8723 with trade visitors with 359exhlbltors 

Studer EdiTech 
displayed its 
Dyaxis II Digital 
Audio Production 
System. It pro
vides audio engi. 
neers with rea). 
time multitrack 
capabilities, real

Wah Lok Ind. Centre 
37-41 Shan Mei St. 
Fotan 
NT, Hong Kong. 
Tel: 6049382 
FAX: 6044325 
Director: P.C. Ma 

Free ARX Appllcatlon Notes 
ARX is making available a low charge 

application notes on their DI-6s, Sixgate and 
afterburner comprasor Limiter. Whilst these 
ntes are primarily inttcnded for ARX prod
ucts they offer technical information of a 
nature that is equally applicable lo other 
products of a similar nature. 

Simply wrine tto the following address: 
ARXSysnems 
5 Kock Rd 16-03 
Cuppage Plaza 
Singapore 0922 

Broadcast Asia '92 held in June 2-5 and 
Pro Audio & Light Asia '92 held in July 8-
9 in Singapore were both well attended by 
the Indian music industry and video industry. 
Singapore being easily accessible both time
wise and cost-wise, it is possible for profes
sionals whether in Bombay, Delhi, Calcutta 
or Madras to attend. 

Broadcast Asia '92 concentrates on video 
equipment and broadcasting equipments. 

• In video, Ampex showed the AD0500 
digital effects system. 

•Rank O'Connor showed the Ursa 
Telecine, NC colour cameras, S-VHS edit-
ing system. 

A VS Broadcast displayed its newly 
launched Integra. It is a combined digital 
mixer& DYE. 

Panasonic displayed its Mii VTR which 
were used in the 1988 Seoul Olympics. 

Abekax demonstrated its mixed format 
suite, where the fully integrated A34 Solo, 

Hong Kong company targets India 
Nancy Lam and Dan~y Ho from the marketing team of 

Benelux visited India in the first week of September. 
Nancy Lam first realised the potential demand for their 
products from a complimentary issue of Playback. Tak
ing it up from there Nancy was surprised to do business· 
immediately on arriving in Bombay. Jet Speed Audio 
has already placed an order for Benelux high quality 
pressure pads. Delhi, Calcutta and Madras were also on 
their i terinary. 

Yashmin Hash mi's Tapeless directory 

time crossfades in all editing and recording 
modes and real-time digital mixing and sig
nal processing power. 

Thomson Digital Image (TDI) will be 
introducing IPR™ Interactive Pholrealistic 
Rendering, which can make photorealistic 
rendering changes in seconds, instead of 
minutes. 
. New England Digital offered the 

Synclavier series of digital audio systems, 
PostPro line of recorders/editors, the PostPro 
SD (combining sound design and disk re
cording in one system) and the new PostPro 
DSPOption. 

Other countries also participated in the 
Broadcast Asia '92 viz UK with exhibits from 
Dynatec, Quested, DDA, SSL, NEVE, Tri· 
dent and Zonal; and 

USA 3M Alpha Acoustics, Aphex, Apogtt. 
Audio Logic, CRL, Electro-Voice, Grass 
Valley, Lexicon, Pinnacle, Shure, Studer 
Gotham and many others. 

Versadyne Survey 
Discounts DCC 

The greatest consensus was on pricing. 
DCC record/ play decks must be widely 
available for below US $ 300. This as· 
peel is still not clear. 

Only 12 per cent of duplicators though! 
DCC would be better for the catalogue. 
And over 50 per cent thought that less tha!l 
10 per cent of this catalogue would sell 
better on DCC. Only 10 per cent were will· 
ing to invest US$ 100,000 maximum, which 
is not enough to enter the DCC market. 

Presently most of the, big names, like Otari, AKG, Studer, AMS, DAR, Digidesign, Akai, are offering disk based tapeless systems 
The tapeless directory is a guide book put together by Yashmin and Stella. Their finn Sypha is a publisher. Such a guide is imperative. 
as unlike with spool taperecorders, minimal investment are required to offer tapeless systems based on PC and Software. In fact there 
will be hundreds. Yashmin guide book provides knowledgeable inside. Very essential to buy the product. You may write to Syp~1 

216a Gipsy Road, London SE27 9RB. Tel: 081 7611042 Fax: 081 761 8279 for a copy of this issue. 
~~~-=-.a-~--'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--'~~~~~~~~~~~~---.-;; 
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS 

Sony's mini disk Vs. DCC 

Battle Roya le 
19-bit digital EQ 
from Yamaha 

The DEQ5 is Yamaha's new rackmount 
digital equaliser, which can be operated 
either as a dual channel third-octave 
type or a 6-band paraetric. IL can also 
provide 1.3 seconds of delay. A dynamic 
range in exccess of I OOdB is ensured 
byy the use of 19-bit delta-sigma AID 
convenors, and the oupul siagc cmployys 
20-bil conversion. Analogue inputs and 
outputs arc all on XLRs, electronically 
balanced, and there arc also AES/EBU 
and Yamaha YY2 digital connections. 40 
memories can be used to store user EQ 
seuings. No muting of the signal occurs 
when a memory is recalled -- instead 
the DEQ5 changes the EQ curve one 
frcqqucncy band au a Lim me, and pro
gram changes arc complctcdd in around 
one second. A timccodc reader is incor
porated, allowing the DEQ5 uo change 
mcorics al specific timecodc locations. 

The mini disk as well as DCC arc to be 
Jaunchcd by end '92. Philips haas played 
smart, as the DCC involves manyy players 
like the D-0 suppliers, the D-0 component 
supplicrrs, the !tape suppliers etc. 

Philips has farmed out licences across the 
world. Electro Sound, Gauss, Lyrcc, 
Tapcmatic, ATB, Benelux and many more 
established companies involved in music 
indll~lry for hardware and materials,, all stand 
to benefit and gain from DCC. They gel! a 
new product to manufacture and sell. So 
hundred per cent tthcy back it. Alternatively, 
the Sony mini--disk involves mastering equip
ment which they will supply and the CD 

manufactturers will mostly up-grade to press 
the new mini disk. a 3" disk giving 74 
minutes of music. Thee DCC alternately 
promises digi tall quality on tape for the 
home. 

India itself is at a crucial stage with not 
a single disc plant operating in the country. 
The future could bbe anything. But optical 
media is the future for CD! and Laser discs 
for movies in which area India is very strong .. 
Plus the optical media has a vast scope and 
use. lnddia will therefore soon cnller the 
optical disc/Laser/compact disc technology. 

NEVE AND AMS 
bought by Siemens 

Siemens audio and video systems group 
president Hans Haider said yesterday Hans 
Haider said yesterday that Siemens subsidiar
ies Neve and AMS would merge within "three 
quarters of a year". the change would take 
effect once the eamout package applying to 
AMS directors Stuart Nevison and Mark 
Crabtree reached fruition. 

Haider said that he did not know the name 
of the new company but the brand names 
Neve and AMS would be retained, along 
With product names such as AudioFile. 

Further, the Sony mini disk is about Lo 

debut!. These players will be available cheap. 
The mini disc itself might succeed the 5 inch 
compact disc worldwide. 

Only if we presume that the listener 
has an emotional or sexual fixation about 
mmagnctic !Lape, only then can we expect 
that Lo enjoy digital quality,, the listener 
will buy a DCC casscllc. When he can 
prcscntlyy enjoy digital quality on com
pact disc, why should he buy a DCC 
casscllc which requires him Lo purchase 
another piece of expensive euipmmcnt? 
Whether this new piece of DCC cuipmcnl 
can play analogue compact casscllc has 

no meaning. The prospective 
buyers already owns din-cheap 
analogue casscllcs. 

Or is the DCC aimed solely for 
piracy. That is, lo record compact 
discs on llo casscllcs with equal 
quality? Herc too the failure is 
guaranteed as a blank DCC 
cassclltc will be costlier than a 
CD, or definitely so, a personally 
recorded one after investments in 
a recording deck and the trouble 

to record is taken into consideration. 
Other fiascos possible arc with respect 

to tape which is like a video tape. Perfect 
quality video tape is very expensive and 
difficult to make. 

Then the complicated D-0. As if the 
single pressure pad in a conventional 
cassctllc was not enough of a trouble
maker the DCC has a highly compllicated 
pressure pad. All this will make the flaw
less functioning of the cassette very er
ratic and to ensure quality very difficult 
and expensive. 

A I U expansion uni LL, the DEQSE, is 
also available, which ofers the same fea
tures of the DEQ5 without he fronu panel 
programming and controls -- program
ming is performed via a maslllcr DEQ5. 

Also new arc the Q 1131, a single chan
nel 31-band pro graphic EQ, and the 
D2040 Digital Channel Divider, a high 
pcrfonnance 2-in/8-out digittal crossover 
for tour or permanently insttallcd sound 
reinforcement applications. 

USE OUR FAX 
TO SEND NEWS 

0091 (22) 4930154 

Music Today discussing 
with .Walt Disney 

Music Today is definitely going to en
hance its role in the music industry. Dc1.;pak 
Shourie, chief of Music Today was willing 
to agree Lhe Walt Disney catalogue was avail
able to them but a final agreement was not 
reached. In India, today as well as in other 
media Music Today has been advertising for 
A & R personnels with experience in the 
intem11tional music area. 

Peter Maher of Walt Disney based in 
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Bombay also informed Playback that the 
business launch of Walt Disney in India 
will be sometime in January. "HMV has 
given a very attractive proposal lo music. 
They have planned to create a division 
for Disney." 

The Bombay office will a.)so oversee 
Walt Disney's operation in Pakistan. 

Video is open as yet. Walt Disney has 
a fabulous video catalogue. 
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CLASSIFIED 

WANTED 
Regular Supply of Educational Audio/Video 
cassettes in English, Hindi and National 
Languages. And Musical Instruments. 
Write with complete catalogues and price lists: 
D-LUX CORNORTA 
MAFOCHICI - P.8. N0.66 
NADIAD - 387 001 (GUJARAT) 

·INDIA. 

WANTED 
A talented Lady Singer with Melodious voice avail
able for recording Programmes, in Gazal/Bhajan/ 
Punjabi Folk Songs. 
Mrs. Tarvinder Arora, 
15F, Kasturba Nagar, 
Sama, 
Baroda - 390008 
Tel: 23661. 

"Premises Available for RECORDING, DUBBING, 
VIDEO SHOOTING etc., 4000 sqft area with 14ft ht 
and 4000 sqft OPEN TERRACE AVAILABLE PARTLY 
OR FULLY ON REASONABLE TERMS at Andheri 
((W) Contact 6267205. 

Experienced Sound Recordist Required For A Re
cording Studio in Delhi Thukral Soundtrax, o/23 
Jangpura Extn., New Delhi - 110014. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATES 
Rs. 5/- PER WORD 
Rs. 75/ .. PER COLUMN CENTIMETRE WITH 
LOGO VISUAL 
PAYMENT IN ADVANCE 

Available 
Tascam 38 Brand new Contact: Manuel Dias 3075887. 
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For Sale 
Brand new 
Foxtex Mixer 812 
Fostex RS 8 track 
Tape Recorder 
Tascam 38 8 track 
slightly used. 
Contact: 
Bombay Telephone 
6205894. 

PROFESSIONAL MIXERS 
REPAIRED, SPECIAL 
CABINETS MADE AS PER 
YOUR SPECIFICATIONS, 
BESTSERVICING OF P.A. 
AND MICROPHONE AND ALL 
INSTALLATION OF P.A. 
SYSTEM UNDERTAKEN FOR 
SCHOOLS, AUDITORIUMS, 
ETC. 
CONTACT: Harish Ahuja, 
Atlas Electric and Radio 
House, 223 Manik Bldg, Near 
Delhi Darbar Hotel, Grant 
Road Bombay. 
Tel: 388 02 09. 

WE UNDERTAKE JOB WORK 
C.Os cassette, Audio Tape 
Double hubs winding & 
Assembling, Sticking Labels 
& Giletting on cassettes. 
Manufacturing of Audio Blank 
Cassette as per requirements. 
Final product from Master 
Tape to Cassettes as per 
choice. 
Contact:TelNo.254132 
Mr. Nimkar 
Shree Udyog 23 D, 
Zaobawadi Thakurdwar 
Bombay 400 002. 

Sell your 
equipment 

& Services in the 
classified pages. 
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High Speed Audio Cassette Copier 
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Technical Specifications : 

Tape 
0.15 (3.18 mm) wide 
Cassette Tape 
Tape Speed 
2.3 times to Normal Speed 
Copying Time 
13 minutes for C.60 
Track 
4 Track-4 Channel 
Blas Frequency 
325 KHz 
Signal to Noise ratio 
42 db or better 
Total Harmonic Distortion 
Less than 3% 
Frequency Response 
50 Hz-12 KHz 
Wow & Flutter 
0.2% (WRMS) 
Cross Talk 
4 Track, 4 Channel 
better than 4 db 
(between Track 2 & 3 1 KHz) 
Power Requirement 
AC 220/250 Volts 50 Hz 

A Product of :-
VIPON ELECTRONICS 
PVT. LTD. 
E2/79, Shastri Nagar, 
New Delhi - 110052. 
Phone:- 7515870, 
7517346. 

c ONLY ONE AND THE BEST) 
Marketed by: 

SIDDHARTHA INTERNATIONAL 
268, OLD LAJPAT RAI MARKET, DELHl-110006 

PHONE: 235627 



LYREC DUPLICATION SYSTEMS -

THE COMPLETE SOLUTION 

FROM MASTER TO CASSETTE! 

WE HAVE GOT IT ALL ! 

WE SUPPORT WHAT WE SEU.! 

COMPARE IF YOU DARE, 

HIGH YIELD-

HIGH QUALITY -

DUPLICATION 

AND LOADING 

SYSTEMS 

1/4" STEREO 

RECORDERS-

1/2" 4-TRACK 

MASTER MAKERS· 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

GIVE US A CALL. AND QC MACHIN 

Lyrec ll;I) 
Technolrwy where it counts. 

LYREC MANUFACTURING A/S 
Box 123 (Mileparken 22) DK-2740 Skovlunde Denmark 
Tel+ 45 44 532522 Fax+ 45 44 535335 Telex 37568 lyrec dk 

Regional Technical Centre 
GLOBE MAGNETIC SCIENCES PTE LTD 
514 Chai Chee Lane # 06-16 
Bedok lndus1rial Es1a1e 
Singapore 1646 
Tel + 65 4497700 Fax + 65 4453339 
Telex RS 36963 GLOBES 









Now there's a Soundcraft mixer that goes 
beyond MIDI muting, that works the way you 
work, in harmony with MIDI, sequencers 
and computers. 

HARDWARE 
By Sounclcr.aft 

Take the best-seUing Spirit Studio - six 
auxiliary sends, 4-band swept EQ, eight groups 
and superb audio performance. 

Add VCA fader automation: the result is 

Spirit Auto, the ultimate creative tool. Designed 
by musicians, for musicians, at a price you 
won't believe. 

SOFTWARE 
By Steinberg 

Custom-written Spirit Automation Software 
provides powerful and intuitive control of the 
mix, beyond the range of many big studio 
systems. With its graphical on-screen editing, you 
can cut and paste mix data -
just like using your sequencer 
package. The automation 
software runs concurrently with 
Cubase, too, allowing you to 
mix "live" sequenced data. 
pirit Auto will also work with 

any sequencer software for 
Atari. Apple Mac or IBM PC. 

For small studios, pre
production suites, and et-en 
audio post-production. you 
need the perfect mix of 
hardware and software·. 

You need Team Spirit. 

Soundcrnft Elearontcs Ltd ., 
Cranhome llot1<e, 

Cranhorne lndustrrJI Estate. 
Crinbome Rd, Ponm B.ir. 
Hens E. '6 3J~. England 
Tel 0707 66;000. 

Fax, 0707 6<'°482 

iiil 
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